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Abstract 

Nuclear steam generators (SGs) world-wide have experienced a wide variety of problems, 

of which a recent one has k e n  foding and blockage of the supports that restrain the SG 

prirnarycoolant tubes. Water chemisûy and operating conditions are known ?O influence 

fouling, and it is hypothesized that the thermal and hydrauiic environrnents near a support 

also play a role. The work presented here endeavours to show the effect of support 

design on this environment and hence on fouling. 

Experiments were performed to simulate the thennalhydrauiic environment near various 

designs of tube supports. Aidwater mixtures were usefùi in showing the hydraulic flow 

patterns, while Freon-1 1 vapoudliquid mixtures showed thermal effects. Measurements 

of pressure loss, local veloçity, and iocal void fraction were also made to quantitatively 

characterize the effect of the support. 

A cornputer program, called TSFOUL, was coded to predict deposit thicknesses in and 

near a support. Larger codes used for such predictions in industry have been unable to 

predict blockage of supports, hence the need for support-specific models. TSFOUL bas 

the same classic particle deposition moâels as in the larger codes, but considers additionai 

factors such as stagnation zones and surfaces normal to the flow. The fouihg 

mechanisms specific to supports were inferreci h m  SG inspections and h m  

experimental flow patterns, and measured values helped to make the models more 

quantitative. While limiteci by a lack of good validation daîa, TSFOUL was able to 

predict reasonable deposition patterns, and helped to understand the complex Interaction 

between different mechanisms. 

The net product is a set of tools for assessing the fouling propensity of a given tube- 

suppon design: (1) proposed fouling mechanisms, (2) criteria for support fouiing 

propensity, (3) correlation of fouiiog with mass flux and quality, (4) experimental twls 
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such as flow visualization and measurement of pressure-loss profiles, and (5) analytical 

tools such as TSFOUL. 

This work was part of a comprehensive program on SG foding that involved a team of 

researchers at AECL's Chalk River Laboratories. This thesis focuses on the experiments 

and analytical modeling camed out by the author herself. 
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Glossary 

AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., a crown corporation 

amorphou having no regular structure (opposite of crystalline) 

a solution that resists change in pH when a small amount of acid or 
base is added or when the solution is diluted 

CANDU CANada Deuterium Uranium (registered trademark)t a nuclear 
power reactor developed and marketed by AECL* 

coid leg half-side of SG between the U-bend region at the top and the outlet 
of the cooled-down primary coolant 

colloid fluid suspension of particles of diameter < 0.5 pm 

the gradual pinching or deformation of a tube due to buildup of 
deposits in the crevice between the tube and the support 

a reduction in the station power output due to, for example, an 
inability to transfer al1 the heat genaated at full power to the 
secondary coolant 

sudden evaporation of thermaily saturateci Liquid due to a local 
decrease in pressure 

flow area ratio the k - s p a n  (tubes-oniy region) flow area divided by the flow area 
of the channels in the support 

flow-assisted corrosion the flow-aided dissolution of aormdly protective oxide films 

fke span 

Freon 

hot kg  

land 

region in the SG whete only tubes are present; also called the 
approach region 

trade name for fluorocarbon-based fluids commonly used as 
refigerants 

half-side of SG between the inlet of the hot primary coolant and the 
U-bend region at the top 

portion of the support surface tbat is perpendicular to the flow and 
that contacts the SG tube, forming a corner 



OTSG 

pitting 

porosity 

porosity 

iron oxide, F Q ~ . u ,  a common corrosion prduct f o n d  in ferrous 
piping systems 

once-through stem generator, in which the secondary coolant is 
preheated, evaporated completely, and superheated in a single p a s  
through the SG 

localized corrosion caused by impurïties concentrated under 
deposits or in crevices 

in tems of the deposit: the fiaction of deposit occupied by voids 
(e.g., a deposit with few voids will have low porosity) 

in terms of the support: the inverse of the flow-area ratio (e.g., a 
support support with relatively s m d  openings for flow will have 
low porosity) 

q d i t y  (steam) the ratio of the mass of steam to the total m a s  of the fluid 

recirculation ratio the average number of times a volume of liquid completes ihe 
circuit in the SG before vaporizing to steam; or, the ratio of the 
m a s  flow rate of downcomer liquid to the mass flow rate of 
generated steam 

RSG recirculating stem generator, in which the up-flowing seconàary 
coolant evaporates to a relatively lowquality (up to -30%) two- 
phase fluid, the steam is separated fiom the liquid, and this liquid 
is returned to the inlet for M e r  evaporation 

soluble an ion in solution, usually iron or copper in the case of SGs 

stress-corrosion cracking localized corrosion at a grain boundary, in the presence of 
tende stress 

themosyphoning forced flow driven by large static head differences; velocities cm 

be relatively high, such that the pressure losses and heat transfer 
behaviour resembles those of forced (pumped) convection 

tritium hydrogen atom with nucleus having two neutrons in addition to the 
single proton 

vena contracta position of m-um flow area downstrearn of a sudden 
contraction in flow are .  which causes a separation of the boundaiy 
layer h m  the wall 



void fraction the fraction of volume occupied by the gas or vapour phase in a 
two-phase fiuid 

severe case of pitting* due to, for example, phosphonc acid 
concentrated under deposits when sodium phosphate is added to 
the water for pH control and buffering* 

water-lancing a technique for cutting hard deposits using a jet of water under very 
high pressures 



Nomenclature 

half-length of rectanguiar channel 

deposit removal or suppression factor 

flow area 

value of suppression factor A assuming no consolidation 

ha1 f-width of rectangular channel 

boiling coefficient 

impaction coefficient 

effective fraction of open flow area in vena contracta region 

void distribution parameter in drift flux equation (Eq. 7.4) 

specifk heat 

bubble diameter 

diffusivity 

charnel hydraulic diameter (= 4AB. where S is wetted perimeter) 

mean diameter of annular flow channel 

particle diameter 

tube diameter 

activation energy 

fraction of precipitate in deposit 

Darcy fiction factor 

gravitational acceleration (= 9-8 1) 

mass flux 

specific enthalpy 

wail heat transfer coefficient 

latent heat of vaporizattion 

superficial velocity 

thermal conductivity 

Boltzmann constant (= 1 -3807x1 O") 

flow raistance coefficient 



deposition coefficient 

attachent constant in correlation for KA 

inverse of streamline curvature radius 

deposit thermal conductivity 

kinetic energy 

length 

mean h e  path of fluid moiecde (= 2CJpu) 

mass flow rate 

mas of particles deposited per unit area (Appendyr A) 

siope of velocity distribution (Eq. 8.41 ) 

Avogadro's nurnber ( 4 . 0 2 2  x 1 O-=) 

hction of  particles 

Nusselt number (= h Dh,,/k) 

pressure 

saturation pressure 

Peclet number (= Re Pr) 

Prandtl number (= Cp p /k) 

heat flux 

molar gas constant (= 8 -3 1 4) 

Reynolds number (= p u Dh&) 

rate of particdate flow, rate of precipitation 

Schmidt number (= v / D) 

Sherwood number 

elapsed time 

bulk fluid temperature 

non-dimensional particle relaxation time 

saturation temperature 

wall temperature 

actual velocity 

friction velocity 



Va m/s weighted mean drift velocity 

w m width of annular flow channel 

Wjcr m width of oncoming fluid jet 

X - parameter in flow development (= z 1 ky) 

z m axial distance 

a m3/m3 void fiaction 

P s  
- deposit porosity 

P S U ~  - support porosity (= support flow area / k - s p a n  flow are@ 

Xth k&'b thermoci ynamic (equi 1 i brium) q uality 

X kghg mass quality 

8 m deposit thickness 

incremental distance interval 

pressure difference (loss) 

subcooling (= Tm - Tb) 

distance interval 

change in particle concentration 

surface roughness 

particle concentration 

two-phase multiplier (= 1 for single phase) 

re-entrainment tenn 

dynamic viscosity 

kinematic viscosity (= Np) 

densiîy 

particle density 

surface tension 

Idel'chik flow development factor 

wail shear stress (= f p u2 1 8) 

nondimensional inertia parameter 



subscri pts 

14 

24 

A 

acc 

att 

area 

ave 

b 

b 

B 

bd 

C 

C 

calc 

con 

D 

evap 

exp 

expt 

f 

F 

fldev 

fiic 

fs 

fu 

one-phase 

two-phase 

attachent (of particle to surface) 

acceleration 

attachent (of boundary layer to wall) 

area change 

average 

bubble 

blïlk 

boiling 

bubble detachment 

cementing agent 

centrifbgal settiing 

calcuf ated 

sudden contraction 

diffiision 

de position 

evaporation 

sudden expansion 

experimental 

liquid 

filtering, impaction 

flow development 

fiction 

free span 

liquid, in a separated flow 

gas or vapour 

gravi tational settling 



imp 

1 

L, lam 

Ioc 

min 

prev 

sat 

sub 

tot 

V, vena 

gravitation 

hydradic 

curent node 

previous node 

impaction 

inertial coasting 

larninar 

local 

minimum 

previous 

solid (partic le) 

saturation 

sticking 

subcooled 

support 

turbuient 

transPo* 

thermodynamic 

thermophoresis 

total 

vena contracta region 

wall 

distance 

incremental distance interval 

d k i t e  



Cbapter 1 

1.1 Description of Nuclear Steam Generators 

Nuclear power stations cmnt ly  in use rely on the fissionhg of uranium-235 and similar 

heavy atoms to produce heat As shown in Figure 1.1. the heat produced in the nuclear 

reactor is transferred to a coolant in CANDU* ' reactors, the coolant is pressurized heavy 

water (&O) which also acts to moderate the fission chai. reaction. The heat is 

transported via this primary cmlant to boilers or s t e m  generators (SGs), which then 

transkr the heat to a light water ( H a )  secondary coolant operating at high temperature 

(-250°C) and high pressure (-4.5 MPa). This seconchy coolant vaporizes to stearn 

which then drives a series of turbines for electricity production. The stem is 

subsequently condensed and returned to the SG as feedwater. 

Steam generators for nuclear power stations are typically of the vertical tube-in-shell type, 

shown in Figure 1.2 in the form of a recirculating SG or RSG*. The prirnary coolant 

from the nuclezrr reactor is pumped at hi& pressure (-10 MPa) through hundreds of 1 to 

2 cm diameter U-tubes, which are enclosed within a vesse1 containing the secondary 

coolant. These tubes are fixed to a tube sheet at the bottom of the SG, which separates 

the primary coolant k m  the secondary H20 coolant. Typical operathg conditions 

for two different CANDU SGs are listed in Table 1.1. 

Some SGs are of the once-through type, cailed OTSG*, in which the sec~ndary coolant is 

pumped past the hot tubes and becomes superheated steam at the outlet. CANDU SGs, 

such as  those at the Bruce A or Darlington stations (Figures 1.3 and 1.4), are of the 

recirculating type, in which the secondary coolant nses by n a t d  convection past the hot 

' Terms designated mth an asterisk are explainai in the GLOSSARY section. 



tubes. While the steam moves on to the turbines, the water and any excess liquid shed by 

the cyclone separators (located at the top of the SG) retunis to the bottom of the SG via 

an annular downcomer. Because of the density difference between the stearn-water 

mixture and the downcomer Iiquid, aatural circulation (or, more precisely, 

thermosyphoning*) is established in the circuit thereby ensuring heat removal fiom the 

heated surfaces. 

The downcomer Liquid combines with feedwater which makes up for the loss of inventory 

fiom steam generation. After the feedwater has been heated to an optimum temperature 

using extraction feedwater heaters (not shown), it is typically preheated internally using 

baflie plates (Figures 1.2 and 1.4). The Bruce A SG is unique in that it uses an extemal 

preheater (Item 13 in Figure 1.3) instead of the intenial baffle plates. 

For nuclear reactors in particular, the SGs are designed to be exceptionally robust. From 

the standpoint of cost, the stations cannot afford tube leaks and hence loss of expensive 

heavy water fiom the primary side. From the standpoint of safety? large Ieaks fiorn, for 

example, SG tube ruptures could put the nuclear fuel at risk of overheating and releasing 

radioactive fission products. Also, as the primary codant transports tritium* and other 

radioactive by-products, SG maintenance leads to radiation doses to the workers and must 

therefore be minimized. 

For robustness, the tubes are sealed to the tube sheet at the inlet and outlet ends, and are 

separated by plates or grids of tube supports within the main M y  of the SG. As shown 

in Figure 1.2, the supports are typically positioned at 1-meter elevations, as well as at 

various angles in the top U-bend region of the tube bundle. They prevent the tubes from 

touching each other and prevent excessive flow-induced vibration in the boiling flow. 

Figure 1.5 shows designs of supports used in various CANDU and other SGs. Simple 

plates such as the drilled-hole plates or broached plates (either trefoil or quatrefoil) are 

the most cornmon. The earliest CANDU SGs used broached plates, and these now appear 



prone to f o d g ,  as  this thesis wiii demonstrate. Grids consisting of flat bars such as the 

lattice bars, fht considered too fragile, are becomuig more cornmon because they are less 

flow-restrictive, they support the tube over a greater height, and they seem less proue to 

fouling. The formed bars have features related to both these types. 

There are five support designs currently in use in CANDUs. Fxperimental mockups of 

these supports are shown in Figures 4.1 and 5.1 .] They are, in roughly chronological 

order: 

1. Bruce-tme broached vlates, in use at the Bruce A, Bruce B, and P i c k e ~ g  £3 stations 

(al1 in Ontario); 

2. Pickering-type lattice bars, in use at Pickering A (Ontario); 

3. CANDU-6-tnx broached plates, in use at Embalse (Argentins), Cemavoda 

(Romanis), Pt. Lepreau (New Brunswick), and Gentilly-2 (Quebec); 

4. Darlinaton-tvw lattice bars, in use at ail Darlington stations (Ontario), at Wolsung-2 

to 3 (South Korea), and at the two fùture Qinshan stations (China); 

5. Wolsung-1-tvoe formed bars, in use at Wolsung-1 (South Korea). 

The evolution of supports-Corn broached plates to lattice bars and to fomed bars-has 

been largely one of trial and error. The work presented in this thesis has endeavored to 

bring about greater understanding of the impact of support design, and a better basis for 

support selection. 

1.2 Descri~tion of Problem 

Nuclear SGs, in cornparison to boilen in other industrial applications, perfonn extremely 

well. For example, by 1990, the overail failure rate for tubes in CANDU SGs was 0.003 

% for the population of over a half million tubes. The total number of tubes removed 



h m  service by plugging was 74, and about a thud of these were plugged following 

removal for metallurgical examination [ 1 ] - 

To achieve such performance, operators of nuclear SGs world-wide have addressed a 

wide variety of corrosion and mechanicdly-induced problems [2,3,4]. Tube wastage* 

and thinnîng were among the f k t  corrosion problems; after these were resolved, 

denting* , stress-comsion cracking*, tube pitting* , and fketting Wear dominated- 

A relative newcomer to this group is fouling and blockage of the supports that separate 

and restrain the SG tubes. Support fouling does not affect the integrity of the SG tubes, 

unless it provides an opportunity for corrosion of the tube within the tube-to-support 

crevice. In recirculating SGs, the trouble lies with potentid secondary-side flow 

oscillations caused by large flow resistances by blocked flow holes, especidy in the 

upper highquality* regions of the SG. 

in October of 1986, when an oscillation was obsewed in the Ievel of one of the Bruce A 

Nuclear Generating Station (BNGS-A) steam dms,  it was not immediately assoçiated 

with fouiing. [The Bruce A SG, shown in Figure 1.3, is unusual in its use of stem drums 

cornmon to a set of SGs, ùistead of steam-separation components within each SG.] A 

computer analysis revealed that the oscillation was most Iikely caused by flow blockage 

in the upper part of the SG. Large flow resistances in regions of high q d i t y  and the 

accompanying low flow rates are known to render a thermosyphoning system unstable. 

The amplitude of the oscillation became severe enough to force derathg* of the unit in 

1988 Marcb. During a shutdowm later that year, the upper two broached support plates 

were inspected through holes drilleci in the shell, and were found to be about 80% 

blocked. The support plates were partiaily cleaned using a water-lancing* technique, and 

the unit was put back in service. 

The blockage was caused by the long-term buildup of prirnarily magnetite*, which is ;? 

product of flow-assisteci corrosion*. The fact that fouling was the Limiting factor in the 



SG operation was unexpected: fietting fiom flow-ioduced vibration was a greater 

concem, and the support plates had k e n  designed to promote sti£hess. Also, the design 

was thought to discourage deposition, because flow would accelerate through the broach 

holes and therefore scour them- 

Water chemistry and operating conditions are known to influence fouling. There is now 

strong suspicion that flow patterns play a decisive role, and that these patterns are 

controlled in part by the geometry of SG components. 

1 -3 Foulinp; Classification 

The topic of fouling in heat exchangers has been sîudied extensively, owing to the 

enormous industrial costs associated with inefficient heat transfer. The classificaîion of 

fouling on heated surfaces is based on the liquid-soiid interface, and has five primary 

categories [5 ]  : 

crvstallization fou1 ing, either b y precipi tation h m  solution of dissolved substances 

onto the heated surface (dso known as scaling), or by solidification of a pure 

substance fiom a melt; 

particdate fouling; which is an accumulation of suspended solids onto the heated 

surface; 

chernical-reaction fouling, in which reaction products deposit at the heated s d a c e  

(but the surface material itself is not a reactant); 

corrosion fouling, which is an accumulation of indigenous corrosion products on the 

heated surface; 

biological fouling, which involves attachent of macro-organisms a d o r  micro- 

organisms dong with their adherent slimes. 

For dl these categories, fouling typicdly progresses dong the following stages: 



(1) initiation or surface conditionuig, (2) transport of fouiing agents to the &ace, (3) 

attachment or adhesion to the sucface, (4) removal, in the fonn of re-entrainment, erosion, 

or spalling, and (5) ageing (e-g., consolidation). 

The fouling of supports and other surfaces inside the SG is primarily one of precipitate 

and particdate fouling (Categories 1 and 2) [6], with the fluid entraining a mixture of 

solubles*, colIoidal* substances, and particdates. 
- 

The design of some supports is believed to actively contribute to blockage problems by 

creating a thermalhydrauiic environment favourable to deposition. The goal of this work 

was therefore to better understand the role that thermalhydrauiics pIays in the fouling of 

SGs, and of supports in particular. From a practical standpoint, this amounts to assessing 

the fouling propensity of diflerent support designs, and to recommending methods of 

predicting and mitigating support fouling. 

These are not straightfonvard tasks. Thermalhydraulic influences are not readily 

separated f?om other factors such as water chemistry, SG design, and operating history. 

Fouling information fiom the field required for validation of prediction models is scarce 

and O ften anecdotal. High-pressure, hi&-temperature fouling experiments in the lab are 

expensive and tirne-consuming. 

1 -5 Fouling Research 

1 5 . 1  Research Program at AECL 

The fouling problems at the Bruce A NGS forced the Caaadian nuclear industry to 

seriously consider the issue of SG fouling. The Bruce incident is not an isolated one, 



considering that blockage has now been detected at the Point Lepreau and the Pickering B 

stations, both of which use broached support plates similar to those at the Bruce A 

station. The radiation hazards and economic penalties associated with wholesale SG 

replacement are, of course, aot trivial. Faced with the dilemma of rejuvenation versus 

replacement, the CANDU Owners' Group (COG), composed of AECL* and utilities that 

own CANDU reactors, has increased funding in SG research in recent years. 

Among the COG contracts undertaken at AECL's Chalk River Laboratones (CRL), one 

involves the study of tube and support fouling. Started in 1991, this project encompasses 

the following: 

experimental and theoretical studies of the effect of water chemistry on deposition 

rates (C. Turner), 

numerical modeling of the distribution of deposits among SG components (Y. Liner 

and C. Turner). 

numerical modeling of flow patterns near supports (A. Banas), and 

an experimental study of flow patterns near supports (H. Rummens). 

1-52 Author's Role and Contribution 

As several researchers have been involved in this project, it is important to outline 

precisely what topics covered in this thesis have k e n  contributed by the author herself: 

Work undertaken for the COG vroiect: 

Experimental studies of flow patterns near supports were planned, carried out, and 

analyzed by the author. Guidance was provided by fellow researchers C. Turner and 

G. Dimmick, both at CRL, and by thesis supenisor Prof. J.T. Rogers at Carleton 

University in Ottawa. 



The work included hiring and guiding undergraduate students, and s u p e ~ s i n g  

technical staff. Students and technologists assisted with measurements. Test-sections 

were fabncaied by CRL machine-sbop staff. For rasons of accountability and safety, 

the Freon-1 l *  flow loop could only be operated by technologists trained and licensed 

in the handling of refigerants. 

The author was responsible for making decisions regarding research direction, for 

preparing yearly proposais, and for writing quarterly progress reports as required by 

COG. The work was documented formally by the author in five COG reports. 

Work undertaken bevond the COG moiect: 

Analytical modeling (Le.. the development of the TSFOUL program described in 

Chapters 7 to 9) was not part of the COG project and was therefore carried out by the 

author during offduty hours . Guidance was provided mostly by the thesis 

supervisor, Prof. J.T. Rogers. 

The author presented the work at two conferences [7,8]; a journal paper is in 

preparation 191. 

The next Chapter summarizes reports fiom the field regarding SG support fouling, and 

literature papers on the themalbydraulic environment near SG supports. 
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Table 1 . 1  : Typical operathg conditions of CANDU SGs 

1 PrUnary flow rate pg/s] 1 1420 

1 Primary inlet temp [OC] 
1 

304 

Primary inlet quality [%] 

1 Secondary inlet temp [OC] 

O 

Primary pressure FIpa]  

Feedwater flow rate Fg/s] 

Secondary ave quality range [%] 

9-3 

1 70 

1 Secondary pressure [MPaJ 

) Secondary recirculation ratio* 
4 1 

1 - 5.2 1 
Secon- flow velocity [ d s ]  0.5 to 6 

Overall heat transfer rate FfWj 290 

Average heat flux F W / ~ ~ ]  125 

Number of tubes 

Tube inner diameter [ml 

4195 

Tube outer diameter [ml 

Tube pitch [ml 

0.0 13 

Tube material 1 Inconel 600 1 Incoloy 8 0  

Shroud inside radius [ml 

i 

Horiz. support type & material 1 trefoil broached plate 

Number of horizontal supports 

trefoil broached plate 

7 

Horiz  support material 

Horiz. support porosity* 

carbon steel 

Number of supports in U-bend 

4 10 stainless steel 

0.42 

Interna1 preheater 

0.6 1 

3 7 

No Yes 



Figure 1 - 1  : Schematic of mical C ANDU nuclear reactor system 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of typical tube-in-shell recirculating SGs [12] 



Figure 1.3: Bruce A steam generator & steam drum 



Figure 1.4: Dariington steam generator with integral preheater 
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1 7 upper lateral testraint lugs 
18 ring beam 



Figure 1 -5 : Tube support designs (including U-bend supports) 
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Figure 1 -5 (continued) 
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Figure 1 -5 (continued) 
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Chapter 2 

2. L I T E R A m  SURVEYS FOR FOULING OF SC SUPPORTS 

2.1 Exmrience with Sumort Fouling 

The following sections describe occurrences of support foding in existing steam 

generators or in laboratory mock-ups. 

2.1.1 Experience at Crystal River 

One of the f h t  reports of the blockage of broached supports (shown in Figure 1.5) carne 

fkom Florida Power Corporation's Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear power station, which uses 

once-through steam generators (OTSGs) Cl ,2]. A steady increase in the pressure drop 

was noted across the first 9 of the 15 broached support plates, fiom the start of 

commercial operation in 1977. By the summer of 1984, the resistance to flow in the tube 

bundle resulted in the feedwater backing up and flooding other components. From then 

on, the feedwater flow and consequently the unit power output needed to be curtailed on a 

continuous basis. 

The increase in pressure drop was attributed to deposition of corrosion products causing 

increased restrictions of the flow paths through the supports. Visual inspection of the 

SGs çhowed that the la and 6& support plates had light blockage (O to IO%), the 3d and 

5" support plates were moderately blocked (20 to 50%), and blockage peaked at the 4h 

TSP (50 to 90%). 

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the bloçkage consisteci of "lips" protruding fiom the support 

towards the tube surface, both at the iniet and outlet. Blockage at the inlet face was 

typically p a t e r  than at the outiet. Rippled deposits or "mini-lips" were also observed on 



al1 the suffixes within the broach hole. The deposits consisted primarily.of magnetite, 

with 2 to 3% each of metallic copper, nickel, and chromium. 

Blockage would not cause flow oscillations in OTSGs, as the flow is by pumpeâ forced 

convection and not thermosyphoning; however, the blockage at Crystal River was 

unacceptable fiom the standpoint of forcing station derating. Attempts were made in May 

1985 to manage the flow blockage problem by hydraulic cleaning to remove deposit- A 

visual inspection performed only half a year later showed that Iip growth and blockage 

had retmed to the condition observed prior to hydraulic cleanhg. 

The regions of extensive fouling had stearn qualities in the range of 30 to SC)?!'. Fouling 

was reduced beyond the tjrn support probably due to depletion of the liquid phase (which 

is the particle-bearing phase), or due to reduced particle concentration, or both. 

2.1 .S Experience at Westinghouse SGs 

Flow oscillations and blockage have been reported in some Westinghouse SGs with 

quairefoil supports (shown in Figure 1.5). A survey of plants with quatrefoil supports 

showed a correlation between the occurrence of broach-hole deposition and plant 

operation at the low end of the desirable pH range (Le., pH c 9.3) (31.~ 

Inspections showed that deposits had a lipped appearance similar to those of the Crystal 

River SGs. The lips had grown dong the entire circumference of the broach hole, as well 

as on the tube surface. [Japanese stations using Westinghouse SGs, ie., quatrefoil 

supports, also reported such a lip formation, with a larger lip on the support side.] 

The SG water pH is kept in a narrow band in the alkaline range to discourage corrosion. 
Additives such as morpholine or arnmonia are used for pH control, phosphates are used as 
buffers*, and hydrazine (NZ&) as an oxygen scavenger. Chemistry control affects fouling in that 
poor control leads to greater rates of corrosion and hence a greater mass transport of corrosion 
products. 



Field observation and lab experience suggested that colloids* formed the deposits, wtiich 

is consistent with the smooth, hard deposit morphology. In general, preferential growth 

was observed in the quairefoi1 design cornpared to the dnlled hole design, on the support 

side of the broach holes, and on the bottom face of the support. 

2.1.3 Experience at Bruce A 

Ontario Hydn, has reported blockage of the &efoil broached plate supports at the Bruce A 

station [43. Bruce A is a Cunit CANDU nuclear power station, in service since 1976, 

whose RSGs operate with a mixed ironkopper feed-train. A program of copper removal 

from the feed-train is currently in progress, as copper is known to be a deposit hardening 

agent. As discussed in Chapter 1, the flow blockage problem was first revealed as a level 

oscillation in the horizontal steam d m  that is comected to four SGs in Unit 2. An 

analysis indicated that the oscillation was most likely caused by flow blockage in the 

upper region of the SGs [41.~ Later, most of the boilers in Unit 1 aiso expenenced flow 

oscillations. 

inspections in Unit 2 Boiler 3 showed that the blockage was caused by deposition of 

corrosion products in the broach holes of the supports [5] .  The extent of blockage 

increased with support plate elevation; it was aiso greater on the hot leg* (whose quality 

ranges IÏom 2-3 % at the bottom to -30% at the U-bend region) than the cold leg* 

(quality 0% at the bottom to -20% at the U-bend). Typical deposits revealed by remote 

inspection are shown in Figure 2.2 [5,6]; they were found to be smoûth, h e ,  

amorphous*, and very hard (Le., not easily removed even by water-lancing). 

A visuai inspection of Bruce A Unit 4 SGs showed the blockage to be more uniform than 

in Unit 2, ranging fiom 30-40% at the 3" support to 4040% at the 7m support, and littie 

In a recirculating system driven by thermosyphoning, high flow resistanîes in the NO-phase 

(steam/liquid) region wili tend to destabilize the flow. 



difference between the bot leg and the cold leg. In al1 cases, the deposits were brittle and 

had lips at the inlet of the s u p p o ~  in contrast. Unit 1 had a high volume of deposit ail 

over, with cold leg worse than the hot leg, and with soft and eady water-lanced deposits. 

2.1.4 Experience at Bruce B 

Although the SGs are of a similar design, visual inspections at the Bruce B site have 

shown relatively littie blockage [3]. Only small lips of deposit at the rims of the broach 

holes in the hot leg have been observed No flow oscillations were experienced. 

One significant difference is that the stations at the B site consist of dl-ferrous feedwater 

systems (Le., no copper), and are operated at a higher pH than the stations at the A site. 

Bruce B also has a history of better chemistry control than Bruce A. 

2.1.5 Experience at Pickering B 

Visual inspection of Ontario Hydro's Pickering B NGS Unit 5 Boiler 4 was carried out in 

the early 1990's [SI. The upper (5", 7", and 9") trefoil broached-plate supports were 

inspected and theu deposits were found to be very thin and fine; some of the broach holes 

on the 5& support showed incipient lips. In con- deposits on the 1' support plate 

were thick and irregular in shape, crystalline, hanging h m  the underside of the plate, and 

so thick that most broach holes were btocked. 

Flow oscillations of the type experienced at Bruce A were not obsewed at Pickering B, as 

the blockage was restricted to the single-phase liquid region at the bottom of the SG. 

Con- to the destabilizing efféct of high flow resistance in two-phase regions, high 

resistance in the single-phase region tends to stabilize the flow. However, the flow rate 

would still be reduced. 



2.1 -6 Experience in a Fouling Test Loop 

Fouling experiments conducted in recent years at CRL involved a broached support 

subjected to a flow of 0.25 pm mapetite particle suspension at high temperature and 

pressure (representaîive of SG conditions) for 600 continuous hours [3]. The fluid was 

heated to saturation at the inlet; no additional heat was added in the test-section. [Any 

steam present would have been the resdt of pressure l a s  effets. J The bifoil support had 

a geometry similar to the trefoil Bruce bmached plate, but had an artincialiy large flow 

area ratio* between the free-span mgion* and the support region. 

As shown in Figure 2.3, srnall clumps of deposits formed within the broach holes; these 

deposits were heaviest at the hole inlet. Scanning electron microscope photos (not shown 

here) indicated that the deposits were morphous. 

An interesthg facet of the fouling problem is that several research groups have atternpted 

to artificiaily foui a support and have found very little, if any, deposit. At CRL, a test- 

section with trefoil supports was run recently at SG conditions for 500 hours, and no 

significant deposit was obtained even afier the concentration of solubles was increased, or 

particles were added, or mass flux was boosted (by increasing the area ratio between fiee- 

span and support). Likewise, a Japanese group ran a similar 3000 hour test and obtained 

no significant deposit [3]. 

For understanding of the relationship between fouling and the thermalhydrauiic 

environment of SG supports, information was sought on  characteristic flow patterns near 

such supports. The majonty of papers related to this topic focus on corrosion and flow- 

induced vibrations ( s e ,  for example, the review by Green [7]). However, a few were 

found that describe flow patterns. 



Studies conducted at W S t h  (ü.K.) around 1977 investigated the wake geometry of 

aidwater bubbly flow past a blockage [8]. The length and center of flow recirculation 

zones could be measured directiy with the use of a transparent test-section. These 

parameters were in good agreement with predictions fkom a computer code that modeled 

velocity vectors. 

Ln 1979, Bates et al. at the Batteile Pacific Northwest Laboratories [9] measured local 

velocities near circdar-hole type support plates to characterize the flow pattern 

associated with tube denting and degradation. This was foilowed by computer 

simulations of void and velocity fields near the support plates [l O]. The researchers 

could not find any solid link between flow pattern and tube denting, but speculated that 

tube eccentricity might play a role. 

Between 1979 and 198 1, Sekoguchi et al. at Kyushu University in Japan [ 1 11 studied 

flow patterns near obstructions, using both aidwater and steamlwater mixtures. The 

results revealed local thinnine of liquid films very close to the obstruction, which couid 

be linked to alternahg dryout and rewetting of the tube surface observed in the heated 

tests. This suggested a potential for accelerated corrosion of the tube near the support, 

but did not shed much light on fouhg rnechanisms. 

In 1985, Caille et al. at the University of Central Florida [12] used aidwater mixtures to 

visualize flow near supports of circular hoie and trefoil designs, to detexmine where 

vapour blanketing (and hence accelerated corrosion) could occur. The resulting flow 

patterns, featuring oscillations and p e n d  of reverse flow, could not be categorized 

according to known flow regirnes. The study was inconclusive with regard to fouling. 

A 1 983 EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) report by Cassel1 &: Vroom [ 1 31 offered 

the most useîùi information, as it describes experiments perfotmed with a broached plate 

under high-pressure and high-temperature SG conditions. The steadwater flow 

upstrearn was found to be unperturbeci by the support, except for slight necking, while 



flow downstream was characterized by jetting, swuling, and recirculation, the intensity of 

which depended on the velocity through the support. 

In summary, literature exists on the occurrence of deposits on various supports in various 

types of SGs, and on the thennaihydraulic environment near SG supports. No 

information wuld be found that described the relatiomhip between the foding and flow 

patterns. Also, nothing was found that explained the process by which SGs such as those 

at Bruce A could become incapacitated by support fouling. 

The next Chapter describes the key components of the support fouling research program 

at CRL, and the bases on which decisions were made. 
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Figure 2.1 : Deposits on Crystal River supports [2] 

(a) Typical support deposits (3" and 4h supports) 
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Figure 2.1 (continued) 
(b) Typical tube deposits (sm and 6m supports) 
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Figure 2.2: Deposits on Bruce A Unit 2 Boiler 3 supports [5,6] 

(a) broached plate $5 (partialiy fouled) 



Figure 2.2 (continued) 
(b) broached plate g6 (heavily fouled) 



Figure 7.3 : Deposition on experimental bi foi1 support 
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Chapter 3 

3. DEVELOPING A RESEARCH PROGRAM 

An experimental research program was fiuided at AECL's CRL to investigate more 

closely the thennal and hydradic environment near a support. This program. managai 

and directed by the author, evolved over a five-year period, fiom 1991 to 1996. 

As described in Chapter 4, tests were first carried out using aidwater mixtures under 

ambient conditions, room temperature and near-atmospheric pressure. Because these 

couid only show hydrauiic effects. tests designed to show the thermal effects were 

subsequently carried out using liquidhapour mi~tures of Freon-11 or CC13F (Chapter 5). 

Table 3.1 shows that the Freon fluid is also more representative of the SG fluid than 

aidwater under ambient conditionsz in tems of liquicüvapour density ratio and vapour 

bubble size. One flow visuaiization expriment was done under SG conditions, for 

confirmation purposes (see Section 5.6). 

The experimental test-sections were scaled up by 20 to 50% for better observation and for 

better accessibility by instruments. The flow area ratios between the fiee span* and the 

support channel were representative of the flow area ratios in the SGs. Likewise, in the 

support region, the height to channel hydrauiic diameter (or m, ratio) was matched. 

The need to keep these two parameters representative was made clear during early trial 

mm, in which an improperly scaled test-section showed obviousIy unreaiistic flow 

patterns. 

The first usefd test-section consisted of a haif-rod representing a SG tube cut lengthwise, 

and its associateci Bruce-type broached plate. The rod and piate were attached to a 



transparent acrylic casing whose flat wdl allowed observation of flow withùi the broach 

hole. While this test-section was too simple to show representative flow patterns 

upstream and downstream of the plate, it wvas the only one with a sectioned broach hole, 

and f?om this perspective gave rnuch usehl insight on flow within the support. 

Subsequent test-sections for water tests consisted of 7 fidl rods in a circular pipe and 6 

full or partial rods in a rectangular pipe. By the time a test-section was needed for Freon 

tests, it was established that flow patterns were influenceci more by whether or not area 

ratio and L/Db were consmed, than by the presence or absence of neighboring rods or 

tubes, as discussed in Section 4.2. The Freon tests therefore used only 1 full rod in a 

circular pipe. 

As flow visualization was an important part of the work, various methods were trïed. 

Some techniques, such as dye injection, entrained particles, or hydrogen bubble 

generation, were unsuccessfûl, because they were either better suited to low (1amin;it) 

flow rather than the turbulent flow found in SGs- or they did not lend themselves readily 

to flow tracking. For the water tests, the most successfûi technique involved introducing 

air bubbles into the flow. While it was tempting to assume that the bubbles represented 

steam, the vastly ciiffiring properties of low-pressure air and high-pressure steam meant 

that the air could be regarded only as a fiow visualization tool. For the Freon tests, the 

vapour bubbles used as a tool were considered more representative of stearn bubbles, as 

indicated in Table 3.1. 

3.2 Anal-@cal Modelinq 

A computer code called SLUDGE was developed at CRL in the late 1980's to predict the 

deposition of particles throughout the SG [l]. The local thermalhydraulic conditions 

(e.g., rnass flux, quality, pressure) were cornputed by the THIRST code [2] and fed into 

the SLUDGE code. SLUDGE then calculateci the magnetite particle concentration, and 



the extent of deposit buiidup on tubes? supports, and the tube sheet at the bottom of the 

steam generator. This macroxopic code modeled the supports simply in terms of 

porosity*. The correlations and expressions used in SLUDGE to predict deposition are 

described in Appendix A. 

The SLUDGE code could not predict the extensive support fouling at, for example, the 

Bruce A station. A tool was needed to more accurately predict local deposition. Using 

. this tool, supports could be assigned a "fouling propensity factor" based on their design., 

which could then be used in SLUDGE in the calcuiation of support deposition rates. This 

concept gave rise to the TSFOUL (Tube-Support FOLJLing) cornputer program, described 

in Chapters 7 to 9. 

The main challenge for al1 laboratory research for SGs is the expense and complexity of 

representing the hi&-pressure, high-temperature conditions of the SG. Much work is 

therefore typically undertaken under ambient conditions and rationalized with the help of 

scaling laws or parameters (such as similar liquidfvapour density ratios). The 

assumptions are then confirmed in a limited number of dificult tests under the more 

extreme conditions. Likewise, the models used in numerical simulations are often 

validated with ambient-condition data, and assumed to apply to SG conditions. 

Even the use of a modeling fluid such as Freon- 11, chosen for its convenient boiling point 

near room temperature, poses challenges. This fluid is considered an ozone-depleting 

substance, and new environmental regulations in effect in 1994 led to very tight controls 

on, for example, test loop leakage and recovery of the loop inventory d e r  use. Freon-11 

is currently banned as a test fluid at C U .  



Another challenge in this work in particular is that various aspects of tube-support fouling 

were investigated in parailel by different research groups. For example, while the flow 

pattern investigation has now been cornpleted, trials to artificially fou1 a broached plate in 

the laboratory and to mesure fouling rates are still ongoing. Thus, many of the fouling 

mechanisms proposed in Chapter 6 and the deposition rates obtained in Chapter 10 

remain to be verified. 

The next Chapter describes experiments carried out with arnbient-conditions water as 

modeling fluid. 
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Table 3.1 : Cornparison of physical properties: SG steamlwater, aidwater, Freon-11 

vapour / vapour / vapou / 
liquid liquid liquid 

stedwater Freon- 1 1 Freon- 1 1 
[actual SG preon laop preon loop 
conditions] conditions] conditions] 

bubble size t e m  d(prpd 3.2 x 10'' 1.1  1 0 - ~  1.2 x  IO-^ 
[m3/s2] *** 

gasliiquid 
airhater 

[water loop 
conditions] 

(Sec Nomenclature at beginning of thesis for description of variables.) 

* This is the maximum allowable pressure for non-registered "pressure vessels" used in 

test loops at CRL. 

** The Reynolds number Re is the ratio of the inertial to viscous forces in the fluid. and 

is an important parameter to match when working with dBerent fluid properties and 

scaled geometries. For the liquid phase, 

( . . .continuai on next page) 



Table 3.1 (continued) 

* * * Bubble size is believed to be an important parameter to match when simulating SG 

flow pattern. The d(prpd criterion shown in this table is fiom a typical expression for 

bubble size at departure during pool boiling 131: 

where Ci  is a function of the contact angle between the bubble and the surface. This 

criterion is a crude one, as bubbles tend to coalesce after departure, and forced convection 

(as opposed to pool boiling) produces finer bubbles. 



Cbapter 4 

4. EXPERtMENTS IN AtIUWATER LOOPS 

4.1 Rationale 

The frst step in understanding flow patterns near supports was to conduct small-scale 

experiments witb mock-ups of the SG components, under conditions that were 

inexpensive to produce and easy to control. Over a 3-year period between 1991 and 

1994, ambient water tests were carried out on transparent acrylic test-sections. This was 

an opportunity to develop measuring techniques and to discover the important parameters 

that characterïzed the flow patterns. 

4.2 Description of Test Loop 

Tests were camied out in an aidwater loop with half-rod, 7-rod, and 6 - r d  SG mock-ups 

containhg the supports. [The very first test-section, a single-rod SG mock-up, was 

discarded as the flow area ratio between free-span and sirpport regions was much greater 

than in the SG, giving rise to flow patterns that were subsequentiy detennined to be 

unrealistic. This exercise showed the importance of representative flow area ratios.] 

Four types of CANDU SG supports were tested in the aidwater loop ( s e  Table 4.1 and 

Figure 4.1 ): the Bruce broached plate, Pickering A iattice bars, Darlington lattice bars, 

and Wolsong- 1 forrned bars- 

Dimensions were scaled up by 20 to 50% for better observation and to acconimodate 

instruments. The scaling factor for each mock-up was determineci by comparing the test- 

section tube pitch with the appropriate SG tube pitch. As indicated in Table 4.1, the flow 

area ratio between the fiee-span and support regions, as weil as the height-to-diameter 

ratio for the support charnels, rernained representative of the SG. 



Cornparisons between mock-up supports (Figure 4.1) and actuai SG supports (Figure 1.5) 

show that, geometq-wise, al1 mock-ups except those for the Darlington lattice bars were 

Mly representative of the SG supports. As shown in Figure 1.5, the Darlington support is 

a cornplex one with every 8<h bar a tail Wgh) bar instead of a short (low) bar. For the 

mock-up, two intersecring high bars plus two adjacent low bar sections (one upper, one 

lower) were therefore chosen as a "worst case" fiom the standpoint of flow restriction. 

. The tests were conducted at room temperature and near-atmoçpheric pressure in a 

pumped water loop (Figure 4.2). Liquid velocities representing the lower region of the 

SG (0.5 to 1.5 m/s) were used. The combination of test fluid properties and d e d - u p  

geometries gave liquid Reynolds numbers that were low by a factor of about 6 compared 

with the actual SG. This implied that the more dominant flow patterns would be 

observed in flow visualization tests, as smaller effects wodd be damped in the lower 

temperature, higher viscosity test fluid. 

4.3 Flow Visualization 

The objective of the flow visualizahon tests was to obsewe how each support affects the 

flow dong the SG tubes. As discussed in Chapter 3, several flow visualization 

techniques were tried. The most useful technique involved introducing air bubbles into 

the flowing water as a flow visualization tool. 

4.3.1 Results for Clean Supports 

Figures 4.3a to 4.3d show drawings of each support (in the d r o à  SG mock-up) and its 

characteristic air/water flow pattern, at a liquid velocity of -1 m/s. Photographs were 

taken, but they could not show the dynamics of the flow; video recording were more 

helpfiii. 



In general, flow upstream of al1 the supports was uniform, except for "necking" of the 

flow within a few centimeters of the support. This necking was less obvious with the bar- 

type supports than with the broached plate, which caused a sharp and relatively large 

contraction in flow area 

Downstream flow patterns were influenced to a greater extent by the supports. The 

broached plate (Figure 4.3a) caused ciramatic flow recirculatio~ with eddies of swirling 

air bubbles extending 5 to 10 cm past the plate. The Darlington lattice bars (Figure 4.3b) 

feamed recirculation over the high-bar intersection. The low-bar arrangement caused 

visible flow redirection: air films wrapped around the bars and stable air pockets formed 

above hem, indicating low-velocity regions. The Pickering lattice bars (Figure 4.3~) also 

featured recirculation or air stagnation above the bars, but to a lesser extent. Flow 

patterns with the Wolsong formed bars (Figure 4.3d) were very uniform, with only thin, 

stable air pockets above the bars. 

The aidwater flow patterns with the broached plate were very similar to the stedwater  

ones described in a 1983 EPRI report [ I l  (see Section 2.2), irnpiying that the dominant 

patterns are the same regardless of the fluid used. A h ,  the flow patterns were generdly 

the same regardless of whether the half-rod, the %ro& or the 6-rod SG mock-ups was 

used. The only significant exception was that the downstream recirculation pattern in the 

multiple-rod mock-ups had a 3àimensional structure, and was therefore more complex 

than in the half-rod mock-up. 

4.3.2 Results for Parhally-Blocked Flow Channels 

Using bubbly air/water mixtures, experirnents were camed out in which holes on one side 

of a broached plate mock-up were covered on the downstrearn side with putty, simulating 

blockages in those holes. With this partial bloçkage, the aidwater flow was fast and jet- 

like on the clean side, and slow and recirculating on the blocked side. The more open 



channel was characterized by a higher velocity and larger quantity of air bubbles, due to 

the need to maintain equal pressure loss across the two parallel channels (which is 

effectively the maintaining of mass and momentum balances). A schematic of this flow 

pattern is shown in Figure 4.4- 

4.3.3 Resuits using Metallic Flakes 

A flow visuakation technique was tried in which smali (0.5 to 1 mm in diameter), disc- 

shaped, easily-suspended aluminum flakes were introduced into the test loop. As a 

technique it was unsuccessful, because the flakes were difficult to track, but an 

unexpected observation was made: the flakes tended to collect on the upstream lands* of 

the broached plate, where flow branched into adjacent broach holes (Figure 4.5a). They 

accumulated to a point of equilibrium volume, which depended on the flow rate, beyond 

which additional flakes were sheared off by the flow. Very little accumulation was found 

downstrearn (Figure 4.5b), possibIy because flow recirculation swept the plate clean. The 

flakes were held by dynamic forces: as soon as the flow was stopped, the flakes fell tc the 

bottom of the test-section. 

None of the bar designs showed accumulation to the same degree as the broached plate. 

With the bars, instead of king trapped on horizontal surfaces, flakes became wedged in 

the vertical crevice between a tube and support bar. 

4.4 Pressure Loss 

The objectives of the pressure-loss tests were: (a) to obtain an overall flow resistance 

coefficient (K-factor) for each support by measurïng total pressure loss across the 

support, and (b) to find regions of locd pressure extremes by measuring axial pressure 

profiles. The tests were carried out in single-phase water. 



As shown in Figure 4.6, both sets of measurements were taken using a thin hollow sliding 

probe with a static pressure tap near one end, which could be inserted through the support 

and pulled back at measured distances to give axial pressure profiles. (The technique of 

the sliding probe was developed in earlier work [2].] At each axial location, the voltage 

signals h m  the differential pressure transducer (DP cell) were time-averaged, to d u c e  

the effect of signal noise. Voltages were converted to pressure differences following 

calibration equations obtained prior to testing. 

The DP ce11 sen& pressure differences between the fixed reference tap and the sliding 

tap. As profiles could take -112 hour to obtain, such relative pressures were more precise 

than absolute values, because they were not affected by fluctuations of overall loop 

pressure with time. Also, in the unheated single-phase flow, the DP cell does not 

measure any pressure loss due to the static head between the vertical taps, which can 

otherwise swamp other pressure losses. 

4.4.2 Axial Pressure Profiles 

A set of measured axial pressure profiles is s h o w  in Figures 4.7a to 4.7d. Both the fkee- 

span velocity (1 2 4  m/s) and the probe radial location (in the subchannel closest to the 

center rod) are the same in these figures. The difference between the upstream and 

downstream plateau values is taken as the total pressure loss. These experimental total 

losses. converted to resistance coefficients or K-factors (and labelled Lt), are listed in 

Table 4.2. 

The broached plate caused the greatest overall pressure los ,  and the Wolsong bars caused 

the least. The Darlington mock-up gave a greater loss than the Pickering one, which is 

consistent with the visudy observed flow patterns that are more turbulent near the 



Darlington support. [The cornparison is somewhat &air because the Darlington mock- 

up is a "worst case" geornetry: had the geometry been more representative, the two types 

of lattice bars would bave probably had similar K-factors.] 

The broached plate pressure profile shows a minimum just downstream of the broach 

hole inlet, which corresponds to the location of the greatest expected flow contraction. A 

partial pressure recovery occurs relatively slowly as flow continues to re-develop well 

past the support. The Darlington pressure profile shows two sharp pressure dmps, 

corresponding to the sudden contraction at the fim (lower) and second (upper) low bars. 

Pressure recoveries past these bars are also relatively slow. The Pickering profile also 

indicates where flow contractions occur within the support. The Wolsong pressure 

profile features a smaii &op at the support entrance, a M e r  slight decrease due to 

friction dong the support, then a quick recovery past the support. 

The K-factors were also calculated using a simple contraction-fiction-expansion model. 

[A more complex two-phase version of this model is used in the TSFOUL program, as 

described in Section 7-33.] The calculated overall K-factors Qabelled b,) were 

obtained as follows (using the nomenclature listed at the start of the thesis) [3,4]: 

where f = 



The L, values are listed in Table 4.2, and are reduced to their contraction, fiction, and 

expansion components in Table 4.3. For cornparison with experimental K-factors, 

fkïction factors for both smooth pipes (dDhy c 0.00005) and rough pipes (E/Dhy = 0.016, 

which corresponds to a plausible roughness height E of 0.1 mm) were used. The 

simplified geometries assumed for the calculations are shown below Table 4.3. 

In al1 cases, the calcuiated K-factor is less than the experimental one; possible reasons for 

this are: 

the model relies on simple "step" geometries. whereas the true geometries are three- 

dimensional and complex, 

flow redirection is not taken into account (which may explain in part the large 

discrepancy between measured and calculated K-factors for the Darlington bars, for 

which cross-flow was observeci between the upstream and do- iow bars), and 

flow is assurned to be firlly developed for the calculated K-factors, whereas the 

supports are typically within the flow development length and consequentiy have 

higher fiiction factors than calculated. 

The experimental K-factors apply only to clean supports (as opposed to fouleci). Also, 

although flow area ratios were made to be representative of the SG, the test-section and 

mock-ups were scaled up for the experiments and include artificial walls. 

4.4.4 Effect of Subchannel 

For al1 designs except the broached plate, the shape of the axial profile between the 

plateau dependeci on the local contractions and expansions in the particular subchannel 



containhg the probe. An example is shown in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b for the Dariington 

mock-up, where the first profile was obtained in the hi@-bar region and the second in the 

low-bar region. [The profile in Figure 4% was obtained with the probe bounded by a 

high bar and a low bar.] While the overall loss is the same, the high-bar profile does not 

show pressure losses and recoveries associated with a changing flow area within the 

support. The behaviour ill-ted in Figures 4-7b74.8a, and 4.8b aiso reflects cross-flow 

effects. The good agreement in overall pressure loss in these three figures gives 

confidence in the measured values for K. 

4.4.5 Effect of Edge Sharpness 

The mock-ups tested in the experiments al1 had 90' sharp edges. However, blueprints for 

the Pickering and Darlington lattice bars specie to "remove sharp edge" on the  four 

corners of each bar, or specifi '%dl r a d  and "break corners acceptable". To investigate 

the effect of rounded edges, the edges of the bars on the Darlington mock-up were filed 

by hand. 

Figure 4.9 shows that, for the sarne velocity and probe location, the measured pressure 

profile is smoother and the overall pressure loss considerably lower @y 27%) with the 

rounded edges. 

Furthemore, the component of pressure loss most affected by the edge rounding is the 

contraction of flow into the support. Subsequent to al1 the contractions through the 

mock-up tattice (Le., at the 8 cm mark in Figure 4.9), the profiles becorne similar, 

indicating little difference in the fiction or expansion components. This suggests that a 

significant reduction in pressure loss could be achieved by rounding oniy the leading 

edges of the support. 



4.5 Velocitv and Turbulence 

The objective of the velocity meamrements was to fhd regions of stagnation or low flow. 

This, in turn, would indicate where particulates could settle on the support. A secondary 

objective was to explore the velocity measurement technique. 

4.5.1 Experimental Method 

The measurements were carried out at a single-phase fke-span vebcity of about 1.4 d s .  

A non-inûusive laser doppler velocimeûy (LDV) technique was used to generate maps of 

single-phase local veIocity and turbulence intensity. For this technique, a single laser 

beam is divided by optical lenses into two beams that intersect in the flow, as shown in 

Figure 4.10. The two intersecting laser beams create an interference or f i g e  pattern. 

Light scattered fiom mal1 particles moving with the flow through the fringe pattern is 

detected by the optical systern. The scattered Iight is of another fkquency due to the 

movernent of the particles; this is the Doppler effect. The thne difference between peaks 

in the scattered light is solely determined by the velocity of the particle and the f i g e  

spacing, a parameter determined by the optical set-up. ïhe LDV signal processor then 

couverts the fiequency shift to a flow velocity. 

The variation in the measured veloçities typically varied about the mean with a Gaussian 

distribution, whose standard deviation was used to calculate the turbulence intensity. An 

example of the &ta fiom a single velocity measurement is shown in Figure 4.1 1. 

The LDV system could measure velocity or turbulence intensity in a single direction only. 

However, a two-dimensional velocity vector map could be constmcted by rotating the 

probe, thereby determinhg the angle of greatest detector response. 



Of the many measurements taken with different test-sections, the set shown in Figure 

4.1 2 best illustrates the velocity distribution, These data were taken with the half-rod 

test-section which had visuai access to the inside of a broach hole. Vectors on this two- 

dimensional velocity map were determined by rotating the LDV probe. 

As observeci during flow visuaiization (Section 4. l), the flow accelerated as it entered the 

broached plate, and jetted out at the exit, leaving a small zone of low velocity under the 

support and a larger zone above the support. A few mm into the broach hole, the 

turbulence intensity appeared to be high near the edge of the plate; this was probably not 

true turbulence but a steep velocity gradient that the beams needed to straddle. This is 

consistent with the expected presence of a vena contracta* at this location. 

Velocity measurements with the three other support desigis (Figures 4.1 3a to 4.1 3c) were 

made with the 6-rod test-section, and are not as detailed. While the 6-rod test-section was 

more representative of the a c t d  SG flow environment, the subchannels surrounding the 

center tube could not be accessed easily by the laser bearns. The measurements were 

lirnited to regions tbat could be viewed fiom outside the test-section. 

In Figures 4.13a to 4.13c, low velocity, when coupled with high turbulence intensity, 

indicates a significant cross-flow component High velocity coupled with low turbulence 

intensity indicates strong axial flow. 

For al1 the designs, the flow upstream of the support appears to be uniform; the support 

begins to affect the flow at only a short distance fiom the support. These findings are 

consistent with visual observations of parallel flow changing to flow "necking" 

irnrnediatel y before the support. 



Downstream, all the turbulence maps show darker regions (indicating higher turbulence) 

irnmediately above the support bars. These coincide with the regions of flow 

recirculation observed visually. The disruptive effect of the bars is much more 

pronounceci with the Pickering and Darlington lattice bars than with the Wolsong formed 

bars; again, this agrees with obsenations and is likely related to relative bar thicknesses 

and arrangement. The Darliagton velocity maps show a less d o m  distribution radially 

than the P i c k e ~ g  maps, probably due to the strong cross-flow observed between the 

Dariington low bars. 

4.6 AidWater Void Fraction 

The objective of the air/water void fiaction* tests was to CO- observed flow patterns, 

and to identa  regions near a SG support that codd be deficient in either the Liquid or the 

gas phase (Le., determine the distribution of the gas and liquid phases). A secondary 

objective was to explore the void fiaction measurement technique. 

The tests were camed out using the 7-mi test-section with the broached plate support. 

The air and water flow rates and average void fraction were chosen to give an easily- 

determined void distribution; resulting low-velocity bubbly flow was probably 

characteristic of the lower SG regions. 

The test apparatus is shown in Figure 4.14. The technique is similar to that of LDV, 

except that only one laser beam is used. The optical fiber carrying the beam was threaded 

through the center tube such that only its tip proaudeci into the flow. The laser light beam 

travelled down the fiber into the fluid; scattered light also travelled back up the fiber to a 

photo-detector. The intensity of scattered light increased measurably when the fiber tip 



encountered a gas bubble instead of liquid. The fiber tip was made as unobtnisive as 

possible so the bubbles would not be diverted around it. 

A threshold level of scattered light was established with the fiber tip in liquid ody. An 

electronic processor then determined void k t i o n  fin %) by the fiaction of time during a 

pre-set time period (e.g., 30 seconds) that this threshold was exceeded because the tip had 

encountered the gas phase. 

4.6.2 Results 

A two-dimensional void fiaction map (Figure 4.15) was generated by rotating and raising 

the tube on which the fiber was mounted. The fiber protnided 5 mm into the flow, so that 

the tip described a circle half-way between the tubes, as shown in Figure 4-15 The center 

tube was chosen to house the fiber, as the flow patterns surrounding this tube would then 

be unaffected by proximity to the wall of the flow pipe. 

The map in Figure 4. I 5 shows srnall pockets of low void near the corners of the broach 

holes (at 20°, 90°, and 140"). Pockets of high void can be found 0.5 to 1.0 cm above the 

web of the plate (near 0' and 1 204. This is consistent with visual observation of air- 

entraining eddies or regions of recirculation directly above the broached plate, as 

described in Section 4.3.1. 

* * *  

The next Chapter describes the experiments undertaken with Fmn-11 as modeling fluid. 
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Table 4.1 : Dimensions of mockups for aidwater and compatison with =tuai 

BRUCE BROACHED PLATE Bruce A&B mock-ur, scale factor 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
broached plate height [ml 
support flow area per tube1 [m'] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
nippon equivalent diamete? [ml 
flow area ratio3 
porosity" 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re within support [-l5 

PICKERING A LATIlCE BARS Pickering A rnock-UP scale factor 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
lattice bar thickness [m] 
Iattice bar height (total) [ml 
support flow area per tube [m'] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivaient diameter Cm] 
flow a r a  ratio 
porosity 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re within support [-] 

...... continued 

1 measured at mid-point of support 
2 equiv diameter = 4 x (flow a r a  per tube) / (wet perimeter per tube) 
3 flow-area ratio = (approach region flow ara) / (support region flow ara)  
4 porosity = 1 /(flow-area ratio) 
5 determined for uf = 1 .O d s ,  with fluid properties pf and pf taken fiom Table 3.1, 

colwnns 2 and 5, and equiv diameter as in footnote 2 
6 assumes lattice consists of only high bars 
7 assumes lattice consists of only low bars; dimensions are taken at mid-point of one set 

of low bars 
8 deterrnined at mock-up mid-point where only high bars are present (resernbles low- 

bar-only geometry marked with Footnote 7 



Table 4.1 (continued) 

DARLINGTON LATTICE BARS 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
lattice bar thickness [ml 
lattice bar height (hïgh) / low [ml 

region of applicability 
support flow area per tube [m'] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diameter [ml 
flow area ratio 
porosiîy 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re within support [-] 

WOLSONG-1 FORMED BARS 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
fonned bar thickness [ml 
formed bar height [ml 
support flow area per tube [m2] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diameter [ml 
flow area ratio 
porosiîy 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re within support [-] 

Wolsonsz 2-4 & 
Darlinszton mock-UV scale factor 

high bars6 low bars7 middle8 
0.000 12 1 0.000199 0.000395 
O. 134 0.0982 O. 193 
0.00362 O.ûû8 1 1 0.008 19 
2.52 : 1 1.53 : 1 1.38 : 1 
0.40 0.65 0.72 
22.1 3 .O8 12.1 

6.1x104 0.89~10~ 0.15 

Wolsong- 1 moçk-UV d e  factor 

NOTE: 
Al1 mock-ups except the Darlington lanice bars are M y  representative of the SG 
supports. The Darlington mock-up consists of two intersecting high bars plus two 
adjacent low-bar sections (one upper, one lower); this configuration was chosen as a 
''Worst case". 



Table 4.2: Support K-factors, measured and calculated 

velocities and K-factors are based on the h - s p a n  flow ana)  

run # APta density velocity &k K& di81 

Bruce broached plrte 

3 2.363 995.6 0.945 
4 6.248 994.5 1.417 
5 4.968 992.6 1.229 

average: 
st-dev. : 

Pickering A Iattice bars 

1 1.081 996.2 0.948 
2 1.709 995.6 1.235 
3 2.326 994.6 1.424 
4 1.661 993.9 1.226 
5 1.669 993.3 1.233 

average: 
st-dev. : 

Darlington Iattice bars 

1 1.482 996.2 0.915 
2 3.463 994.8 1.244 
3 4.126 994.3 1.363 
4 3.325 993.6 1.243 
5 3.187 993.6 1.234 

average: 
st.dev. : 

Wolsong-1 fonned ban 

1 0.552 996.2 0.929 
2 1.001 995.6 1.239 
3 1.082 995.3 1.427 
4 0.918 993.0 1.236 
5 0.906 991.6 1.232 

average: 
st-dev. : 

(smooth surf.) (fiy = 0.0 16) 



Table 4.3: Contraction, fiction, and expansion components in calculated K-factors 

&,,,, (hction) KG, (hction) & (fraction) 

Bruce broached   la te 
- smooth surfaçes 1.90 (39%) 0.66 (14%) 2.28 (47%) 
- mY =0.016 1.90 (35%) 1.28 (24%) 2.28 (42%) 

Pickering A lattice bars 
- sm00th SUtface~ 0.63 (41%) 0.64 (42%) 0.26 (17%) 
- dDhy = 0.016 0.63 (32%) 1 .O6 (54%) 0.26 (13%) 

Darlington lattice bars 
- smooth surfaces 0.99 (40%) 0.79 (32%) 0.71 (28%) 
- dDhy = 0.016 0.99 (31%) 1.46 (46%) 0.71 (22%) 

Wolsona- 1 forrned bars 
- smooth surfaces 0.20 (26%) 0.49 (62%) 0.10 (12%) 

- dDhy = 0.0 16 0.20 (18%) 0.84 (74%) 0.10 (8%) 

- 

- 

(a) Bruce (b) Pickering A (c) Darlington (d) Wolsong-1 
broached lattice bars lattice bars formed bars 
plate 



Figure 4.1 : Mockups tested in airhater 

LO WER RIGHT: Bruce broached plate (scaIe-up factor 1.5) 
LOWER LEFT: Pickering-A lanice bars (factor 1 -6)  

UPPER RIGHT: Wolsong- 1 formed bars (factor 1.5) 
UPPER LEFT: Darlington lattice bars (factor 1.3) 

NOTE: Darlington bars should be rotated 90 degrees to match orientation of 
other mock-ups. 



Figure 4.2: Aidwater test loop 
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Figure 4.3 : Obse~ed flow patterns - dean supports 

(a) Bruce broached plate 
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Figure 4.3 (continued) 
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Figure 4.4: Observed flow patterns - partially-blocked channels 
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Fi,we 4.5: Observsd florv patterns - deposition of metallic flakes 

(a) upstream side 



Figure 1.5 (continued) 
(b) downstream side 



Figure 4.6: Pressure loss apparattus 
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Figure 4.7: Pressure loss profiles for various supports 

(a) Bruce broached plate 
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Figure 4.7 (continued) 
(b) Darlington lattice bars 
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Figure 4.7 (continued) 
(c) Pickering-A lattice bars 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of subchannel on Darlington lattice bar pressure profiles 
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Figure 4.9: Effect of edge sharpness on Dariïngton lattice bar pressure profiles 



Figure 4.10: LDV apparatus 
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Figure 4.1 1 : Typical output fiom single velocity measurement 
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Figure 4.12: Velocity distribution inside sectioned broach hole 
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Figure 4.13: Maps of velocity and turbulence intensity 

(a) Darlington lattice bars 



Figure 4.1 3 (wntînued) 
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Figure 4.1 3 (continued) 
(c) Wolsong- 1 formed bars 



Figure 4.14: Void apparatus 
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Figure 4. Map of void k t i o n  for broached plate 
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Chapter 5 

5. EXPERIMENTS IN FREON LOOP 

5.1 Rationale 

While tests in aidwater mixtures were useful in determining the dominant flow patterns, 

tests in which vapour was generated were necessary to show the thermal and hydrautic 

behaviour together. Such tests were canied out over a 1 -year period (1 994-1 995) using 

Freon- 1 1. in simuiating the high-pressure, hi@-temperature SG water, Freon-1 1 had 

more representative physical properties (and was therefore a better modeling fluid) than 

the airlwater mixtures of previous tests, as shown in Table 3.1. However, owing to the 

low pressure of the Freon representation, a greater amount of void was expected for the 

same quality than in an actual SG (and vice versa). 

5.2 Descrivtion of Test Loop 

The tests carried out in the Freon-1 1 loop used mock-ups of a single SG tube and its 

associated support. Four types of CANDU SG supports were tested in the Freon loop 

(see Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1): the Bruce broached plate, CANDU-6 broached plate, 

Darlington lattice bars, and Wolsong- l formed bars. 

As in the aidwater tests (see Section 4.2). the Darlington hi&-bar intersection region was 

represented in the mock-up as the "worst case" fiom the standpoint of flow restriction. 

Dimensions were s d e d  up by 20 to 50% for better observation and to acco~fltllodate 

instruments. The scaling factor for each mock-up was detennined by comparing the test- 

section tube pitch with the appropriate SG tube pitch. As indicated in Table 5.1, the 

flow-area ratios and height-tdiameter ratios were representative of the SG. 



The test loop is shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The measurements were carrieci out in 

Freon-1 1 at low temperature (< 4S°C) and near-atmosphenc pressure. Freon- 1 1 (CCF3) 

was chosen over other refigerants because its low boiling temperature (23OC at 

atmospheric pressure) allowed thermal behaviour such as flashing* and boiiing to be 

studied without resorting to a high-pressure loop. However, due to stringent 

environmental regdations that came into effect in 1994 for ozone-deplethg substances, 

releases to atmosphere were prohibited and much effort was needed to make the loop 

leak-tight. Freon- 1 1 is currentl y banned fiom use at CRL. 

The Freon-1 1 flow ioop delivered a maximum liquid velocity of -1 d s ,  which is 

representative of the lower region of the SG. The combination of test fluid properties and 

scaled-up geometries gave liquid Reynolds numbers that were low only by a factor of 

about 1.5 compared with the actual SG. Thus, Re values in the Freon tests were more 

representative of those in the SG than the Re values in the airlwater tests were. 

Most of the Freon tests were carried out in "adiabatic" mode, with a two-phase mixture 

created at the test-section inlet and no m e r  heating beyond that. in this mode, 

flashing-which is vapour generation due to reduction in pressure and not due to 

heating-could be observed on its own. Other tests were carried out in "diabatic" mode, 

with vapour bubbles generated on the heated central tube. In this mode, both flashing and 

boiling could be observed. 

5.3 Flow Visualization 

The objective of the flow visualization tests was to observe how each support affects the 

flow dong the SG tubes. 



5.3.1 Resdts with Adiabatic Flow 

Figures 5.4a to 5.4g show the characteristic Iiquidhapour pattern in adiabatic bubbly flow 

for each support. Video recordings were dso produceci- The two-phase flow patterns 

were similar to the patterns seen with aidwater bubbly mixtures (see Section 4.3.1). This 

suggests that the air bubbles had been adequate tracers, and that two-phase adiabatic flow 

patterns could be represented reasonabl y well by two-component aidwater mixtures. 

With al1 support designs, recirculation eddies appeared at relativeiy low void hctions 

(-1 5%) above either the plate (for broached plates) or the bar intersection region (for 

lattice bars or formed bars). No recirculation occurred above the thin lattice or formed 

bars thernselves; instead, a vapour pocket was present. When heat to the fluid was 

increased upstream of the test-section to give higher void fiactions (-30%), the eddies 

turned into quasi-stable vapour pockets or "tangues". This phenornenon had not been 

observed with the aidwater mixtures. 

The broached plates showed very distinct "jetting" in their two-phase patterns: the eddies 

and vapour pockets were contained between strong mostly-liquid jets coming out of the 

broach holes. This jetting pattern was very consistent, in con- the lattice-bar patterns 

indicated much mixing, owing to fiow redirection by the low bars; results h m  void- 

fiaction measurements (see Section 5.5) supported this observation. Ail supports except 

the Darliagton lattice bars4 showed distinct flashing at the inlet of the support. 

In general, void fraçtions were much higher downstream of the supports than upstrearn, 

owing to a combination of flashing as a result of the relatively large pressure loss across 

the support and the trapping of void in low-pressure regions. These phenornena would 

also occur in the actual SG, but to a lesser extent, because less void is produced for the 

Unlike in the aidwater tests, the bars of the lattice mock-up for the Freun tests were hilly 
rounded according to design blueprints; the two broac hed-plate moc k-ups and formed-bar moc k- 
up were lefi with sharp (90") edges. 



same quaIiiy change under the higher-pressure conditions, For example, assuming the 

phases are homogeneously mixed, an increase in quality h m  0.5 to 1 % in the Freon test 

loop would increase the void fraction fiom 40 to 5 7 % (a difference of 1 7 % in absolute 

terms); in the SG, the corresponding increase in void fiaction would be fiom 15 to 26 % 

(an 1 1 % difierence). 

5.3.2 ResuIts with Diabatic Flow 

Afier the adiabatic tests, the Freon loop was modified to allow vapour generation on the 

central tube. This tube was heated by flowïng hot service water dong the inside. 

In general. the diabatic flow patterns featured greater turbulence. For the lattice bars, this 

meant increased mixing beyond the already strong cross-flow: whether bubbles were 

generated by flashing or by boiling, sufficient rnixing took place at the support that the 

bubble origin did not influence the dominant patterns. Diabatic patterns with the 

broached plate (and, to a much lesser extent, the formed bars) were less stable than the 

corresponding adiabatic ones. Liquid jets and vapour tongues were less distinct, 

presurnably because of disruption from bubbles generated on the tuk in these regions. 

When the broached plates were inadvertently subjected to slug flow, the jet-and-tongue 

pattern was found to quickly re-establish itself between the flow perturbations. This 

support design appeared to have a strong flow-stabiiizing effect, regardless of the flow 

regime or the mode of heating. 

5.4 Pressure Loss and Axial Pressure Profile 

The objective of the pressure-loss tests was to obtain axial pressure profiles in single- 

phase and two-phase flow. Details of the measured profiles would give dues regarding 



potential fouling sites. The experimental profiles would also be usefùl for comparing 

with calculated profiles, to help validate the pressure loss mode1 used in analytical work 

(see Section 7.3.5). 

The pressure-loss tests were conducted under adiabatic conditions. As shown in Figure 

5.5, axial pressure profiles were obtained using a sliding pressure probe connectai to a 

differential pressure transducer, or DP cell. This apparatus was similar to that of the 

aidwater test (see Section 4.4. l), except that the probe was housed inside the central tube, 

which represented an SG tube. By sliding the centrai tube up or down, an axial profile of 

the pressure as a function of elevation could be obtained. 

The pressure-loss measurements were complicated by the fact that Freon-11 vaporizes at 

23°C at atmospheric pressure. Many efforts were made to avoid vapour pockets in the 

impulse lines to the DP ceil, especially during summer testing. For example, the pressure 

probe inside the central tube was shrouded by a larger diameter tube canying cooling 

water (see Figure 5.5). Atm, the impulse lines were bled into a chilled storage tank or 

backflushed to eliminate trapped vapour. 

A thermocouple installed between the cooling jacket and the end of the probe (which was 

open to the flow of Freon) was used to gauge whether the Freon was suficiently 

subcooied within the impulse line. Drifting or non-repeatable pressure &ta were other 

indications that vapour was trapped in the lines, and such data were discarded. 

Once the pressure readings appeared to be stable, a reading at each elevation was 

obtained by collecting and tirne-averaging multiple signals using data acquisition 

software. The-averaging was important because of the high DP ce11 sensitivity used, 

and because of random fluctuations (turbulence) in the flow. 



5.4.2 Results for Single- and Two-Phase Flow 

Figures 5.6a to 5 . 6 ~  show typical single-phase and two-phase pressure profiles for the 

supports. weasurements were not made with the Wolsong-l formed bars, as the 

pressure probe was damaged prior to completion.] The two-phase profiles were obtained 

at liquid velocities between 0.80 and 1.02 m/s (for the fiee-span region, and calculateci 

fiom the mass flow rate measured in single-phase). The main contributors to the two- 

phase profiles are: 

1 . friction, obstruction, and area changes, 

2. acceleration due to increasing void fiaction (due to flashing of the saîurated liquid) as 

a result of pressure drop and elevation change, and 

3. difference in static head due to density difference between the (warm) two-phase 

flowing fluid and the (cool) single-phase stagnant fluid in the impulse lines. 

For some rus. void fractions were measured simultaneously with the relative pressures, 

to establish the approxirnate quality conditions and to provide void profiles for two-phase 

pressure drop calculations. Void profiles are discussed in Section 5.5. 

For al1 three supports, the pressure recoveries within and beyond the support are more 

graduai in two-phase than in single-phase at the same liquid inlet velocities. The region 

of minimum pressure that corresponds to the vena contracta region is therefore more 

extensive. This has implications for fouling, because of potentid precipitation of 

cementing agents in low-pressure zones (as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6). 

Also noteworthy is the larger pressure loss at the support iniet under two-phase conditions 

compared with single-phase, and the larger pressure gain at the support outlet. This 

5 W e n  differential pressures are measured, the static head in the test-section is cancelled out by 
the static head in the impulse iine, except when the fluids are at different temperatures and hence 

densities. 



illustrates the requirement for "two-phase multipliers" in the pressure loss model 

(described in Section 7.3.5). The lower overall toss in two-phase (compared to single- 

phase) seems counter-intuitive; however, this is a result of pressure gain fiom static head 

differences between the impulse lines and the test-section (which carried the lower 

density two-phase fluid). 

5.4.3 Cornparison with Cdculated Pressure Profile 

Figure 5.7 shows a cornparison between experimental and calculated pressure loss 

profiles. A two-phase profile obtained for the CANDU-6 broached plate was chosen for 

the cornparison, as it had the most complete information, including an axial void profile 

(see Section 5.5). and the simplest geometry. Section 7.3.5 outlines the method used for 

the cdculation. Figure 5.8 shows separately the components that contribute to the 

calculated pressure profile: fiction and obstmction, acceleration due to void generation, 

and the static head difference described in the previous section. 

It is clear fiom Figure 5.7 that the mode1 underestimates the two-phase losses, as it did in 

the single-phase profiles collected with the aidwater loop (see Section 4.4.3). The overall 

pressure loss between upstream and domtream plateau is low by 32%, and the 

maximum loss between upstream plateau and point of minimum pressure is low by 16%. 

Also. the profile within the support is not captured exactly. Possible reasons for these 

differences are: 

In this application, the model did not take into account developing lengths. Typical 

developing lengths for single-phase turbulent flow suggest that flow is developing 

over the entire height of the support. Under these conditions, friction factors (for 

example) are higher. Also. the developing length is typically longer in two-phase 

flow than in single-phase. 



0 in the model, the vena contracta region is assumed to case half-way into the broach 

hole, and the flow expansion at the outlet is assumed to be immediate. Ln reality, the 

boundary-layer re-attachments and the associated pressure changes are gradua1 . 

The shape of the pressure-loss profile is heavil y dependent on the measured void 

profile, which is a crude representation of a very non-uniform void distribution. 

The two-phase flow was assumed to be homogeneous. This may be invalid within the 

support and immediately beyond, where void measurements revealed large pockets of 

vapour. However, there is currently no obvious alternative for this assumption. 

5.5 Void Fraction 

The objective of the void-hction measurements was to determine the liquid/vapour 

dismbution in the vicinity of the supports. This, in tum, would indicate where 

particdates could deposit on the support, or where solubles could precipitate as a result of 

flashing of saturated liquid. 

The void-hction measurements were conducted under adiabatic conditions. They used 

the same laser and probe techniques as in the aidwater tests (see Section 4.6.1 ), Le., with 

optical fibers contained within the centrai tube, with only their tips immersed in the flow. 

As with the pressure-loss measurements, these techniques were adapted or developed 

during the aidwater tests and were found to work well. 

As shown in Figure 5 -9, one fiber tip ('or probe) was located 2 mm away h m  the tube 

swface, the other at 5 mm (6 mm for the Bruce broached plate). The centrai tube could 



be twisted and moved vertically, such that a two-dimensional map (angle and elevation) 

was obtained for both the 2 mm and 5 mm probe locations. The 2 mm probe could move 

within the openings in the support and therefore access the regions below the support. 

5.5.2 Results for Local Void Fraction 

Figures 5.1 0 to 5.13 are examples of the measured void hction-values on the maps 

indicate % void-as a function of axial elevation (y-axis) and rotation angle (x-axis). As 

these void maps were created using contourhg computer software, some fine details may 

be artifacts of the interpolation method used.6 However, the contourhg does represent 

the overail void distribution well. 

The measurements were taken at a single-phase inlet veloçity of - 1 .O m/s (as with the 

pressure-loss tests). As they were obtained under ambient pressure conditions, the 

corresponding qualities were very low. For example, at the highest average void fraction 

achieved in the test-section (40%), the mass quality is calculated to be only -0.5% in the 

test-section, compared to -2% quality under a SG pressure of 4.5 MPa However, fiom 

the standpoint of flow patterns, it is the void hct ion that is more relevant. 40% void is 

representative of the lower regions of the SG. 

The first map, Figure 5.10, was obtained for the Bruce broached plate, and indicates 

pockets of higher void directly above the web of the plate, and lower-void flow passing 

through the broach hole. [A bird7s-eye diagram is included in the figure to show the path 

of the optical probe.] This is shown more clearly in maps for the CANDU-6 broacbed 

plate (Figures 5.1 la  and 5.1 1 d). The void measurements reveal a symmetric void pattern 

above the plate where eddies or vapour pockets were observed visually. The presence of 

6 Because measurements were taken at discrete locations in the flow field, and the points were 

not aiways spaced at equal intervals, the appearance o f  the graphs were influenced by the method 
of interpolating between the points- 



void in this region cm be explained by the tendency of the Iighter ( l e s  dense) vapour to 

preferentiaiiy seek low-pressure regions, as less force is required+ompared with 

liquid-to accelerate it or change its direction. in other words, the flowing liquid has 

more momentum and keeps to a mainstrearn jet while the vapour gets drawn into the low- 

pressure wake region. 

The void pocket is clearly confined to the region directly above the plate. Visually, it 

appeared to be separated from the plate by a thin (0.5 to 1 mm) iiquid fiim. Cornparison 

between Figures 5.1 la and 5.1 1 c reveal that the void pocket grows in height with 

increasing void. More imporbntly, recirculation eddies observed under medium void 

conditions (Figure 5.1 1 a) grew into wavenng vapour tongues under high void (Figure 

5.1 1 c). It was from void measurements that these "tongues", seen earlier during fiow 

observation (Section 5.3. l), could be identified as vapour and not liquid (-both are 

transparent). Flashing was observed visually at the inlet of both Bruce and CANDU-6 

broached plates, but the thin void pocket on the broach hole wall could not be accessed by 

the void probe. 

Void maps for the Darlington lattice bars (Figures 5.1 2a to 5.12d) are less syrnrnetric, 

mainiy because the asymmetry of the design itself promotes more cross-flow and flow 

mixing than with the syrnrnetric broached plates. Again, hi& void was detected 

immediately downstream of al1 the bars. However. the pockets were less stable than 

those of the broached plates, owing to p a t e r  flow mixing. Small regions of higher void 

were also found beside the bars; rather than regions of flashing, these seem to be stagnant 

zones (which preferentially attract vapow) that are created by cross-fîow and flow 

separation. 

Void maps for the Wolsong-1 formed bars (Figures 5.13a to 5.13d) again featured high 

void above the bars. Flow recirculation above the bars was minimal. Distinct flashing 

was detected at the support inlet (Figure 5.1 3a). Such flashing is indicative of a sudden 



pressure &op at the support inlet although, as stated in Section 5.3.1, the change in void 

hct ion wouid be less under the high-pressure conditions of the SG. 

It appears fiom both void maps and visual obsemation that the smaller the swface area 

normal to the flow (and hence the smaller the flow area ratio), the less m m  there is for 

downstream recirculation and the more likely bubbles will f o m  a fixed vapour p o c k e ~  

5.5.3 Results for Axial Void Profile 

An axial void profile, Figure 5.14, was constructed fiom the CANDU-6 void maps in 

Figures 5.1 1 c and 5.1 ld, and fiom local void fiaction measurements taken during 

pressure loss nuis under similar loop conditions (- 1 .O mis liquid veloçity, - 40% 

maximum void). The overall increase in void fiaction with elevation is the result of 

flashing of the iiquid as the pressure is reduced. under these adiabatic conditions. As 

explained in Section 5.3.1, the flashing is more pronounced in the Freon loop than in the 

SG, but it serves to simulate the increase of void due to boiling in the SG. 

At high elevations (> 15 cm fiom support inlet), the single local void measurements were 

plotted. These were adequate because the radial void distribution well past the support 

was nearly uniform. Closer to the support, the distribution was typically very non- 

unifonn; however, values obtained by averaging measurements taken at different radial 

positions on the void maps link well with the local measurements taken higher up. 

Furthemore, the void profile properly represents the hi& concentration of void 

irnrnediately beyond the support ( > 3 cm in Figure 5.14) caused by trapping of vapour in 

recirculation and low-velocity regions. 



5.6 Observation under S G  Conditions 

An experiment was canied out in a reduced-scale steam generator which operated under 

high-pressxe (3.5 MPa), high-temperature (242OC) conditions. The test-section 

consisted of 6 tubes and 3 broached-plate supports, with small(4-cm diameter) viewing 

windows in line with the highest support. The objective w-as to observe the flow patterns 

downstream of the support, for cornparison with patterns observed with the laboratory 

modeling fluids. 

Flow qualities in the range of O to 20% were achieved. Viewing was difficult because the 

windows were small and ofien obscured by particles fiom fouling experiments. It was 

possible, however, to see patterns of recirculating two-phase flow, in which the flow 

tended to jet out of the broach holes and the bubbles lingered over the support. This is 

consistent with the dominant flow patterns in al1 laboratory tests. 

The next Chapter describes the postulated correlations between fouling patterns observed 

in the field and flow pattern observed in the laboratory. 



Table 5.1 : Dimensions of mockups for Freon and cornparison with actual 

Bruce Broached Plate Bruce A&B mock-ur, scale factor 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
broached plate height Cm] 
support flow area per tube ' [m2] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diamete? [ml 

flow-area ratio3 
porosity4 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re %thin support 1-1' 

CANDU-6 Broached Plate CANDU-6 mock-up scale factor 

tube pitch [m) 
tube diameter [ml 
broached plate height [ml 
suppon flow area per tube [m2] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diameter [ml 
flow-area ratio 
porosity 
height to diarneter ratio 

liquid Re within support [-1 

measured at mid-point of support 
equiv diameter = 4 x (flow area per tube) / (wet perimeter per tube) 
flow-area ratio = (approach region flow area) / (support region flow area) 
porosity = 1 /(flow-area ratio) 
determined for uf = 1 .O m/s, with fluid properties pf and pr taken fkom Table 3.1, 
columns 2 and 3, and equiv diameter as in footnote 2 
assumes lattice consists of only high bars 
assumes lattice consists of ody 1ow bars; dimensions are taken at mid-point of one set 
of low bars 
determineci at mock-up mid-point where only high bars are present (resembles low- 
bar-only geometry marked with Footnote 7 



Table 5.1 (continued) 

Darlinpton Lattice Bars 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
lattice bar thickness [ml 
lattice bar height (high / low) [ml 

region of applicabitity 
support flow area per tube [mZ] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diameter [ml 
flow-area ratio 
porosity 
height to diameter ratio 
Iiquid Re within support [-] 

Wolsone-1 Formed Bars 

tube pitch [ml 
tube diameter [ml 
fonned bar thickness [ml 
fonned bar height [ml 
support flow area per tube [m2] 
support wet perimeter per tube [ml 
support equivalent diameter [ml 
flow-area ratio 
porosity 
height to diameter ratio 
liquid Re within support [-] 

NOTE: 

Wolsone 2-4 & 
Dar1 inaton rnock-w scale factor 

Wolsong- 1 mock-ur, scale factor 

Al1 mock-ups except the Darlington lattice bars are füiiy representative of the SG 
supports. The Darlington mock-up consists of two intersecting high bars plus two 

adjacent low-bar sections (one upper, one lower); this configuration was chosen as a 
"worst case". 



Figure 5.1 : Mockups tested in Freon 

SCALE : CANDU-6 broached plate rnockup is 3 cm tall. 



Figure 5.2: Freon test Loop 



Figure 5.3: Schematic of Freon- 1 I test loop 
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Figure 5.4: Observed flow panems - clean supports 

(a) Bruce broached plate 



Figure 5.4 (continued) 
(b) CAiWU-6 broached plate, low void fraction 



Figure 5.4 (continued) 
(c) CANDU-6 broached plate, higher void fkaction 



Figure 5.4 (continued) 
(d) Darlington lattice bars 



Figure 5.4 (continued) 
(e) Darlïngton lattice bars, high-bar intersection region 



Figure 5.4 (continued) 
(f) Wolsong- 1 formed bars 



Fi,oure 5.4 (continued) 
(g) Wolsong-1 formed bars, intersection region 



Figure 5.5: Pressure loss apparatus 
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Figure 5.6: Measured axial pressure loss profiles 

(a) Bruce broached plate, single-phase (top) and two-phase (bottom) 



Figure 5.6 (continued) 
(b) CANDU-6 broached plate, single-phase (top) and two-phase (bottom) 

ei88na (an) 



Figure 5 -6 (continued) 
(c) Darlington lanice bars, single-phase (top) and two-phase (bottom) 

aiumna (an) 



Figure 5.7: Meanired and dculated two-phase pressure profile (for Figure 5.6b) 
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Figure 5.8: Components in overall calculated pressure profile in Figure 5.7 
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in the above figure, the pressure losses (friction / obstruction and acceleration) were 
considered negative, while the pressure gains (head difference) were positive. This is 
opposite to the convention used in Section 7.3.5. 



Figure 5.9: Void fiaction apparatus 
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Figure 5.10: Maps of local void hction - Bruce broached plate 
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Figure 5.1 1 : Maps of local void fraction - CANDU-6 broached plate 

(a) 2 mm probe - medium void 

ANGLE (deg) 



Figure S. 1 1 (continuai) 
(b) 5 mm probe - medium void 
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Figure 5.1 1 (con~ued)  
(c) 2 mm probe - high void 
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Figure S. 1 1 (continued) 
(d) 5 mm probe - high void 
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Figure 5.12: Maps of local void fiaction - Darlington lattice bars 

(a) 2 mm probe - medium void 
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Figure 5.1 2 (continued) 
(b) 5 mm probe - medium void 
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Figure 5.1 2 (continued) 
(c) 2 mm probe - high void 
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Figure 5.12 (continued) 
(d) 5 mm probe - hi& void 
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Figure 5.1 3: Maps of local void fhction - Wolsong- l forrned bars 

(a) 2 mm probe - medium void 
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Figure 5.1 3 (continued) 
(b) 5 mm probe - medium void 
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Figure 5.13 (continued) 
(c) 2 mm probe - high void 
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Figure 5.13 (continued) 
(d) 5 mm probe - hi& void 
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Figure 5.14: Measured axial void fiaction profile for CANDU-6 broached plate 
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Chapter 6 

6. CORRELATION BETWEEN FLOW AND FOULING PATTERNS 

Chapter 2 described the appearance and location of deposits on supports in actual SGs. 

This Chapter endeavors to explain ihese on the basis of the laboratory tests done in 

aidwater mixtures (Chapter 4) and liquicüvapour rnktures (Chapter 5). The result is a set 

of proposed fouling mechanisms, which can then be formulated as models and refined 

using TSFOUL (Chapters 7 to 9). 

6.1 Correlation with Field Data 

6.1.1 Deposit Lipping 

The very comrnon "lipping" phenomenon observed at the inlet of broach holes can be 

attributed to the presence of a vena contracta where the mainstrearn flow separates fiom 

the wall following a sharp contraction (as illustrated in Figure 6.1). Such a vena contracta 

region has been clearly seen and characterized in the flow experiments. It is most 

pronounced with supports having sharp edges and occupying a significant portion of the 

flow are& for example, the Bruce-type broached plate. The flow separation is 

accompanied by a marked and sudden drop in pressure at the inlet dong a distance of the 

order of a few miIlimeters, which is consistent with the extent of the observed lips. 

In the vena contracta region, a low-velocity tecirculation zone is created beside the 

support, in which a tiny deposit can begin to grow. The growth of this deposit c m  be 

encouraged further by a consolidation process. The sudden pressure decrease will cause a 

thermally-saturated liquid in the buk fluid to flash into vapour. This, in tum, allows 

solubles such as iron and copper to precipitate fiom the liquid, to enter the pores of an 

existing deposit, and to harden this deposit. Deposition followed by such consolidation 



may explain the presence in sorne SGs of matching lips of deposit growing out h m  the 

tube toward the plate at the inlet of the support, in spite of the tube surface itself not 

featuring a region of flow separation. 

The amorphous clumps observed in the fouling-loop deposit (see Figure 2.3) are evidence 

of precipitation of solubles, because consolidation by solubles such as iron or copper 

leaves amorphous deposits (as opposed to agglomerates of particles or crystals). The 

consolidated deposit is also typically very bard. Such consolidation is believed to be 

responsible-at l e s t  in part-for the very hard deposits in the Bruce A SG (see Section 

2.1.3), which had a mixed irodcopper feed-train- 

As the deposit grows. the flow contraction and associated boundary-layer separation will 

become more severe. This brings forth the possibility of an auto-catalytic behaviour in 

which the fouling becomes progressively worse. However, the flow through that support 

charnel will then progressively decrease, either due to flow diversion to other channels or 

due to the reduced overall recirculation flow rate in the blocked SG. Such complex 

changes in deposit growth rate were investigated using TSFOUL, as descnbed in 

C hapters 9 and 1 0. 

Lips have also been found at the outlet of broach holes. This phenornenon cudd be 

related to the presence of quasi-stagnant vapour pockets in two-phase Flow which 

encourage particles to settle on the downstrearn side of the support. According to void 

fraction measurements (see Figure 4.15). the interface between the vapour pocket over the 

support and the liquid jet out of the broach hole leaves a Iow-void region directly over the 

support and near the broach-hole corner. Once a particle makes it to this region, it is 

protected fiom re-entrainment by the quasi-stagnant flow pattern over the support. If 

there is more flow mixing (as with lattice bars). the deposit is more likely to be swept 

away . 



It is not difficult to envisage that supports will act as 'Tilters" by intercepting particies or 

agglomerates. Dynamic forces fkom the flow together with consolidation would keep the 

deposits in place (see Figure 4.5a). The chunky deposits found on the underside of the 1 " 
broached support plate in Pickering B (see Section 2.1 -5)  are a good example of this. The 

larger the flow area occupied by the support, the greater the deposit would be. If the 

deposit combines with that of the vena-contncta region (see previous section), this flow 

area occupied by the fouled support would become Uicreasingly larger over time. 

The deposition of particles downstrearn could be due to gravitational or centrfigal 

settling in a low-velocity zone above the downstream surface of the support. As 

mentioned in the previous section, these deposits are then protected fkom re-entrainment 

by the stable two-phase flow pattern in the wake region. 

6.1.3 Design Features 

The previous two sections discuss how design features such as sharp edges and large 

support surface areas could encourage deposition on the support. Another feature that 

may favor deposition is design spmetry  Ieading to straight flow channels. The broached 

plate design, for example, leads to very strong flow jetting out of the broach hole which, 

in tum, gives very stable non-unifonn velocity and void fiaction distributions 

downstream of the support (see Figures 5.4a and 5.4~). Minimal mixing due to such 

static pattern would allow deposits to grow tmdisturbed in stagnant regions. In contrast, 

the staggered arrangement of lattice bars promote cross-flow and mixing (see Figure 

5 Ad), and hence reduced deposi tion. 



6.1 -4 Variation in Subchannel Size 

The flow visualization test with partiaily blocked channels in air/water (see Figure 4.4) 

indicated that the bloc ked (i.e., srnaller) channels featured slow, liquid-rich fluid, while 

the more open (larger) channels featured fast, gas-rich fluid. This illustrateci the concept 

of channels of different sizes having different flow conditions. Because parallel channels 

have the same overall pressure loss, the larger, less restrictive channel can f iord  to have 

greater two-phase pressure loss cornponent and hence higher void W o r  fiow veiocity 

than the smaller, more restrictive channel. What this means in tems of fouling is not 

clear-the smaller channel may foui preferentidly due to its liquid-rich and hence 

particle-rich fluid, but this fluid is slower and the quantity of particles transported to that 

channel is therefore reduced. It can be said that a large variation in size will likely cause 

preferential foding in one size of channel over the other. Again, predictions using 

TSFOUL were undertaken to clarifi this behaviour. as described in Chapters 9 and 1 0. 

6.1.5 E ffect of Location in SG 

Deposit thickness and morphology are to some extent a function of location in the SG. Ln 

general, two different mechanisms appear to be at play : (1 ) a hydraulic '?iltering" 

mechanism near the bottom of the SG close to a source of large particles or agglomerates 

(brought in by the feedwater or fiom sludge piles on the tubesheet), and (2) a thermal 

--consolidation" mechanism near the top because of high quality and hence large pressure 

losses across the support. 

In Pickering B, the bottom-most ( ln)  broached plate was most fouled, suggesting that the 

filtering mechanism dominated. These units are reported to have thick layers of sludge 

on the tubesheet, Le., a source of cmd that is easily swept up to the underside of the ln 

plate. The deposits were reported to be chun@ and crystalline, suggesting a filtering 



effect as large particles or agglomerates are more likely to impact on the underside of the 

support than srnail particles entrained in the flow. 

Ln Bruce A. the Iast (7") broached plate was most fouled, indicating a dominant thermal 

m e c ~ s m .  These deposits consisted of o d y  the very fine particles that could make it to 

the uppermost supports. Here. the pressure losses are highest (due to hi& quality and 

hence large two-phase muhipliers), which would lead to the greatest extent of flashing 

- and subsequently the mon effective deposit consotidation. 

6.1.6 Effect of SG Design 

A M e r  detenninant for deposit distribution within the SG is believed to be the presence 

or absence of an internai preheater, and its subsequent effect on flow distribution. 

[Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show SGs with and without internal (or integral) preheater.] To 

show this, two-phase pressure losses across cfean supports were calcuiated in a manner 

sirnilar to that described in Section 7.3.5. for the Bruce A SG which has no internal 

preheater, and for the CANDU-6 SG, which has an internai preheater. Figures 6.2a and 

6.2b show the approximate qualities and free-span mass fluxes on the hot leg of the two 

SGs. Note that the mass flux for the CANDU-6 is higher at the bottom because the low- 

flow preheater occupies the entire flow area on the cold-leg side. Figures 6.3a and 6.3b 

show the calculated pressure losses across the support-the overall Ioss is across the 

entire support. while the maximum loss is that across the inlet of the support (due to flow 

contraction and acceleration). 

It appears that the greatest pressure loss in the axial profile occurs at an elevation that is 

related to whether the SG had an internal preheater or not. The peak loss occurs at the 

last (uppermost) support for an extemal-preheater SG, and at a middle support for the 

internai-preheater SG. In the former case, the peak is detemiined by the location of 

highea quality, while in the latter case. it is detemiined by a combination of moderate 



quality and high mass flux, because the flow area is halved next to the preheater. While 

this is by no means the only explanation for the fouling trend. it helps in the 

understanding of why units with intemal preheater tend to have greater deposition in the 

lower SG regions, and vice-versa for the extemal-preheater SGs. 

[These simple pressure loss calcuiations were undertaken before TSFOUL was created. 

At the t h e ,  they hinted at the usefûlness of analytical models in predicting deposition, 

and served as starting points in the development of TSFOUL.] 

6. I -7 Effect of SG Conditions 

The dependence of deposition on stearn quality is a complex one, as changes in quality 

are accompanied by changes in flow regime (e.g., bubbly flow versus churn flow) and in 

the manner of vapour generation (e-g., nucleate boiling versus film boiling) 11 1. 
However. in gened,  an increase in quality is believed to favor deposition (due to the 

increased liquid velocity and hence increased transport of particles and solubles toward 

surfaces. Evidence for this is the tendency for the hot leg in Bruce A SGs to carry more 

deposits than the cold leg (see Section 2.1.3). In the OTSGs, in whicti the steam is 

superheated at the outlet, the deposition increases steadily with quality (but reaches a 

maximum at a certain qualit): (30 - 50%) after which the particle concentration is reduced 

and the particle-carrying liquid becomes progressive1 y scarce). 

6.2 Criteria for Foulina Propensi~ 

From the flow characterizaiion work (Chapters 4 and 5 )  and the correlations with field 

data (Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1 -4). a List of criteria was drawn up to assess the fouling 

propensity of a given support design. This list pertains to the support itself, not to its 

location in the SG or the SG design and conditions. 



(1) Flow resistnnce: if the support presents a large obstruction to the flow (through 

sudden contractions, sharp edges, high friction loss, flow rediredon, or sudden 

expansion), pressure losses would promote flashing, which may cause solubles to 

precipitate ont0 the support. The developed flow is then also dismpted, creating stagnant 

zones (e-g., at a vena contracta) where particles can collect. Rounded edges on especiail y 

the upstream side of the support help to reduce the flow resistance significantly. 

(2) Particle trappiag upstream: if the support has large land regions normal to the 

upstrearn flow, for example a land of comparable size to the flow channel, dd-c 

forces rnay trap particles and especially the larger agglomerates on the underside of the 

support. - 

(3) Particle deposition dowastream: if the support has a sudden and large 

downstrearn flow expansion, because of a land of comparable size to the flow channel, 

flow recirculation or stagnation occws (depending on the void hction), which may cause 

particles to deposit on the topside of the support. 

(4) Design symmetry: if the support is axially symmetric (Le., flow channels are 

straight and unchanging in the axial direction), vapour pockets will fom which may 

promote stagnant regions even under sluglchurn conditions: in contrast, non-symmetric 

designs encourage flow mixing. 

(5) Variation in subchannel size: if subchannels in the support Vary greatly in size, 

the two channels will have dissimilar flow velocities and void fractions, Le., different 

flow conditions, which will likely result in preferential deposition in one of the channels. 

In Table 6.1, these criteria are used to qualitatively evaluate supports for their fouling 

propensity. For the Darlington lattice bars, a distinction is made between the hi&-bar 

and the low-bar regions. No attempt was made to weight the criteria according to relative 

importance, because this is still unclear. Also, factors such as vibration prevention. cos% 



and ease of assernbly were not included in the assessrnent of the supports. This Table 

suggests that the relative fouling propensities are: 

(WORST) broached plate Iattice bars < formed bars (EST).  

As deposition leading to flow instability has been reported in the flow holes of both 

trefoil and quatrefoil broached plate supports, and not with lattice bars or formed bars, the 

problem appears indeed to be generic to the broached design. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the proposed fouling mechanisms for supports. These are 

mechanisms gleaned fiom observations of deposits in the field and fiom flow 

visualization tests in the laboratory. The mechanisms will be examined m e r  and 

refined using TSFOUL to predict deposition rates. 

The next Chapter describes the analytical modeling of support deposition, starting with 

the basic equations for the flow conditions. 

Re ference 

[ I l  D. Thomas, "An Investigation of Magnetite Deposition and its Muence on Heat 

Transfer in Steam Generator Tubes", protected AECL report No. CRNL-1132, 

1974 April, translated fiom German by K.A. Burrill fiom an unpublished intemal 

report of Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Erlangen, West Germany, 1969. 



Table 6.1 : Qualitative evaluation of supports h m  fouling perspective 

v 

a fouling-resistant design will Bruce CANDU-6 Darlington Wolsong- 1 
have: broached broached lattice bars formed bars 

plate plate high low 

low flow resistance X O X J  J 

, low potential for particle trapping X X X d  4 

upstream 

low potential for particle X X X 4 4 

deposition downstream 

uniformity in subchannel sue 4 4 O O O 

design asymmetry for flow mixing X X J J  X 

11 NET ASSESSMENT I X X X I  

legend: X = bad 
O = o.k. 
J = g d  

NOTES : 
For the Darlington lattice bars, a distinction is made between the hi&-bar and the 
low-bar regions. 
No attempt was made to weight the critena according to relative importance. Also. 

factors such as vibration prevention, cost, and ease of assembly were not included in 
the assessment. 



Figure 6.1 : Schematic of vena contracta region 



Figure 6.2: Approximate conditions on SG hot leg 
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Figure 6.3 : Calculated tube-support pressure losses: 

(a) overail loss across support 
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Figure 6.4: Proposed support fouling mec hanisrns 
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Cbapter 7 

7. TSFOUL: BASIC ANALYTICAL MODELS 

7.1 General Description of TSFOUL 

A simple cornputer program called TSFOUL (Tube-Support FOULing) was developed to 

predict the rate of deposition on supports analyticaily. The main objective of TSFOUL 

was to help understand and establish the reasons for blockage of the supports in the SGs. 

Eventually, such a tool couid also provide the Youling sweptibility" of particular 

supports when they are modeled in the larger codes. 

The basic equations for flow conditions in TSFOUL are described in this Chapter. 

Chapters 8 and 9 describes the deposition models in TSFOUL. 

7.2 Basic P r o m  Structure 

As shown in Figure 7.1, the geometry in TSFOUL is that of a onedimensionai annular 

flow channel. The inner surface of the annulus represents the heated SG tube. The outer 

surface gives the proper flow channel width, especially in the support region where the 

channel narrows. The channel widths are determined by starting with the actual cross- 

sectional flow area of the fiee-span region or the support region in the SG, and finding the 

width that will give this flow area in an anndar configuration. TSFOUL is currently set 

up for a broached plate geometry, Le., only one narrowing. 

The fluid is a two-phase stedwater mixture, with particles flowing with the liquid 

phase. The specified conditions at the inlet are: thermodynamic quaiity, pressure, fluid 

temperature, surface temperatures, tube heat flux, initial mass flux, particle concentration, 

particle diameter, particle properties, and channel dimensions. The main output is the 



deposit thickness afker a given tirne. at a given axial location, for heated tube surface and 

unheated support surface. 

The inlet conditions are assumed to remain constant over tirne, except for the mass flux 

which is made to decrease as a fünction of the increase in the support flow resistance with 

time (as presented in Section 7.3.7). in the thermosyphoning system of the CANDU SGs. 

fouling of the supports reduces the flow clearance and increases flow resistance; the flow 

. rate must drop because of the constant driving head. This then affects a host of flow- 

dependent parameters. 

As shown in Figure 7. I ,  the flow path is discretized using 65 nodes. each 1 mm in height: 

Nodes 1 to 20 represent the upstream k - s p a n  region (tubes only. no support). 

Nodes 2 1 to 45 represent the support region. TSFOUL allows for splitting of the flow 

between two (unequally-sized) independent anndar charnels Y and 2. 

Nodes 46 to 65 represent the downstream fiee-span region. 

The calculation sequence is shown in the flowchart of Figure 7.2. in essence, at a given 

time t and for a given node i. ( 1 ) Ilow conditions are established, (2) deposition 

coefficients are calculated, and finally (3) the change in deposit thickness is determineci. 

In the support region, Step 1 requires a lengthy iteration to establish the flow split, based 

on equalizing the two-phase pressure loss across the Y and Z channels. 

7.3 Basic Thermdhydraulic Models 

7.3.1 Fluid Physical Properties 

TSFOUL calculates the physical properties of the steam/water mixture as a fiuiction of 

pressure and temperature. The fùnctions used to calculate the physical properties of light 

water are low-order polynomial fits to the 1984 NBSINRC Steam Tables, and are fast- 



nuining and reasonably accurate (- O. 1 % error) [ 11. Only the temperature and pressure 

ranges of interest to steam generators were used. The calcuiated properties are: Tw, Pm, 

specific heat Cp, density p, enthalpy h, viscosities C( and v,  and thermal conductivity k. 

7.3.2 Mass Quality 

A simple method is described in Collier [2] to obtain mass quality using correlations for 

the bulk temperature at which the onset of significant void (OSV) occurs. Pt is assumed 

that essentially no vapour is produced below that temperature.] It is based on work by 

Saha & Zuber [3] who proposed calculating the subcooling ATsub at the point of "net 

vapour generation", which is assumed to coincide with the point of bubble detachment 

and hence OSV. This detachment is thermally-controlled at low flow rates (i.e., low 

values of Pe = Re Pr) and hydrodynamicaily-induced at high flow rates (hi& Pe): 

0 4 . v  
for Pe c 70000 AT,,, = 0.0022 - 

for Pe > 70000 ATmb, = 153.8 
Q 

G CP, 

I f  Tb > (Tm-ATsubw) it is assumed that there is net vapour generation. The empincal 

( c w e  fit) method by Levy [4] is then used to obtain the mass quality x fiom the 

thermodynamic quality X L ~ :  

where XM is the (negative) X* at the point of bubble detachment : 



Note that if ~ b d  = O, then the mass quality x equais X L ~ .  Should ~ b d  2 x * ,  an error occurs 

and the mass quality x is set to zero. 

7.3.3 Void Fraction 

The void fiaction a is caiculated fiom the superficial liquid velocity jr and mass quality x 

using the drift flux mode1 [4: 

where the superficial gas and liquid velocities are defmed as: 

Following work done by Unal [ 5 ]  for the bubble/plug flow regimes during boiling at 

elevated pressures, the void distribution parameter Co is set to 1.03, and the weighted 

mean drifi velocity V, for this regime in an annular geometry is expressed as: 



7.3 -4 Friction Factor 

The Darcy fiction factor f is used to c o m p t e  the pressure loss due to fnction APrn, and 

the friction velocity u* . For two-phase fnction pressure loss (described in the next 

section) and following conventional procedure, f is based on the dl-liquid Reynolds 

number, i.e., it is assumed to be equal to that which would have occurred had the total 

flow k e n  d l  liquid [Z]: 

GD,  
Re. = - 

For the fiction velocity u* (defined in Equation A S  in Appendix A), f is based on a 

separated- flow Reynolds number, which considers only the liquid portion of the two- 

phase flow: 

The (1-X) term converts the total mass flux to the liquid mass flux, and the (1 -a) tenn 

accounts for an effectively smaller channel in which the velocity is higher. (Note that the 

hydraulic diameter remains that of the actual channel, making this Reh an approximate 

parameter onfy.) 

For laminar flow (Re 3000) (61, 

For turbulent flow (Re >z 3000). for walis characterized by a roughness E [6,71, 



To avoid cdculation problems due to the discontinuity between the laminar and turbulent 

fnction factors' a smoothing firnction is applied (which conveniently eliminates the need 

to speci@ a transition Re value such as "3000") : 

For friction pressure loss, Ref is used in Equations 7.9 to 7.1 1 ; for the friction velocity u*, 

Ref, is used instead. 

7.3.5 Two-Phase Pressure Loss 

The flow rates in the two support channets are determined iteratively by seeking equal 

pressure loss across each channel. For this. a two-phase pressure-loss mode1 was needed. 

In TSFOUL, this model is also used to calculate an axial pressure profile (Le., the 

pressure at each node), as well as the overall support flow resistance for the purpose of 

updating the mass flux at each time step (as shown in Section 7.3 -7). For pressure loss 

calcdations, the fluid is asswned to be homogeneous.' 

A comparison with Idel'chikTs model 181 of overall single-phase pressure loss across a 

thick-edged orifice is described in Appendix B. This comparison showed reasonable 

agreement between the two models, giving confidence that the mode1 described here is 

appropriate and was implemented properly in TSFOUL. 

' This was done for practical reasons-the homogeneous model i s  easier to implement than the 
drift flux model used for void fiaction (Section 7.3.3), and the difference is expected to be slight. 



The total pressure difference AP,d between one node '5" and the previous node '5-1" is a 

sum of pressure changes due to gravitational (sîatic) head, acceleration arising fiom 

quaiity increase, fiction, sudden contraction, sudden expansion, actual area changes, 

effective a r a  changes (from vena contracta effects), and flow development: 

In TSFOUL, the pressure difference is taken to be positive if the pressure decreases in the 

direction of the flow. The correlations for the two-phase multiplier terms are taken fiom 

Collier [2], for homogeneous flow. 

Static head AP 

This tenn describes the change in pressure due to a change in elevation, and hence static 

head in the steam generator. For a given node i, 

The average density p is obtained assuming a homogeneous mixture 121: 

Acceleration AP 

This tenn describes the change in pressure due to fluid acceleration or deceleration 

caused by changes in mass quality (due to boiling). For a given node i, 



Friction AP 

This term describes the non-recoverable change in pressure due to fiction dong surfaces. 

For a given node i, 

Kfic is the frictional flow-resistance coefficient defined by : 

where f is defined in Equations 7.9 to 7.1 1 . The two-phase multiplier 02n, is regirne- 

dependent [2] : 

turbuienr azfnCsT - - [l + x (2 - l)] [1 + (2 - l)] 

To e n s w  a smooth transition between the IWO conditions, a smoothing fuaction is 

applied as in Equation 7.1 1 .  Because this two-phase multiplier is only used with the 

fiction factor, the fiiction factor itself is carried in the smoothiag process, to avoid 

having to do eaçh term separately: 



Contraction AP 

This term describes the non-recoverable change in pressure due to sudden flow 

contraction at the inlet of the support. At the firsr node inside the support, Le., d e r  the 

area reduction, 

4- 1 
where G, = G,-, 7 

Cc is the ratio of the vena contracta area to Ai (Le.. the fraction of effective flow ara )  and 

is a h c t i o n  of Ai / Ai.[, as tabulated in Collier [2] .  The quality is assumed to remain 

constant as the flow contracts; while this is not really m e ,  the mode1 represents 

experimental data well[2]. The pressure loss due to contraction is assumed to be a one- 

tirne loss that occurs at the first node inside the support. 



Expansion AP 

This tenn describes the non-recoverable change in pressure due to sudden flow expansion 

past the outlet of the support. At thefirst node outside the support, i.e., d e r  the area 

mcrease, 

A, 
where G,-, = G, - 

41 

The pressure loss due to expansion is assumed to be a one-time loss that occurs 

immediately downstream of the support. [In practice, the expansion would be gradua1 

owing to jetting of the fluid out of the support channel.] 

Area change hP 

This term describes the change in pressure due to area changes. Unlike other pressure 

changes. these losses are recoverable-no net loss if the downstream density and quality 

are the same as the upstream values, and if a contraction is followed by an expansion to 

the original flow area The pressure change occurs from the Bernoulli effect: pressure is 

lost as the fluid veIoçity uiçreases in a reduced flow area (and vice-versa). 



There are three ara  changes modeled in TSFOUL. The fïrst is the area reduction (Le., a 

pressure loss) fÎom the fÎee span to the vena contracta at the support uilet. Note that this 

is an effective area reduction that is p a t e r  than the actual physical area change, owing to 

the vena contracta effect. At thefirst node inside the supporr, 

The second area change is an area increase (i-e., a pressure gain) between the vena 

contracta region and the actual support channel, as the boundary layer re-attaches and the 

flow re-develops. At the frrst node afrer the boundary layer re-uttachmeni (i .e., part-way 

into the support), 



m2,, is the same as in Equation 7.32, except that it uses local densities and mass quaiity. 

Tbe end of the vena contracta region is assumed to be at UDh, = 2 (starting from the 

support iniet) in single phase. This is based on pressure-loss measurements in single- 

phase Freon-1 1 on the broached plate mockup (which had &y = 6 mm), iL1 which 

pressure recovery associated with boundary layer re-attachment beyond the inlet occurred 

d e r  1 O to 15 mm (see Figure 5.6. top). Measurements in two-phase Freon-1 1 on the 

- same geomehy indicate that pressure recovery is delayed to about nY -r 4 (see Figure 

5-6. bottom). Thus, the end of the vena contracta region is set at UDh, = 2 if the mass 

quality x 5 0. and set at L& = 4 if x > 0. 

The third area change is an area increase (Le.. a pressure gain) behveen the support 

channel at the outlet and the downstrearn free-span region. At thefirst node outside the 

support, 

Flow development LW 

This term describes the change in pressure due to flow development at the iniet of the 

support. The loss is caused by the acceleration of flow fiom a unifonn profile to a fully- 

developed one, and caused by increased shear in the entrance boundary layers. For a 

given node i, 



This expression for Knd, is based on Idel'chik's mode1 for a thick-edged orifice in a 

straight channel under turbulent conditions [8], as described in Appendix B. It includes a 

flow development parameter r which is a fwiction of distance d D h y .  where z is the 

distance fiom the support inlet. In Idel'chik's model, r is an average value used in 

calculating ovedl  pressure loss: TSFOLJL requires a local value q to calculate pressure 

loss across individual nodes. Section 8.3.1 describes a method of obtaining local values 

fiorn average ones, which can be adapted here: 

The first tem, t,,, , was obtained by curve-fitting a polynomial to Idel'chik's r values 

181. The second term was obtained by differentiating this polynomial. Thus, for 

x=flhy, 



This mode1 predicts thai, in turbulent flow. the local value q wiii drop to zero between 

X=O and X = 0.56, Le., over only a few 1 -mm nodes. In laminar flow, the flow 

development length is expected to be much longer, but thîs has littie impact on pressure 

as the pressure losses are already very small. 

7.3.6 Variation of Quality over Distance 

Boiling on the tube surface changes the quality as the fluid travels dong. The change in 

quality c m  be obtained Erom a heat balance: the heat generated on the tube surface equals 

the change in heat content of the fluid. Under thermally-saturated conditions, 

Note that flashing is ignored in the variation of quality; in practice, flashing is not 

expected to contribute as much vapour to the fluid as boiling fkom the heated surface. 

7.3.7 Variation of Mass Flux over Time 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the SG is a thermosyphoning system in which the pressure 

losses are approximately constant with time, since the buoyant force pressure difference 

which drives the Uow is constant with time. [Under base-load conditions. the system 

parameters afTecting the pressure difference, the total heat transfer rate, total steam 

and feedwater flow rates, the inlet temperature and the outiet steam quaiity, rernain 

relatively constant over time.] The initial flow rate or mass flux must therefore decrease 

as the flow resistance increases with time due to growth of a deposit that encroaches on 



the flow channel. The flow rate reduction then continues until two-phase instability 

occurs [9]. Note that there will probably be some redistribution of pressure losses with 

t h e  over the various components of the flow path (e.g., the downcomer annulus versus 

the supports), but this is a second-order effect. 

In TSFOLTL, the mass flux at the inlet (Node 1) is obtained by iteration d e r  the first tirne 

step, to make sure it remains compatible with a fixed overall pressure los. The steps are 

as follows: 

1. For the first t h e  step (J=l), the inlet G is the input value. Calculate al1 

pressure losses and deposit thicknesses based on this G value. The overall 

pressure loss (Pi=, - Pi=65) i~ called ufixed; it mUSf remah constant over t h e .  

2. If there is no more time step, stop. Otherwise, go to the next time step. 

3. Use this G value to calculate al1 pressure losses and deposit thicknesses in this 

new time step. Calculate the overail loss APWd1 as (Pi=, - Pi=65) 

4. Calculate the difference between fiom Step 3 and fiom Step 1. 

I f  the difference is less than 1 % of the overail loss, then the G value is 

appropriate; go to Step 2- If not, continue. 

5. Use this difference and a derivative to adjust the G, now called Gprev (meaning 

previous mass flux) : 

dAP G - -K = where - - 2 %,,a,, 

d G  P G,,, 

This equation assumes that K is constant with respect to G; to a first 

approximation it is. APOvdI is calculated by summing the APtm values (see 

Equation 7.12) for each node, from the first node to the last node. 



6. Go to Step 3 with G,. 

The derivative is helpfül in ensuring quick convergence-typicaily, convergence is 

achieved in 3 or 4 iterations. This is important as the entire TSFOUL calculation of 

deposition in each node-which includes a subiteration for channel mass fluxes when 

the Y and Z channels are unequally sized-needs to be repeated in each iteration. 

The next Chapter describes the deposition models in TSFOUL. 
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Figure 7.1 : Geometry for TSFOUL 
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Figure 7.2: Flowchart for TSFOUL 
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Chapter 8 

8. TSFOUL: BASIC DEPOSITION MODELS 

The basic equations goveming particle behaviour used in the SLUDGE code [l ] are 

described in Appendix A. This Chapter describes the refinements made to those 

equations for use in the TSFOUL program. and follows the same format as in Appendix 

A to facilitate cornparison between SLUDGE and TSFOUL. Some discussion is included 

here to explore the origin of the deposition coefficients and other parameters. 

8.1 Goveming Eauations 

8.1.1 Deposition in Turbulent Flow 

The deposit thickness 6 afier time t for turbulent flow is as outlined in Equations A.6 and 

A.7 (in Appendix A): 

The intent of the exponential expression is to account for the deposition rate in turbulent 

flow reaching an asymptote with time. This plateau effect has been attributed in the past 

to "turbulent dom-sweeps" that remove deposited particles [2]. Epstein [33 argued that 

t h i s  leads to a "conceptuai problem" of how particles ever get deposited if they are 

subjected to a re-entrainment mechanism. Various authors [4,5] suggest a more plausible 

explanation based on the particle lift force analyzed by Safihan [dl, which is the force 

experienced by a rotating object in a shear flow (-the so-called Magnus effect). They 

claim that it is hydrodyynarnic lift forces that encourage or discourage particles fkom 



depositing in the fkst place. According to Rouhiainen and Stachiewicz 151, in larninar 

flow, the lift force is negligible for small particles (D, < 4 p) and accelerates the 

particles toward the wall for larger particles (Ds > 8 pm); in turbulent flow with high Re, 

small particles are accelerated towards the wall, while larger particles (Ds > 32 pm) are 

lifted away fiom the wall. This mechanism suggests that the rate of "removal" (or, more 

precisely, deposition discouragement) is a fbnction not only of flow veloçity, but also of 

particle size. 

Another lesser-known force near the wall is called the drainage force, which has its origin 

in the force required to remove fluid fiom the region between two approaching surfaces, 

in this case the particle and the wall [7]. Both this and the la force are known to be 

small in a gas but considerably greater in a liquid (which may be why they were not 

considered in the original Cleaver & Yates aerosol work [2]). Ln SLUDGE and TSFOUL. 

the effect of these forces are conveniently accounted for in empirical constants such as the 

"removal" constant A and the attachment constant K, (see Equation A20 in Appendix 

A). For example. K,, which was obtained for small particles (D, < 4 p) at hi& Re 

values. may encompass not only surface charge effects but also lift effects. However. the 

dependence on particle size is not captured and, for exarnple, the deposition at high Re 

with large particles (Le., > 32 p) may then be overestimated. 

Whatever the mechanisms for the asymptotic behaviour, cornparison with deposit growth 

in actuai SGs suggests that deposit growth does in fact, slow down appreciably. It is 

likely that the "removal" constant A is nearly zero, and that the deposition is close to 

linear rather than asymptotic. Also, Equation 8.1 does not explicitly take into account 

deposit ageing: consolidation of the deposit wouid harden it, making it resistant to 

removal. For these reasow, TSFOUL assumes as default value an A value (= 3 x 10-12) 

smdler than originally used in SLUDGE (= 7 x 10" 1' as shown in Section A.2), to 

promote a deposit growth rate that is more in line with growth rates inferred fiom SG 

inspections. 



On the other hand, there are other causes, besides removd or re-entrainment, of a 

declining rate. For example, Bowen and Epstein [8] observed a declining rate of 

accumulation even when no re-entrainment was observed, and suggested an auto- 

retardation mechanism such as reduced adhesion for the second and subsequent layers of 

particles. Reduced adhesion may not be a large factor in a SG where both surface-particle 

and particle-particle interactions involve like charges, and TSFOUL therefore does not 

account for it. TSFOUL does, however. account for reduced mass flux over time as the 

. flow area decreases fiom deposit growth (see Section 7.3 -7). Another contributor rnay be 

reduced particle concentration if the liquid becomes depleted of particles over tirne. 

Also, deposition growth may be slowed due to changes in the surface roughness: initially 

the cavities of a rough surface would readily trap particles. but this deposition eventually 

smoothes the surface giving both fewer cavities and a thicker viscous boundary layer. 

Because of the debate over whether particles are achially removed. it is perhaps more 

appropriate to cal1 A the deposition "suppression'' constant rather than the removal 

constant, in turbulent flow. It would then represent some of the auto-retardation 

mechanisms mentioned above that are not explicitly accounted for in TSFOUL. 

8.1.2 Deposition in Laminar Flow 

The SLUDGE code does not take into account differences in deposition behaviour due to 

a lamina flow regime. The most sipificant impact of laminar flow is on the "removal" 

term in the deposition equation (Equation 8.1 ). The study by Bowen and Epstein [8] on 

fine particle deposition in laminar flow between parallel plates showed no re-entrainment 

whatsoever. For laminar flow. TSFOUL therefore uses the sarne expression as for 

turbulent flow but for the case of constant A equal to zero: 



The growth of deposit would be linear with tirne, except for indirect causes unrelated to 

re-entrainment, as discussed previousl y. 

8.1 -3 Change in Particle Concentration 

As deposition occurs, the liquid is depleted of particles because they are left behind on 

surfaces, but it is also enriched because of evaporation of iiquid during boiling. An 

expression is needed for the change of particle concentration with distance along the 

channel, Le., d+ /dz, In a steady-state situation. the change (decrease) in flow rate of 

particles dong an incremental distance dz along the channel equals the change 

(increase) in the flow rate of particles dmsd, travelling toward the surface to be deposited 

in the interval dz: 

The source tenn on the lefi-hand side of Equation 8.3 is a function of the flow area 

(through the mean diameter Dm and channel width w) and liquid density, and a function 

of the change in liquid fiaction, veloçity. and particle concentration over distance : 

The sink terrn on the right-hand side of Equation 8.3 is a function of the surface axa, 

liquid density, liquid fiaction, particle concentration, and deposition coefficient K (which, 

as defined in Section 8.2, has units of m/s and can be viewed as the velocity of the 

particles toward the surface): 



After substituting in Equation 8.3 and simplimng, we get 

Separating variables on the left-hand side of Equation 8.7, we can solve for dt) Idz: 

Note that (1 -a) uf is equivalent to the liquid superficial velociiy jf. From the definition 

of jf (Equation 7.5) and fiom heat balance (Equation 7-44), 

This is then substituted into Equation 8,9, with the assumption that ( 1 4 )  p p  p (see 

Equation 7.14; the vapour density p, is much lower than the liquid density pr and can 

therefore be neglected). The final equation becornes 



in TSFOUL, the particles are deposited on the tube and the support surfaces, and in two 

channels (Y and Z, hence the factor 2 in Equations 8.12a and 8.12b). Also, for turbulent 

flow (Equation 8.12a), the K term must be modifled to include the "removal" term. Le., 

the quantity of particles lost to deposition is lessened if deposition is suppressed. Thus, 

the ciifference in particle concentration A@ in the liquid over interval Az is expressed as 

the boiling term minus the depletion tenn (which is a function of regime): 

8.2 Demsition Coefficient K 

The expression for the overall single-phase deposition coefficient is the same as in Section 

A.3.1 except that, for horizontal nodes, the coefficients for gravitationai and çentrïfhgal 

settling, & and Kc, are added directiy to KI( instead of indirectly through the transport KT. 

[This is discussed in more detail in Section 9.5.1 



K,, (horizontal) = 
1 

The expression for the overall two-phase coefficient is the same as in Equation A. 1 1 : 

Under both single-phase and two-phase conditions. velocities in the deposition equations 

are the true vetocities in the liquid, Le., LI* is based on a separated-flow Reynolds number 

(see Equation 7.8). This accounts for the fact that particles travel with the liquid. 

The boiling coefficient Ke is aiso the same as in Equation A.12 ( h m  Asakura et al. 191): 

except for the constant 5 (to be discussed shortly). KB can be obtained by considering 

that the liquid mass flow rate toward the surface (and hence the flow of particles) equals 

the evaporation rate under saturated boiling conditions. The flow rate per unit surface 

area of liquid canying particles toward the wall is 

where the void fraction and liquid velocity are those near the wdl, where the boiling is 

taking place. The rate of evaporation of this liquid per unit surface area is 



Because mfw = -ap we can solve for uc, : 

This velocity is equivalent to KB, except that KB is associated with the bulk conditions 

(such as particle concentration) and not wall conditions. As the wdl conditions are not 

well-known, an empirical constant B can make up for this, as well as for the slight 

inaccuracy of setting pf (Law) equai to the mean bulk density p. The resulting equation is 

the same as Equation 8.17: 

The constant B was determined by Turner & Godin [l  O] for magnetite particles 

depositing ont0 inconel-600 under typical SG pressures and temperatures and in alkaline 

water @H 8.8). These B values appeared to be quality-dependent, but not velocity- 

dependent. For TSFOUL, curve-fitting was applied to Turner's data to show their quality 

dependence. [The threshold value of ;c= -0.103 is fiom the fit, but probably relates 

physically to the onset of significant void. as descnbed in Section 7.3.2.1 

x,,, < -0.1 03 B = O  

-0.103 < X ,  <O B = 0.1578 log,, (x,,, +0.15)+02095 

X t h  > 0 B = 0.08 



The quality dependence of the boiling term reflects the fact that, for subcooled boiling 

conditions, only part of the heat goes toward the evaporation of liquid (and the associated 

deposition of particles that the liquid canied). The remainder goes toward heating of the 

subcooled bulk fluid. 

Turner & Godin [l  O ]  found B (and hence KB) to be an order of magnitude lower in 

boiling alkaline water (pH 8.5 to 9.0) than in neunal water. and attrïbuted this to 

repulsion between the negatively-charged surfaces of magnetite and Inconel-600 at the 

higher pH. B was also found to be reduced in the presence of chemicai dispersants. 

8.3 Models for Particle Transmrt 

The expression for transport by thennophoresis is same as in Equation A. 13. Gravitational 

and centrifuga! settling are ûiscussed in Cbapter 9 as they are specific to the supports. 

Expressions for transport by diffusion and by inenid coasting are explored in the foliowing 

discussion, and are modified to incïude entrance effects. 

8.3.1 Deposition fkom Turbulent Difision 

in TSFOUL, the deposition coefficient for diffusion in turbulent flow is based on that of 

Cleaver and Yates [2], as used in SLUDGE and as expressed in Equation A.16: 

where D is the difhivity (Equation A. 17). 



Com~arison usina Heat Transfer Analow 

This equation can be vedied by using a heat transfer analogy for the mass transfer of 

particles [ 1 11, with the following assumptions: (1) the particles are small enough that they 

travel with the flow, and the flow-including its turbulence structure-is not disturbed by 

their presence, and (2) the particle concentration is low enough that particles do not 

interact with each other. p o t e  that these assumptions are valid only for d i h i o n ,  and 

not for other mechanisrns such as inertiai coasting or settling, for which the particle 

diverts fiom the flow path at sorne point.] 

A widely-used comtation for heat transfer in Mlydeveloped turbulent flow in a tube is a 

variation of the Colbum equation: 

Nu, = 0.023 ~ e ' '  k 1 I 3  (8.24) 

To apply the heat/mass transfer andogy~ the Nusselt number is replaced by the Sherwood 

nurnber. and the Prandtl number by the Schmidt nurnber: 

where the Sherwood and Schmidt numbers are defined by: 

Equation 8.23 (KD,& fiom Cleaver & Yates) can be rnanipulated to have the same form 

as in Equation 8.25 (Sb* based on Colbum's heat transfer). The friction velocity u* is a 



fûnction of the liquid velocity uf and the Darcy fiction factor f which, for turbulent flow 

through smooth tubes, can be expressed as a simple function of Reynolds number: 

Substituting in Equation 8.23 for these parameters, we obtain 

Mÿlûplying each side of the equahon by Dh& and top and bottom by vf, yields 

Substituting for Re and Sc gives 

This equation is similar in fonn to that obtained in Equation 8.25 fiom the heat tramfer 

d o g y ,  with only the constant and Reynolds number exponent diBering. Considering 

the relatively high Schmidt nurnbers in effect for diffushg particles in the SG (typically 

Sc = 1 04), better agreement could be obtained by using a more applicable heat transfer 

correlation than the Colbum one, e.g., that of Petukhov [12] which is  valid for high Pr 

and hence Sc numbers [ I l ] .  



Equation 8.23 does not account for entrance effecr. To develop this, the heat/mass 

tramfer analogy can be used. For a sharp-edged enixance, as in the broached plate 

geometry, a convenient correlation for the average heat transfer coefficient over the 

entrance region is ( 1 31 

A local value is needed rather than the average value, and cm be obtained fiom the 

difference in heat transferred between the interval z and the intervai z+6z: 

where x Dw is the surface circderence, and Tw-Tb is the temperature difference between 

wall and bulk fluid; these parameters are assumed to remain constant. Dividing Equation 

8.34b through by 62 gives 

As 62 approaches zero, the term in brackets in Equation 8.35 becomes a denvative; 

making use of Equation 8.3 3, the local value of h becomes 



The equivaient expression for the local Nusselt number is 

The Nusselt number is analogous to the Sherwood nurnber, defined in Equation 8.26. It 

follows then, with the fullydeveloped K D . ~ ~  defined in Equation 8.23, that 

The greatest value of KD is at the start of the flow development (at very small z), where 

the flow boundary layer is very thin and the particles can di ffise readily to the wall. The 

application of the entrance effect to support deposition is discussed in Section 9.4. 

8.3.2 Deposition fiom taminar D i h i o n  

For lamiaar flow, TSFOUL uses an expression for mass-transfer controlled deposition for 

suspensions flowing in a rectangular channel fiom Vasak et ai. [ 141 which, in tum, is 

based on work by Bowen et d.[15]. 



KD, (local) = - 0.893 

where z is the axial distance fiom the start of flow development. [Unlike the Cleaver & 

Yates expression for b , ~  in Equation 8.23, this expression already accounts for 

entrance effects.] Equation 8.40 dictates that KD,~, decreases as flow develops with 

increasing z, and approaches zero as  z becomes very large. It wodd be more realistic if 

KDJm were to reach a constant value- However? Equation 8.40 was obtained for a 

channel entirely within the development length, which is also the case for SG support 

c hannels. 

M is a hinction (with units of s-') related to the dope of the fully-developed velocity 

distribution in a rectangular channel of width 2b and length 2a [14]: 

Cornparison usina Heat Transfer Analoav 

Equation 8.41 is an awkward expression that does not shed much light on the diffusion 

process. For cornparison, an approximate expression for KD in larninar flow cm be 

determined, again using a heat traasfer analogy for the m a s  transfer of particles [ I l ] .  

Grouping the constants in Equation 8.40 and Equation 8.4 1 together, knowing that a = 5.7 

mm and b = 2.2 mm for a rectangular dot representing a flow channel in the Bruce-type 

broached plate, we obtain 



This is now in a convenient form for cornparison. The average heat transfer in 

developing laminar flow in a tube can be described by the wellestablished empirical 

equation of Sieder-Tate for developing flow in a circdar tube (see [Ml): 

This equaIon is valid for (Re Pr Dhy/z) > 10. The Mscosity correction factor for large 

wall-to-bulk temperature differences usually included in the Sieder-Tate equation is 

omitted here, because this difference is relatively small. As in Section 8.1.5, the Nusselt 

and Prandtl numbers are replaced by their mass-transfer equivalents. The equation for the 

average mass transfer in developing laminar flow in a tube is then 

The Sherwood and Schmidt numbers are defmed in Equations 8.26 and 8.27. The above 

equation gives the average Sherwood nurnber, and thus the mass transfer coefficient over 

the total length z, while the local m a s  transfer coefficient is required in TSFOUL in each 

node. It can be shown, using the same approach as in Equation 8.34b, that the local 

Nusselt nwnber is 2/3 that of the average Nu; by analogy, the local value of Sh is 

This equation is valid for a circula tube. As the equivalent hydradic diameter concept is 

not as applicable in laminar flow as it is in turbuient flow, some adjusmient must be made 

for the rectanguiar geometry that is used to mode1 the support flow chamel- One method 



is to compare multiplying factors for heat transfer with different geomeîries. Accordhg 

to Table 6.1 in [16], the factor for heat transfer at constant temperature (equivaient to 

constant concentration at the wail, for mass transfer) for a cùcular tube is 3.657; for a 

rectangular channel with thickness-to-width ratio of about 1 / 2.6, which would represent 

the Bruce-type broached plate, it is approxîmately 3.70. As this is very close to 3.657, 

Equation 8.45 happeos to be applicable as is. Equation 8.26 is now used to express this 

in terms of the deposition coefficient: 

To convert this equation into a fom that can be compared with that of Vasa. (see 

Equation 8-40), the Reynolds and Schmidt definitions are used: 

For an annulus, Dhy = 2 W, but for a dot of the broached plate dimensions, Dhv = 1.44 w = 

3.88 b. Equation 8.48 can therefore be re-wntten as 

which is very close to Vasak's correlation as expressed in Equation 8.42. 



8.3 -3 Deposition fiom Inertial Coasting 

TSFOUL uses the same expression for Ki as in SLUDGE, as shown in Equation A. 14. 

However, some subtle changes were made. Papavergos and Hedley [17] demonstrated 

that d i h i o n  and inertial coasting are mutually exclusive regimes, with diEusion king a 

function of Schmidt number Sc (as in the Cleaver-Yates expression, Equation A. 1 61, and 

inertial coasting king a huiction of particle relaxation Ume bf (defïned in Equation 

A.15). [A third regime, caiied impaction, would occur at high values of %+ and its non- 

dimensionaiized coefficient KiqJu* is constant.] Thus, 

The upper limit of the inertial coasting regime could be obtained simply by calculating Kr 

with t,' = 20. However, in TSFOUL, this gives a value of KI that is unrealistically large 

i.e., under conditions where inertial coasting is a key mechanism, deposits are then 

predicted to become thick after only a few months . Papavergos and Hedley showed that 

the values of KI at the limits of the inertial coasting regime are typically about 4 orders of 

magnitude apart; based on this and on typical KD values Erom the TSFOUL calculations 

(which gives the lower limit), an upper limit for Ki at bT = 7 was found to be more 

appropriate in TSFOUL. This is also more in line with the b i t  of b* = 0.1 to 0.2 

determined by Turner (see Section A.4.2). [The difference between the Papavergos limit 

and that of Turner may be due to different interpretations or definitions of the inertial 

coasting mec hanism [ 1 81 .] 

Recognizing that the transition between the diffusion and inertial coasting regimes needs 

to be smooth, the smmthing technique used in Equations 7.1 1 and 7.20 for the fiction 

factor is also applied here: 



Entrance effects 

An entrance effeçt is postulated for Kr, because a thinner boundary layer in the 

developing region would allow paxticles to coast to the surface more easily. For now, 

TSFOUL uses the sarne expression as for diffusion in turbulent flow (see Equation 8-39), 

although the heatlmass transfer analogy assumed in this expression is not as applicable- 

particles do not follow the flow during their coasting. 

The greatest value of KI is at the start of the flow developrnent (at very small z), where 

the flow boundary layer is very thin and the particles can coast readily to the waii. The 

application of the entrance effect to support deposition is discussed in Section 9.4. 

8.4 Mode1 for Particle Attachent 

The expression for the attachment deposition coefficient KA is sirnilar to that in Equation 

A.20, in that it shows the same strong dependence on activation energy and surface 

temperature. The original expression was obtained for the attachment of magnetite 

particles to an Inconel-600 surface, under hi& temperature and alkaline conditions [IO]. 

Turner subsequently detennined that such an expression was suited to laminar-flow 

conditions only and that, at higher flow rates, the particles would have enough kiwtic 

energy to overcome the repulsive forces [19]. Ln other words, under laminar conditions in 

the SG, KA is independent of velocity? but under turbulent conditions the attachent 



improves as the kinetic energy (which is a function of velocity) becornes greater than the 

repulsive energy barrier. 

The particle kinetic energy in the bulk of a turbulent flow was obtained tiom work by 

Yung et al. [20]; Turner then adapted this for particles at an approximate distance of DJ2 

from the wall, where surface forces are important [19]. For such a particle, 

The effect of the fluid velocity on KA is then detennined by replacing the thermal energy 

kT with the total energy (kT + KEth): 

where K, = 5.697 and E, = 76.4 Wmol. as with the original Equation A.20. The 

activation energy E, is divided by Avogadro's number N (=6.022xld) molecules/mol), to 

work on a molecular basis when the Boltzmann constant k (= 1.3807~10-~ J/K per 

moiecuie) is in the equation. Note that E = E n  = Eak/R. 

in considering attachent, many researchers have modeled the opposite dependence on 

velocity . For example, Vasak et al. [14] described the attachment of neutrai particles in 

laminar flow to be an inverse function of (u*)', Le., there is less attachent as the 

velocity increases. This is a "shearing" or "scouring" concept, akin to the removal or 

suppression described in Section 8.1 and is therefore unrelated to the kinetic energy 

concept described above. 

Note that the activation energy detennined for inconel-600, which is a typical SG tube 

material, would be similar for carbon steel or stainiess steel, which are typical SG support 



materiais. in al1 these cases, both the surface and the magnetite particles are negatively 

charged, under allcaline pH conditions [ 1 93. 

The next Chapter describes the deposition models in TSFOUL that are specific to the 

support, 
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Chapter 9 

9. TSFOUL: SUPPORT DEPOSITION MODELS 

The following models, based primarily on the proposed fouling mechanisms of Figure 

6.4, were implemented as specific to deposition on supports: 

impaction of large particles ont0 the bottom of the support, 

centrifbgal settling in the vena contracta region, 

consolidation of existing deposits due to flashing and precipitation of cementing 

agents, especidly at the support inlet, 

enhanced deposition f ie r  the boundary layer re-attachent within the support, 

gravitational or centrifugai settling on the top of the support, and 

differential deposition in unequally-sized flow charnels. 

9.1 Particle Lmpaction on Support Bottom 

As shown in Figure 9.1, particles collect on the upstream (bottom) support face because 

uiertia has caused them to travel straight instead of following the curving flow Stream. 

Whether the particles stay in place or bouoce away is discussed later in tems of a sticking 

probability. The fraçtion of particles impacting (i.e., contacting) the surface is a fùnction 

of mainly particle size, but also flow velocity and physical properiies. Very small 

particles will follow the flow and never impact; with larger particles, al1 may impact. 

Studies by Ranz and Wong [ l ]  provide impaction efficiencies for various geometries, for 

particles entrained in aerosols. The impaction efficiency on a flat surface is zero if no 

particle in the flow Stream directeci toward it impacts and unity if al1 particles impact. 

The efficiency is a fûnction of a nondimensional inertia panmeter Y: 



where Wjd is the width of the oncoming jet of fluid, and C is a non-dimensionai empirical 

correction factor for resistance of a gas to movement of small particles (Le., a drag 

coefficient) [ 1 ] : 

where L is the mean fke  path of the fluid molecule, and equals 2plpu. 

Note that Equation 9.1 is based on Stokes' Law (as is the expression for centrifuga1 

settiing--see Equation A. 1 9-where the radius of curvature is used instead of the 

parameter wj,, , and the dependence on uf is squared instead of linear). Y is the ratio of 

the force necessary to stop a particle initially traveling at velocity uf in the distance wja/2. 

to the fluid resistance at a relative particle velocity of uf. It can also be seen as the ratio of 

the stopping distance-Le., the distance a particle will penetrate into still fluid when 

given an initiai velocity of uf -to the diameter of the surface or jet width. 

It is assumed that these relationships and their empirical constants can be applied to 

micron-sized magnetite particles in watere8 For a rectangular jet impacting on a plate. 

impaction efficiencies Nhp were approximated fiom experimental aerosol data [ l ]  as 

follows: 

if 0.32 1 &' 50.80 Ni, = m ( d ~  - 0.32), where m = 1/(0.80-0.32) (9.3) 

if * > 0.80 Nimp = 1 

8 This assumption was also used in applying Cleaver and Yates' aerosol correlations [Z] in the 
SLüDGE code, as discussed in Appendix A. The success of the heathass transfer analogy 
discussed in Sections 8.3.1 and 8 3  -2 @es çome confidence that the assumption holds. 



Even if a particle has suilïcient mass and velocity to impact the surface, it may not stay 

there. In general, the "sticking" probability N, is unity for well-adhering particles but for 

poorly-adhering particles (which are typical of the SG because both the support surface 

and the rnagnetite particles are negatively charged), sticking is roughly proportional to the 

inverse of the shear stress r, at the wall [3,4]: 

If r, 5 then N, = 1. The parameter r,,, is the shear stress below which al1 

impacted particles will stick, and is given the value 0.1;. This remains approximate until 

the relationship between Ns and r, is better understood. r, is based on the liquid 

transverse velocity dong the upstrearn surface of the support.. Fi this model, it is 

assumed that the axial velocity brings the particles to the surface and the transverse 

velocity removes them, thereby avoiding the 'konceptual problem" discussed in Section 

8.1.1 .] This transverse velocity is difficult to establish accurately, but Figure 4.12 

suggests that the region below the support has velocities several times lower than the 

mainstream. The transverse velocity is therefore taken as 1 /3 that of the axial velocity ur. 

Hence, 

The net impaction deposition coefficient KF (for which subscnpt F refers to "filter") on 

the upstream surface is then sirnply a function of the oncornhg particle velocity-which 

is assumed to equal the fluid velocity-times the fractions of particles that impact and 

stick: 



This coefficient is used in the calculation of deposit thickness. This deposit is then made 

subject to "suppression" forces. In turbulent flow, this would be dictated by the empirical 

suppression factor A. However, uiis constant is not quite appropriate for the bottom of 

the support as it allows unrealistically thick deposits. 

An empirical limit to the deposit thickness was therefore irnp~sed.~ The cntical loading 

was estimated to occur when the deposit thickness is 1/2 the surface width (Le., the width 

of the support "mulus" facing the flow), This is bas4 on flow visualization 

experiments in which 1 -mm metallic flakes formed deposits on the upstream face (see 

Section 4.3.4); once this surface was "fûlly loaded no M e r  deposition occurred. 

KF has its own accounting for "sticking" and is therefore not a cIassic transport term 

subject to attachrnent. [Another way of viewing this is to consider that the dynamic 

forces of the flow impinging on the horizontal surface will likely overcome particle- 

surface repulsive forces.] For the upstream horizontal surface of the support (Node 20), 

the overall deposition coefficient is therefore simply: 

This eqution applies only to the upstrem horizontal surface (Node 20); KF is zero for al1 

other surfaces. This surface area is considered variable, i.e., as deposits grow at the 

broach hole inlet, the surface area for KF increases. 

Impaction of large particles appears to be a dominant mechanism in the lower regions of 

the SG close to the feedwater inlet and tube sheet, which typically feature thick, coarse 

deposit layen on the underside. The modeling of this phenornenon wouid benefit h m  a 

more accurate expression for the sticking probability Ns, and better estimates of the 

transverse velocity and hence shear stress. 

in realiîy, N, and N. are reduced to zero as the surface shape changes h m  perpendicular to 
the flow (clean support) to parailel to the flow ("fiilly loaded" support). 



9.2 Deposition in Vena Contracta Region 

As shown in Figure 6.1, the vena contracta region at the support inlet typicaliy includes a 

small recirculation zone. The mode1 for centrifùgal settiing was therefore applied in 

TSFOUL to the nodes in this region. Here, the deposition coefficient Kv is expressed as: 

The streamline curvature k,", is the inverse of the radius &=l/R). which is taken as 

-114 the length of the vena contracta region, based on the experimental results shown in 

Figure 4.12. The local velocity Ucvma is taken as -1/10 that of the mainstrearn velocity uf, 

as a crude estimate fiom observation and fiom measurements of recirculation velocities 

above the support (see Figure 4.12). 

The full Kv value is applied only at the peak flow contraction: it is made to follow a sine 

shape such that Kv peaks just beyond the entrance of the support, and falls to zero at the 

estimated point of boundary layer re-attachent (z, = zan): 

K,, = K'. 

This sine shape appmximates the expected shape of the boundary layer on the support in 

the vena contracta region, as shown in Figure 6.1. 

Not al1 particles in the flow are subject to becoming "trapped" in the recirculation eddy. 

For example, while Equation 9.8 shows that Kv increases with the square of the particle 

diameter D ,  given a situation in which the flow is genedly parallel to the surface, most 

large particles will have sufficient momentum to flow past the eddy. Also, perhaps only 



those partides that would have otherwise traveled through the cross-sectional area 

occupied by the separated boundary layer wodd be involved. This leads to a M e r  

modification: 

The (1-Ni,,,,) term is borrowed fiom the impaction model (Section 9. l), and reflects the 

fact that those particles most likely to impact in a pexpendicular geometry (such as the 

bottom of the support) wiii be least likely to impact in a parallel one. The (1-Cc) term is 

borrowed fiom sudden-contraction pressure loss (Section 7.3 S), and represents the 

fraction of cross-sectional flow area that is occupied by the recirculation region; this is 

taken to (approximately) equal the fiaction of the particles that would be subject to 

deposition. The N, tenn, as in the impaction model, determines what h t i o n  of the 

impacted particles actually stick: here, it is calculated fiom a shear stress (see Equation 

9.5) based on a reduced local velocity ur,,,, = uf /10 (as discussed afler Equation 9.8) . 

These terms are somewhat speculative but are necessary to avoid an unrealistically high 

deposition rate in the vena contracta region. 

The velocity reduction is also applied to the fiction velocity u*, i-e., uf in Equation AS is 

replaced by (uf/10), which is then used in the calculation of deposition coefficients and 

deposit thickness, on the support and in the vena contracta region only. 

Because it uses its own accounting for sticking, Kv is not subject to the classic attachment 

model and is therefore treated independently. [Another way of viewing this is to consider 

that centrifuga1 forces would help to overcome particle-surface repulsive forces.] 



Because the deposition occurs on a surface parallel to the flow, the classic KT and KA 

combination fiom Equation A.8 is included; in practice, this combination is reduced to 

zero because very little thennophoresis, diffùsion, or inertial coasting occurs thniugh the 

thick bom- layer in the vena contracta region. 

Centrifuga1 settling would be a dominant mechanism at the inlet of the support, which 

typically features a lip of deposit. The modeling of this phenornenon would benefit fiom 

a better expression for the fraction of particdates in the flow that becorne trapped within 

a vena contracta region. 

9.3 Consolidation due to Flashing 

Solubles in a saturated solution will precipitate on boiling surfaces (as discussed in 

Section 6.2). They will also precipitate during pressure reductions, due to flashing of 

thermally-saturated liquid to vapour, as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Solubles such as iron 

and copper are known to be deposit cementing agents. as they are typicaüy found in the 

pores of very hard deposits. Impurities such as silicates and calcium salts, which fïnd 

their way h t o  the SG feedwater fiom condenser leaks", also harden existing deposits [5] .  

In TSFOUL, the effect of this precipitation is modeled as reduction in the suppression 

factor A with the reduction in pressure dong the channel, Le., a weakening of the 

"removal" process due to consolidation or hardening of the deposit. Where the local 

pressure is lowest, i.e., at the support iniet as illustrated in Figure 5.6a, the consolidation 

is expected to be greatest as well due to the greatest extent of precipitation of cementing 

agents. To capture this, a simple mode1 was developed for TSFOUL wbich allows A to 

Vary axially. 

10 
Leakage occurs because of a higher pressure in the condenser tubes cornpareci to the 

secondary-side exhaust stem coming h m  the turbines. 



It is assumed, in this model, that A is an inverse exponential fiuiction of the weight 

hct ion of precipitate in the deposit. Consolidation studies with ariificiai sludges [5]  

showed that only 1.2% of an impurity was required to significantly harden the sludge 

(and the sludge generally became harder under heat transfer conditions than in an 

adiabatic environment). An empirical fùnction was based on this, as shown in Figure 9.3: 

with no precipitate ( k t i o n  F*), A = 3 x 1 O-'* , as discussed in Section 8.1.1. With 1 % 

precipitate (hc t ion  F=O.O 1 ), A = 3x1 O-" which is essentially zero: 

where &-= 3x10-'~ as the value of A with no consolidation. 

An expression for F is now required. This parameter can be determinecl as the ratio of the 

mass of precipitate to the mass of particulate deposited, in a given node and tirne period. 

To get the mass of precipitate, it is assumed that the liquid is saturated in the soluble 

species. After a pressure reduction, flashing results fiom a change in the liquid enthalpy. 

Conservation of mass and energy dictate that the increase in the gas flow rate or energy 

equals the decrease in liquid mass flow rate or energy. From one node i-1 to the next 

node i, 

The unknowns are m,i and mm The equations can be simplified, with hg - hr= ha . and 

with hgi = hgi.i (because the vapour enthalpy is fairly insensitive to pressure). The 

increase in mass flow rate of the vapour for node i is then: 



Given the concentration of solubles += (in kg solubles per kg liquid), the corresponding 

rate of precipitation in kg/s in node i is then: 

where the subscript c refers to the soluble "cementing agent". [A more exact approach 

would be to take the difference between the bulk concentration +,b and the solubility limit 

concentration at the wali temperature.] The d o w  raie" of solid particles (subscript s) 

through node i is 

where m is the mass fiow rate of the fluid and 6, is the concentration of the particles in 

the fluid. 

The ratio of Wow rates" of precipitate to particulate in the fluid could be seen as 

equivalent to the ratio of masses of precipitate to particulate in the deposit (i.e., fiaction 

F). except for one factor: deposition for precipitate is more likely. because these 

cementing agents are known to enter the pores of existing deposits readily." in 0 t h  

words, deposition of the precipitate would be govemed by transport only, or KT. while 

deposition of the particles would be governed by transport and attachent, or &, = 

( 1 /KT - 1/'KA)-'. A correction factor of KT& = l + KTKA is therefore applied, in which 

the KT and KA values are taken to be those for the tube surface (for convenience). Thus, 

" For example, microropic cross-sections of deposits fiom copper-bearing SG units typically 
reveal threads of metallic copper throughout the deposit. 



This expression assumes that the full mass of precipitate in one node enters the deposit in 

that same node. This is not realistic, as the fluid will sweep the precipitate dong. To 

sornewhat compensate for this, for the vena contracta region-where the inlet pressure 

reduction is expected to be largest and the fluid velocity highest-the mass of precipitate 

fiom the first node is spread over al1 the nodes: Fv- = F,,p,da/ # vena nodes. 

F can now be entered into Equation 9.12 for an updated value of A, after which the 

calculations of deposit thicknesses are repeated. The local A value is applied to both tube 

and support surfaces, as precipitates fiom the buik auid would get deposited on both 

surfaces. Note that the quantity of deposit h m  precipitate is very small compared to the 

particdate deposit, and is therefore not added to any deposit volume. 

Flashing would occur at any location in the SG where the liquid is thermally saturated 

and a pressure loss occurs. [Also, precipitation of solubles would occur at any location in 

the SG where the liquid is evaporating.] The mechanism of precipitation of cementing 

agents as a result of flashing would be at its strongest at the idet of the support, where 

hard lips of deposit have indeed been found in the SG. The modehg of this phenornenon 

would benefit fiom a better understanding of the relationship between the quantity of 

cementing agent and the subsequent deposit growth. 

9.4 Enhanced Demsition f?om Flow Develovment on Support 

As illustrated in Figure 9.4, deposition is enhanced over entrance lengths because the 

boundary layer in the developing flow has not reached its fidl thickness. pote  that the 

mechanism of enhanced deposition over the flow-development length was deduced fiom 

heat -fer analogies, and not fiom flow visualization tests, and was therefore not 

included in Figure 6.4.1 Flow development is accounted for in TSFOUL in the 

expressions for particle d i h i o n  and inertial coasting (EQuations 8.39,8.40 and 8.52), 

and is considered only for the support wail beyond the vena contracta and the point of 



re-attachment of the boundary layer. The other flow regions are either fûllydeveloped 

(e.g., fiee-span region and dong the tube surface in the support region12), or have a 

separated boundary layer where diffision or coasting toward the wall is hampered (vena 

contracta region). Thus, 

S e m t e d  boundarv laver: For support only, in vena contracta region : KD = O 

and KI = O on support. 

Entrance region: For support only. between zm and end of support : for KD use 

Equation 8.39 (turbulent) or Equation 8.40 (laminar), for KI use Equation 8.52. 

The f k t  calculation of KD or KI beyond the re-attachent location is at the 

end of the fmt node. at z = 1 mm (as infinite K values would result with z = 0). 

Full~develo~ed: - For al1 other surfaces, use the equations with z = 1000 mm 

(based on supports king - 1 rn apart). which is equivalent to using the fùlly- 

developed versions of the equations. 

Entrance effects would contribute in a minor way to the formation of the characteristic lip 

of deposit at the support inlet. in practice. however, deposition by diffusion and inertiai 

coasting may be swamped by other mechanisms, so the entrance effect may not be 

noticeable, The modeling of this phenornenon would benefit tiom a more appropriate 

entrante-effect expression for KI, and fiorn better estimates of re-attachent locations. 

Flow patterns observeci during experiments showed that the region downstream of the 

support typically feaîures a large recirculation or stagnation zone directly above the 

support (see Figures 5.4a to 5.4~). Gravitationai settling wodd occur when flow is near- 

" There will be some perturbation (thinning) of the boundary layer on the tube surfâce when the 
flow accelerates as it enters the support, and hence some increase in rnass transfer to the tube. 

The effect is, however, small compared to that of a newlydeveloped boundary layer. 



stagnant above the support. The deposition coefficient Kc; is based on Stokes' Law, and 

is expressed as in the SLUDGE code (see Equation A. 18): 

Centrifuga1 settling is similar to gravitational settling, except that the particles are under 

the influence of centrifiigal and not gravitational acceleration. Centrifuga1 settiing would 

occur when flow is recirculating dkectly above the support. The deposition coefficient 

Kc is expressed as in Equation 9.8: 

The strearnline curvature k,,, is the inverse of the radius &=l/R), which is taken as - 112 
the width of the horizontal surface based on flow observation. The local velocity Urmp is 

taken as -1/10 that of the mainstream, based on experimental measurement of 

recirculation velocities (see Figure 4.12). A sketch of the settling processes is shown in 

Figure 9.5. 

As outlined in Section 9.2, not al1 particles in the flow are subject to involvement in the 

settling process; this is described approximately by: 

Here, instead of the flow area ratio tenn Cc used in Equation 9.10, the support porosity 

p,, is used. Brup represents the ratio of support flow area to free-span flow area; (1-Pm,) 

is therefore the ratio of support cross-sectional area to k-span flow are* and is taken to 



(approximately) quai  the hc t ion  of the particles that would be subject to deposition 

ont0 the top surface of support- 

Because sticking is already accounted for, KG and Kc are not subject to limitation by KA, 

and are therefore treated independently from the classic transport-attachment model. 

[Another way of viewing this is to consider that gravitational or centrifuga1 forces 

downward toward the horizontal surface would help to overcome particle-surface 

repulsive forces. J For the downstream horizontal surface of the support (Node 46), the 

overall deposition coefficient is therefore simply: 

Visual observations are used to determine whether the settling on the dowmtrearn surface 

is gravitational or centrifugai. In flow visualization experiments using boiling Freon-1 1 

as a two-phase fluid (see Section 5 2 ) ,  recircuiation eddies were observed downstream of 

the support under conditions of low void and hi& velocity, and for supports with thick 

bars (support porosity PSU, 6 0.6). Under these conditions. centrifùgal settling would be 

the deposition mechanism. At higher void fiactions (2 30%, corresponding to X,J, 2 0.02 

in the SG) and for thin-barred supports (PSUp 2 0.6), the recirculating bubbly flow tumed 

to stable vapour pockets, so the deposition behaviour is then better described by 

gravitational settling. Gravitation al so best descri k s  any very low-velocity situation. 

specifically when the mainstream velocity uf is less than 1 o~(~/'Ic& at which point Kc = 

KG- In s-=y, 

I f  X* < 0-02 & uy > 10 d(&) & PSU, c 0.6, then use Kc, 

otherwise use KG. (9.22) 

Gravitational and/or centrifiigal settling appear to be dominant mechanisrns in the upper 

regions of the SG on the top of the support, where deposits tend to be thin and smooth. 



The modeling of these phenornenon would benefit fiom a better expression for the 

fiaction of particdates in the flow that become trapped within the region directly above 

the support. 

9.6 Modeling P d l e l  Charnels in Suvwrt 

TSFOUL models two adjacent flow channels in the support, called the Y and Z c h e I s .  

These channels can have different sizes (Le., channel widths). As illustrateci in Figure 

9.6, maintaining the same pressure &op across both channels requires that the smaller (2) 

channe1 have a lower flow rate, because fiction loss is greater in a smaller diarneter 

channel, al1 else king equal (see Equation 7.17). As the flow rate affects many 

deposition parameters, the deposition behaviour in such a parallel arrangement is not 

straightforward-it is not intuitive which channel will fou1 more rapidly. TSFOUL is a 

usefui tool for exploring these conditions- 

Before TSFOUL calculates deposition coefficients for the nodes in the support region, it 

esbblishes the flow rate and flow conditions (e.g., void fractions, Reynolds numbers, 

friction factors, two-phase multipliers) in each charnel iteratively: 

1. Guess flow distribution based on atea ratio between Y and 2. 

2. Calculate flow conditions and pressure losses in each channel. 

3. Check if Mtot (Y) = A P ,  (2); if not, adjust channel flow rates based on 

magnitude of discrepancy and repeat Step 2. 

4. Flow rates are established; calculate deposition parameters. 

5. Update channel flow areas based on calculated deposit thicknesses 

(+ feedback effect). 

6.  For next time interval, repeat Steps 1 to 5 .  



This mode1 may help to explain why, during SG inspections, severely blocked support 

holes have k n  found next to open ones. 

The next Chapter describes predictions made using the TSFOUL program, in particular 

those involving deposition models for the support. 
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Figure 9.1 : Sketch of particle impaction on support boaom 
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Figure 9.2: Sketch of flashing and consolidation phenomenon 
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Figure 9.3: Suppression factor A as  a function of precipitate fiâction 

fraction (kglûg) 



Figure 9.4: Sketch of enhanced deposition in developing regions 
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Figure 9.5: Sketch of settling on top of support 
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Figure 9.6: Sketch of unequally-shed charnels in support 
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Chapter 10 

10. PREDICTIONS OF DEPOSITION 

This chapter describes predicted deposition profiles and rates using the TSFOUL 

program. Section 10.1 covers only the classic deposition models descnbed in Chapter 8 

(thermophoresis, inertial coasting, difkion, attachrnent, and boiling). Section 1 0-2 

covers both the classic models descnbed in Chapter 8 and the support-specific models 

described in Chapter 9 (impaction. centrihigal and gravitationai settling, consolidation, 

flow-development effects, and parallel-channel effects). A description of the flags used 

to tum certain models on and off are listed in Table 10.1. 

This chapter also presents. in Section 10.3. two validation exercises to determine the 

accuracy of the fouling models. A comparison was made with deposit thicknesses fiom 

short-term support fouling experiments. as well as with observed long-term fouling trends 

at the Bruce A SG. Section 1 0.4 summarizes the main results f?om the predictions. 

1 0. I Classic Deposition Models 

Figures 10. la and IO. 1 b show predictions using only the classic models described in 

Chapter 8: thermophoresis, inertial coasting. diffusion. attachment, and boiling. The flags 

for support-specific models, FKF. FKV, FKS, FCO, FFD, and FCH (see Table 10.1 ) were 

set to zero. This prediction serves as a reference for later comparison with results using 

support-specific models. The input values, listed in Table 10.2, are typicd values for the 

Bruce A SG. A schematic of the idealized geornetry is shown in Figure 7.1. 

Figure 10.1 a shows the predicted deposit profiles on the tube and support surfaces, as a 

function of distance, after a tirne period of 1 year. A comparison between the two profiles 



shows that the tube surface has thicker deposits than the support, owing to the boiling 

term which is o d y  in effect on the heated tube surface. With regard to the deposit profile 

for the tube, the deposit is thimer withïn the support region (distance 21 to 45 mm) than 

within the k - s p a n  region, because the increased veloçity enhances the deposit 

-'removal" or suppression mechanism. '' [This reference case ignores any accumulation in 

the vena contracta eddy, which is described in Section 10.2.3.J However, variations 

within the support region show the opposite trend: a thicker deposit is predicted for the 

support inlet (Le., the vena contracta region, distance 21 to 36 mm), which has a higher 

velocity than the support outlet. The reason for this opposite trend is that, within the 

support region, attachent is not limiting due to the high kinetic energy, and transport 

therefore dictates the deposition coefficient; the transport term (which gives increasing 

deposition with veloçity) wins over suppression (which gives decreasing deposition as 

velocity increases). This is a good example of how mechanisms compete on even the 

simplest parailel surfaces. 

Figure 1 O. 1 b illustrates the growth of the deposit on the tube in the free-span region and 

the support region, as a fmction of t h e .  It shows that., in turbulent flow, the deposit does 

not grow linearly but approaches a constant thickness over tirne. Again, this is linked to 

the suppression mode1 which has an exponentiai term in turbulent flow (see Equation 8.1 

and the associated discussion on reasons for asymptotic behaviour). The deposit within 

the support region approaches its asymptote more quickly because of the higher velocity 

and hence stronger suppression term. 

Table 10.3 Iists the deposition coefficient (or K) tems for the reference case d e r  a time 

period of one year, to show the relative magnitudes. The last row in this table shows the 

overall coefficients that were used in Equation 8.1 together with the suppression term to 

calculate deposit thicknesses. Table 10.3 shows that thermophoresis draws particles away 

l 3  This behaviour is consistent with the expectation during the design of braaehed-plate supports 
that the increased veloçity would "scour" the broach holes and discourage deposition, which first 
raised the question o f  how SG supports could possibly become blocked. 



firom the heated tube (as shown by negative sign), but is a very weak contributor, as 

expected; it is zero for the support which is an adiabatic surface. Contributions by other 

mechanisms Vary depending on whether particles are in the fke-span region or in the 

support region. In the k - s p a n  region (Nodes 1 and 65 in Table 10.3), diffusion and 

inertial coasting are of similar magnitude; transport is limited by a weak attachment term, 

but the boiling terni swarnps al1 terrns and dictates the overall coefficient In the 

support region (Node 21), the attachent terni is very large due to high kinetic energy, 

and deposition is now lirnited by the transport terni; however, due to the higher velocities, 

the transport tenn itself is significant (with inertial coasting dominating over diffusion), 

in fact it is larger than the boiling term. The &,ed~ values for the support region are quite 

large and would lead to very thick deposits (growing at a rate of 4 0  pn per month), if it 

weren't for the suppression tem. 

Figures 10.2a to 10.2e give the results of sensitivity runs, in which the following input 

parameters were varied: m a s  flux G ,  steam quality X ,  particle concentration O, particle 

diameter D,, and suppression factor A. These are for the tube surface in the fiee-span 

region, simply to show trends. [The trends would be similar for the support region, 

except that they would be less pronounced because of the greater suppression effect 

there.] Deposit thickness decreases as G? X ,  or A increases-a direct result of the 

suppression effect, in which faster-moving fluid suppresses deposition more, higher 

quality promotes faster liquid flow. and a higher suppression factor limits growth. 

Conversely, deposit thickness increases as + or D, inçreases-the more particles or the 

bigger the particles, the more deposit. 

An interesting result shown in Figure 10.2b (variation with quality x), is that very little 

deposition is predicted when no boiling takes place. This illustrates the impact of the 

boiling tenn Ke. Another interesting feature is, in Figure 10.2d (variation with Ds), the 

insensitivity to particle size between 1 and 0.1 m. This is because the reduced build-up 

of deposit (smaller particles gïve t b e r  layers) is offset by an enhanceci difiùsion rate 

(diffùsivity is greater with srnailer particles). 



10.2 Su~mrt-Specific Models 

10.2.1 Effect of flow regime: turbulent vs lamina 

Figure 1 0.3 shows how the rate of deposit growth can be significafltly greater when 

laminar flow is accounted for. For these runs, the inlet m a s  flux was chosen to give a 

Reynolds number just below the transition value of 3000. With laminar flow (FLM = l), 

no suppression is applied, according to Equation 8.2. If the flow is assumed to be 

turbulent (FLM = O), deposit growth is subject to suppression. 

Note t .  at these very low mass flues, the suppression factor A needed to be stmng to 

show any regime effect (e-g., with the original SLUDGE value of 7x10" ' instead of the 

reference value of 3x 10"~). Otherwise, the low velocity together with a weak suppression 

factor in turbulent flow made very little difference when compared with the laminar (no 

suppression) result. Because a suppression factor of 7x10-' is considered unreaiistic. this 

Figure serves only to illustrate the flow regime effect. [A more realistic situation that 

shows the effect of flow regime is that encountered in unequally-sized parallel channels, 

described in Section 10.2.6. ] 

The two traces on Figure 10.3 curve slightly upwards, which is opposite to the usuai 

asymptotic trend. This is due to a slightly increasing mass flux over time whiçh, in turn, 

is due to an m u a l  deposition pattern. As particle transport is reduced under these very 

low flow conditions, the main contributor to deposition becomes boiling, which is flow- 

independent. Due to greater suppression in the support region (compared with the free- 

span region), the flow area ratio between fke-span and support actually decreases, 

leading to decreasing flow resistance from sudden contraction and expansion. 



10.2.2 Effect of parhcle irnpaction on support bottom 

Figure 10.4a shows the effect of particle irnpaction on the bottom horizontal surface of 

the support (at Node 20). For this predictio. a large particle size (8.5 pm) was required, 

as the reference size of 1 pm gave insufficient momentum for impaction and hence no 

deposition. [A lower particle concentration of 0.05 ppm was chosen instead of the 

reference value of 0.5 ppm, to somewhat compensate for the larger particle size.] Over 

tirne, the deposit grows until its maximum size of half the surfàce width is reached, as per 

the criterion discussed in Section 9.1. Note that the deposit thickness on the horizontal 

surface is predicted to be in the mm range rather than the pn range. This order of 

magnitude is in agreement with observations in the SG (see Section 2.1 -5) and in flow 

visualization experirnents (Section 4.3.3). This implies that the use of only 1 pm as 

reference particle size is too limiting, as it does not account for deposits on the bottom of 

SG supports. 

[The reference value of 1 pm was initially chosen based on the observed fine deposits on 

the Bruce A SG supports. In general, on supports there is a mix of colloidal particles and 

precipitated solubles. However, magnetite particles circulating with the SG flow can 

range from 0.5 to 20-30 pm in size. and particles can agglomerate to form larger clusten. 

This M e r  underscores the need to account for a range of particle sizes in the modeling.] 

For the same conditions and Location (Node SO), Figure 10.4b shows the deposit thickness 

as a function of particle size and mass flux, at an elapsed time of 2 months. The particle 

impaction mechanism is clearly very sensitive to particle diameter. Figure 10.4b 

indicates that, for a given set of conditions, there is a narrow range of particle diameter 

below which an insignificant deposit is created and above which the deposit is large afîer 

only a short time. This is a direct result of the criteria of Equation 9.3 in the particle 

impaction model. 



According to Figure 1 OAb, for a mass flux of 300 kg/m2.s (reference condition). particles 

do not impact and stick d e s s  they are greater than 8 microns. For the higher mass flux 

of 500 kg/m2.s, the threshold is lower (- 6 microns), because a given particle then arrives 

at a greater veloçity and will impact the surface even if it is smaller. 

As with the previous figure, the results were obtained with a lower particle concentration 

of 0.05 ppm. Again, this was meant to account for (in a cmde way) the fact that larger 

particles are generally present in the SG at lower concentrations than smaller particles. 

The deposit would probably not grow as quickly as Figure 10.4b suggests (where the 

deposit for the larger particle sizes reaches its maximum size in only two months). in 

reality, there is a spectrum of concentrations just as there is a diversity of particle sizes. 

10.2.3 Effect of centrifuga1 and gravitational settling 

Figure 10Sa is an axial deposit profile along the tube and the support afier a time penod 

of 1 year, showing the effect of centrifugal settling in the vena contracta region, and (in 

this case, gravitational) settiing on the top surface of the support. These profiles are the 

same as those in Figure 1 0.1 a except for the settling on the support. This figure clearly 

shows the sine-shaped deposit on the support beyond the entrance (20 to 36 m distance), 

as per Equation 9.9, and a deposit on top of the support fiom gravitational settling (at 46 

mm distance) according to Equation 9.18. 

Figure 10.5b shows the effect of particle size on the deposit thickness at the throat of the 

vena contracta itself (Node 28, at a distance of 8 mm h m  the support inlet), and on top 

of the support (Node 46), aller a time p e n d  of 1 year. Not s h o w  on this graph is an 

associated reduction in mass flux: as the deposit thicknesses at various locations in the 

support region increase with particle diameter, the (fiee-span) mass flux decreases to 

retain the same overall pressure loss (-15 kPa) over tirne. This mass flux starts at G=3ûû 



kg/m2.s for the thin deposits fiom small particles, but is reduced to 225 kg/m2.s by the 

time the particles are 4 p u  in diameter. 

For both curves in Figure 1 OSb, as particle size increases, rapid deposition (fiom settling 

k ing  a h c t i o n  of D, squared) is offset by two factors: (1 )  decreased deposition fiom 

reduced mass flux and hence particle tramport, and (2) decreased deposition fiom larger 

particles having smcient inertia to travel straight and not get entraineci backward into the 

eddy. However, the deposition due to gravitational settling on the top is not significantly 

suppressed because the local velocity is low. and the deposit becomes very thick with 

large particles (and with time). F practice, particle sizes greater than 1 p m  would be 

present at concentrations lower than 0.5 ppm, so the deposit would not grow so 

extensively so quickly.] The deposition due to centrifugai settling in the vena contracta 

region is much more suppressed than beyond the support because the mass flux is higher 

in the nartowed channel. 

One important difference between settling on top of the suppon and settling in the vena 

contracta region is that the latter is ultirnately self-limiting-sustained deposition within 

the flow channel would eventually choke the channel and drasticaliy reduce the mass flux 

and hence the supply of particles. This is illustrated in the predictions for parallel 

channels, described in Section 1 0.2.6. 

10.2.4 Effect of flashing and consolidation 

Figure 10.6a shows the variation of the suppression factor A witb distance. following the 

mode1 outlined in Section 9.3, after a time period of 1 year. The mode1 allows a 

reduction of A as a function of the quantity of precipitate. which is a function itself of 

quantity of liquid vaporized due to fiashing, which is a fimction of pressure reduction. 

Note that, to obtain even the slightest variation in A, the concentration of solubles had to 

be increased by a factor of 200 h m  the reference (and more realistic) value of 5 ppb (as 



per Table 10.2). This indicaies that for the model to have any effect, a considerable 

pressure loss is required (e.g., » 12 kPa which is the loss at the inlet, between 20 and 2 1 

mm distance in Figure 10.6b). 

Figure 10.6b shows the calculated pressure profile under the same conditions. The overall 

pressure loss of -1 5 kPa remains fixed over time (but the shape of this pressure profile 

can change as the deposits grow). There is a relatively large pressure loss at the suppn 

inlet-but srnall compared to the absolute pressure of 4.4 MPa-which determines the 

extent to which the A value (Figure 10.6a) is reduced. Precipitates h m  the inlet are 

assumed to be spread over the vena contracta region, so A is made to be low over this 

entire region. 

The corresponding deposit profiles for the time p e n d  of 1 year are shown in Figure 

10.6~. To better show the effect of A reduction, the deposit profile obtained in Figure 

10.5a with the settling models turned on was used as cornparison. The duction of A in 

the vena contracta region has allowed the deposit there to grow slightly thicker on both 

support surface and the tube surface. The effect becomes more pronounced as the flow 

area ratio is reduced and the pressure loss is higher (not shown here); however, 

cornpetition anses as the channel velocity is then increased. As A and u* are both in the 

suppression tenn for turbulent flow. and can cancel each other out. In fact, u* tends to 

dominate in the suppression term, which severely limits the effectiveness of this 

consolidaticn model. 

1 0.2.5 Effect of developing flow 

Figure 1 0.7 shows the deposit profile over distance, afler a tirne period of 1 year, for the 

reference case (classic models only) and for the flowdevelopment and settling models on 

(FFD= 1, FKV= 1, FKS= 1). Cornparison with only the settiing models on (FKV=I , 

FKS=l, shown in Figure 10.5a) shows that only the region beyond the vena contracta, 



Le., beyond the point of boundary layer re-attachent (distance 37 to 45 mm), is affected 

by the flow development. As expected, the deposit in that region is calculated to be 

slightly thicker when flow development is considered than when it is neglected. During 

flow development and growth of the boundaxy laye- deposition by difkion and inertial 

coasting (and hence the transport term) starts at a maximum and is gradually reduced. The 

enhancement in deposition from the accounting for flow development is quite modest. 

10-2.6 Effect of unequaiiy-sized parallel channeis 

Figures 1 O.8a to 1 0 . 8 ~  show the effect of unequally-sized parallel channels in the support, 

after a t h e  period of 1 year. For ail figures' the Y channel width was kept constant while 

the Z channel width was decreased. Because the total flow area in the support region 

therefore decreased as well, the mass fluxes in the channels varied fiom one geometry 

(Le., channel width ratio) to the next. Also, for a particular geometry, the initial mass 

flux was allowed to vaxy over time to keep the overall pressure loss fixed- 

Figure 10.8a shows the e&t on the void distribution between the larger Y channel and 

smaller Z channel, for two initial free-span mass fluxes (G= 80 or 300 kg/m2.s). The void 

fraction in Z is always less than that of the more open Y channel. This is due to channel 

mass fluxes and void Factions having to adjust to maintain a constant pressure loss across 

the support. To compensate for the higher flow resistance fiom fÎiction and obstruction 

in the smdler Z channel, the void hction (upon which the two-phase multiplier is 

indirectiy dependent) must decrease. [This occurs whether there is boiling on the tube 

surface or not,] Note that a large di fference in subchannel sizes is required bcfore the 

void distribution is afkcted significantiy. 

Figures 10.8b and 10.8~ show the effect on the deposit thicknesses on the tube within the 

two channels, for the two initial mass fluxes, respectively. There are multiple effects 

originating fiom the unequal sizes; these can be explained in moving h m  right to lefi in 



these figures. At the reference m a s  flux of 300 kg/m2.s (Figure 10.8b), the deposits are 

thicker when the width ratio (Le., Z channel width) is less, due to lower m a s  f lues  in the 

support channels and hence less suppression. At some point (below width ratio of -0.4), 

the deposition in the Z channel peaks. Further reduction in Z width does not increase the 

Z deposit thickness M e r  (in fact, decreases it), because the increasing flow resistance 

then begins to lirnit the mass flux in the Z channel, and hence the particle transport to that 

channel. When Z is very narrow, TSFOUL has ~ c u l t i e s  converging on the flow- 

distribution iteration. For the result at the smallest width ratio, the flow regime is still 

turbulent, with a Re value of -5ûûO within the Z chamel. 

A similar trend occurs at the initial mass flux of 80 kg/m2.s (Figure 10.8~). The deposits 

are thinner than at the higher mass flux (previous figure), due to less mass transport 

overall. At a width ratio of 0.2, the flow in the Z channel has crossed the regime 

threshold to laminar flow, resulting in no suppression and a significantly thicker deposit. 

As Z is reduced further to give a width ratio of 0.15, opposing deposits on  the tube and 

support surfaces are predicted to be thick enough after 1 year to block the Z channel. 

The reference-case results (Figure 10.8b) suggest that deposition in a much smaller 

parallel channet would be limited at some point by the reduced availability of  particles. 

[One can speculate that, especially for large particles, other mechanisms such as 

impaction and settling may then become the dominant mechanisms for deposition near 

this channel, and may eventuaily cause complete channel blockage.] The lower mas-flux 

case (Figure 10.8~)  suggests that, if the overall flow rate is low enough that the smailer 

channel expenences transition to larninar flow, the deposit can grow rapidly in spite of 

the reduced particle transport, and cause blockage. 



10.3 Validation of Models 

10.3.1 Cornparison with Short-Term Fouling Experiments 

A comparison was made between TSFOUL predictions and the results of the simple 

fouling experhent descri bed in Section 2.1 -6 and shown in Figure 2.3. This experiment 

involved a bifoil broached support subjected to a flow of rnagnetite suspension at high 

temperature and pressure (representative of SG conditions) for 600 continuous hours. 

Figure 10.9 shows the calculated profile for deposit thickness, for both tube swface and 

support surfaces, with the new support-specific models in effect. Because there was no 

boiling on the tube in this experiment, minimai deposit is caiculated for the tube surface. 
- - 

Because of the support-specific models, however, a small deposit is expected in the inlet 

(vena contracta) region of the support and on the top surface of the support. Particle 

impaction on the upstream face of the support is not expected as the magnetite particles 

were very smail(0.25 pm). 
- 

The calculated results can be compared with the actual deposit pattern, shown in Figure 

2.3, which consists very little deposit in general, but a somewhat more extensive deposit 

at the support inlet. The amount of deposit on the top surface was not recorded at 'the 

t h e  of the test. TSFOUL did not predict very thick deposits when none were observai; 

however, the thicknesses seem to be underpredicted even with the use of the support- 

specific models. More information fiom fouling experiments is clearly needed to frne- 

tune modeis in TSFOUL for better quantitative agreement. 

10.3.2 Comparison with Long-Tenn Fouling at Bruce A SG 

Cornparisons were made between TSFOUL predictions and the deposition observed in 

the Bruce A SG as described in Section 2.1.3 and shown in Figure 2.2. The simulations 



(Figures 1 0.1 0a to 1 0.1 0e) were done with conditions and geometry representative of the 

Bruce SG, with aU models in effect and for a time penod of 10 years. 

Figure 1 0.10a shows that predicted deposit thicknesses are quite modest-up to -30 pm, 

except on top of the support which wouldn't contribute directly to support blockage. The 

1 pm particles do not have enough momentum to deposit on the bottom of the supprt (at 

20 mm distance), so no deposition is predicted there. A deposit would be expected in the 

vena contracta region on the support (21 to 36 mm). -- 

Figure 1 O. 1 Ob is with the same conditions as the previous figure, except that the 

suppression factor A is an order of magnitude lower, fkom 3x 1 0'12 to 3x IO-". Note that 

this lower value is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the factor 7x 1 O-' ' used 

in the original SLUDGE code (see Appendix A). Even with the reduced suppression (i.e.. 

with enhancement), the predicted deposit thickness is not excessive, only 0.25 mm in 10 

years on the tube surface. Clearly, the ability to predict thicknessës realistically would 

depend heavily on detennining the appropnate A value? perhaps by experiments. 

An atternpt was made to predict deposition with zero suppression (Le., vanishing A). It 

was found that very little m e r  reduction in the suppression factor (to a value of 

A=7x 1 0-14) was needed before deposits in the vena contracta region occupied most of the 

channel after less than 10 years. This is evident in Figure 10.10c, which shows the 

growth of deposit on the tube in the vena contracta region for various values of A. m e  

prediction results for the ~ = 7 x  1 0-14 case are probably somewhat inaccurate as some 

mode1s would break down when the channel geometry and conditions change radically.] 

At the 9.5-year mark with ~ = 7 x l  0-14, the mas-flux iteration (which adjusts the free-span 

mass flux based on maintaining a fixed pressure loss) could not converge. These 

convergence difficulties were likeIy due to local conditions changing rapidly fiom one 

tirne-step to the next. The flow-convergence problem is rerniniscent of the flow 

oscillations experienced in the Bruce A SG when upper broached plates were severely 

fouled (see Section 1.2). 



Figures 10.1 Od and e are with the same conditions as Figure 10.1 Oa, except that the Z 

channel is made half the width of the Y channel. For a more redistic cornparison with 

the reference case (Figure 10.10a) in the support region, the free-span mass flux was 

altered to give the same overail pressure loss of 15 kPa [This gives comparable flow 

conditions within the channels, but not in the he-span region.] In the support region, the 

deposits thicknesses on the tube are similar for the two channels; there is a difference. 

however, in the deposits on the support surfaces. The smaller Z channel features a lower 

velocity, and hence a shorter vena contracta region and less suppression; this makes its 

deposit there shorter and thicker. 

Assuming the support fouling models in TSFOUL follow the correct trends, this result 

(thicker deposit on the support in 2) and that of Figure 10.8a (thicker deposit on the tube 

in Z) suggest that a smaller channel in a parallel set experiences more rapid deposit 

growth. The models also suggest that the cntical region for fouling and blockage would 

be the vena contracta region, on both the tube and the support surfaces. 

10.4 Simulation Uncertaintv 

Particle deposition on SG tubes and supports is clearly a complex phenornenon involving 

many mechanisms that interact. W l e  TSFOUL cannot predict the deposition behaviour 

with hl1 accuracy, it has shed some light on these interactions (see following section for 

surnrnary). The level of accuracy (or uncertainty) of the simulations is also difficult to 

determine, but the simulations are judged to provide better than order-of-magnitude 

agreement with actual deposition behaviour. 

There appear to be two parameters that dominate the simulations described in this 

chapter. Le., whose uncertainties dictate that of the entire simulation. One is the 

suppression factor A, to which the predictions are very sensitive (as iiiwtrated in Figure 

10.1 Oc). The other is the particle size, as some deposition mechanisms are in effect for 



ody certain size ranges. More accurate values for these two parameters would greatly 

reduce the simulation uncertainty. 

10.5 Summarv of Findinas 

in the k - s p a n  region. the dominant deposition mechaaism is boiling (on the tube). 

in the support region, the transport mechanisms tend to dominate. However, in 

turbulent flow, a suppression effect based on a factor of ~ = 3 x  1 0-12 generally 

supersedes both these effects. 

As expected, deposit thickness decreases as mass flux, quality, or suppression factor 

increases- The thickness increases as particle size or concentration increases. 

Particle impaction on the support bottom would occur under SG conditions if the 

particle size were relatively large (e.g., > 8 pn). 

S p e c i m g  a single particle diameter or concentration is limiting, as SGs carry 

particles of varying sizes and correspondingly varying concentrations. 

Gravitational and cenûifûgal settling appear to be sensible models for predicting 

build-up on the top of the support and at the vena contracta eddy. 

The consolidation model would be an rneaningful way of accounting for enhanced 

deposition at the support inlet, except that its e f k t  is dominated by the current 

suppression model. 

Accounting for developing flow increases the deposition on the support, but only 

modestly so. 

Among unequal p d l e l  channels in the support, the narrower channel tends to have 

the lower void hc t ion  and the p a t e r  deposit thicknesses. 

As the srnalier channel (in an unequal parailel set) becornes narrower, its deposit 

thicknesses mach a limit beyond which no M e r  growth occurs, due to the 

diminishing of the particle supply to that channel. if this channel experiences 

transition to laminar flow, the deposits are predicted to grow rapidly in spite of the 

reduced supply, possibly to the point of blockage. 



A cornparison with a laboratory foulhg test shows that the deposition is under- 

predicted, even with the use of the support-specific models. More experimental data 

are clearly needed for mode1 Gne-tuning and validation. 

Long-term (10 year) predictions show modest deposition, except when the 

suppression factor A is reduced. This shows that the suppression term is very 

dominant, and predictions rely heavily on establishing the appropriate A value. 

At a value of ~ = 7 x l  0-14, deposits were predicted to occupy most of the support 

channel after -10 years, at which point convergence diff~culties occurred that were 

reminiscent of flow înstability. 

The long-tem predictions show that a narrower channel will eventually have a thicker 

deposit on its support than its wider neighbor. 

The cntical region for fouling and blockage appears to be the vena contracta region, 

on both the tube and the support surfaces. 

The overall uncertainty of the simulations is dictated by that of the suppression factor 

A and that of the particle size assurnption, and is difficult to establish. However. the 

simulations are judged to provide better than order-of-magnitude agreement. 

The next Chapter summarizes the work, and offers recommendations on follow-up. 



Table 10.1 : Mode1 options in TSFOUL 

FLAC 

FBO 

FGK 

FPR 

FLM 

FKF 

FKV 

FKS 

FCO 

FFD 

FCH 

VALUE 

= O 
= t 

= O 

= 1 

= O 

= 1 

= O 
= 1 

= O 
= 1 

= O 

= 1 

= O 
= 1 

= O 
= 1 

= O 
= 1 

= O 
= 1 

EXPLANATION 

Boiling 
= adiabatic flow; no boiling on SG tulx 
= diabatic flow; boiling o n  SG tube based on input heat flux 
Inlet Mass Flux 
= constant mass flux over the ,  based on input value 
= idet mass flux decreases with time as resisbnce increases 
Phvsical Prouerties 
= properties calculateci at iniet and assumed constant 

= properties vary as pressure changes axially 
Laminar Flow 
= assume flow is always turbulent 
= if Re < 3000 then no "removal" and m e r e n t  KD. 
Particle Im~action 
= no particle impaction on bottom of support 
= particle impaction enabled 
Settling in Vena Contracta Region 
= no centrifuga1 setthg in vena contracta region on support 
= centrifùgal settling enabled 
Settling on TOD of Suvwrt 
= no gravitational or cenaifugal settling on top of support 
= gravitational and cenaifugal settling enabled 
Demsit Consolidation 
= suppression factor A stays at initial input value 
= A varies with quantjty o f  precipitate fkom flashhg 
Flow Development 
= KD and KD are for fülly-developed flow 

= entrance 1engt.h is accounted for in KD and Kr 
Unequallv-Sized Chanaels 
= Z channel is made the same size as Y channel 
= Y and Z channels have different sizes, as input 
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Table 10.3: Predicted vaiues of K with classic deposition models 

(for nins in Figure 1 0. l a to e; t= 1 2 months) 

** NOTE: All the values in the following table are in units of m/s  and should be 
multiplied by a factor 1 x 1 O? They are shown in this format to make cornparisons easier. 

Km thennophoresis K24 

KD diffusion KF 
Kr inertial coasting Kv 
KT -prt I(G 
KA attachment & 
Kg boiling k v d i  

K 1 single-phase 

two-phase 
impac tion 
centrifiigal settiing in 
gravitational settiing 
centrifigai settling 
either Ki+ or K2, 

Deposition 
coefficient 

h~i 
KD 

C 

KI 

KT 
KA 

KB 

Kz* 
KF 
Kv 
KG 
Kc 

Koverai~ 

fke-span region 
Node 1 

(on tube) 

-0.08 

2.3 
1 . 1  

2.3 

0.84 

29 
0.62 
29 

O 

O 

O 

O 

29 

support region 
Node 21 
(on tube) 

-0.08 

13 

430 

440 

1 400 000 

41 

440 

480 

O 

O 

O 

O 

480 

support region 
Node 21 

(on s u ~ ~ o f i )  

O 

13 
430 
440 

1400000  

O 

440 

O 
O 
O 

fiee-span region 
Node 65 
(on tube) 

1 

-0.08 

2.3 
1 -2 

2.4 

0.86 

29 

0.63 

30 

O 

O 

O 

O 
440 

O 

O 

30 



Table 10.4: Input values for simulation of bi-foi1 experirnent 

I Description 

1 bulk temperature (at Tsaî) 1 270 OC 
1 supmrt surface temmxature 1 270 OC 
- -. -- -- 

tube s d a c e  temperature 
heat flux 

270 OC 

O kw/m2 

flag for variable fluid p&perties (FPR) 
flag for Iaminar flow @LM) 
flag for particle impaction (FKF) 

, O 
Oor 1 
O or 1 

initial mass flux 

inlet magnetite concentration 
magnetite particle diameter 
concentration of solubles 
tube diameter 

72.3 kg/m2.s 
2 ppm 
0.25 pm 

5 ppb 
12.7 mm 

flag for settling in vena region (FKV) 
flag for settling on top of support (FKS) 
flag for consolidation (FCO) 
flag for flow development (FFD) 
flag for unequaily-sized channels @CH) 

Oor 1 
Oor 1 

Oor 1 
Oofl 
O 



Figure 1 0.1 : Classic models: reference case 

(a) predicted deposition profiles 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

dbbnœ (mm) 

hvut values: 
Reference values as per Table 10.2. 



Figure 10.1 (continuai) 
(b) growth of deposit with time 

h p d t  Gmwth wilh Tirne 
( at two locatlom mfefence conditions ) 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

thne (months) 

Input values: 
Re ference values as per Table 1 0.2. 



Figure 10.2: Sensihvity runs with classic models 

(a) sensitivity with mass flux G 

Oepoait Growlh with ïime 

In~ut  values: 
initial inlet mass flux 
dl other values: 

100,300,500 kglm2.s 
reference values as per Table 1 0.2 



Figure 1 0.2 (continued) 
(b) sensitivity with s t e m  quality x 

bpoait Glowth with Time 
(variation with X, rsfersnca conditions oth.mim) 

Ln~ut values: 

Uilet quality O, 10,20, 30 % kgkg 
flag for boiling FBO O for the "no boiling" nui oniy 
al1 other vaiues: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.2 (continued) 
(c) sensitivity with particle concentration $ 

Input values: 
inlet partide conc. 0.25. 0-50.0.75 PPm 
ail other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.2 (continued) 
(d) sensitivity with particle diameter D, 

--- -- 

ôepoait Growth with tirne 
(variation with OI, rehrsnce tondilZorn oüwmiu) 

input values: 
particle diameter O.  1, 1, 1 -5 micron 
ail other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.2 (continued) 
(e) sensitivity with suppression factor A 

4 6 8 

time (months) 

Input values: 
suppression factor 0.7~ 1 O-'*, 3x 1 O-' 25 10x 1 O-" 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.3 : Effect of flow re-e 

input values: 
initial ùilet mass flux 43 kg/m2.s 
suppression factor 7x 1 O" ' 
flag for fiow regirne FLM 1 or O 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.4: Effet  of particle impaction 

(a) deposit growth with time 

Deporit Growth with lime 
( phi = 0.05 ppm, rakiibnce tonditiocir oütornim ) 

4 6 8 

elapsed time (months) 

input values: 
inlet particle concentration 0.05 ppm 
particle diameter 8-5 microns 
flag for particle impaction FKF 1 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.4 (continueci) 
(b) deposit thickness as a function of  particle size 

In~ut values: 
initial inlet mass flux 300,500 k&.s 
ùilet particle concentration 0.05 PPm 
particle diameter variable 
time period 2 months 
flag for particle impaction FKF I 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.5: Effect of settling 

(a) axial deposit profïie 

Axial Dspor't Profile 

( t ~ 1 2  r n o m  rekrence coriditim ) 

O 10 M 30 40 

distance (mm) 

input values: 

flag for settling in vena region FKV 
flag for settiuig on top of support FKS 
ail other values: 

1 

1 
reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.5 (continuai) 
(b) deposit thickness as  a function of particle size 

input values: 
particle diameter variable 
flag for settling in vena region FKV 1 

flag for settling on top of support FKS 1 

al1 other values: reference values as per Table i 0.2 



Figure 10.6: Effect of flashing and consolidation 

(a) variation of A with axial distance 

Axial Profde 

( -12 month* riskrsnce conditions ) 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

dktanœ (mm) 

Input values: 
concentration of solubles 1000 ppb 
flag for consolidation FCO 1 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 1 0.2 



Figure 1 0.6 (continued) 
(b) axial pressure profile 

Axial Pmrim Profile 

.- ..-- 

distmœ (mm) 

input values: 
reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.6 (continued) 
(c) axial deposit profile 

Axial (kpoit Proiïle 
( e l 2  mon- refbrsnce conditions ) 

O I O  20 30 40 

dbtwice (mm) 

h ~ u t  values: 
concentration of solubles 1000 ppb 
flag for settling in vena region FKV 1 

flag for settiing on top o f  support FKS 1 
flag for consolidation FCO O (constant A) or 1 (variable A) 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.7: E f k t  of  flow development 

Axial Osporit Proille 
( e l 2  mo- rufurence conditions) 

l FLOW -, 

districm (mm) 

. . 
. . -  - ,  - - . 

- - . - 
.. .- .. . . . .  

- .  - .. - - -- . - - - . -. - . . -  _ - -  - ~ 

.. -. 
- ._ : - . . - - - .  -.-- 

A .  

. . . . . .  . . 

.UIMCY).,.:. . . -  . 
, - . . . .  - , - -  

m.. . . . . . . . .  -.':. 

. . .  . - . . . . . . .  
. . 

. . . - .  . . . . .  . ,  . . 

input values: 
flag for settling in vena region FKV 
flag for settling on top of support FKS 
flag for flow development FFD 
al1 other values: 

O (classic models only) or 1 
O (classic models only) or 1 
O (classic models only) or 1 
reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 10.8: Effect of unequally-sized channels 

(a) void distri bution 

Void Di.bibution 

( P l 2  mon- variable L -3ûû or ûô kgim28 ) 

h ~ u t  values: 
initial Z-chamel annular gap width variable, 2.1 to 0.32 mm 
initial Z-charme1 rect. half-width variable, 2.1 to 0.32 mm 
initial mass flux 80 or 300 kg/m2.s 
flag for unequal channel sizes FC W 1 
al1 other values: reference values as pet Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.8 (contiaued) 
(b) difference in deposit growth, reference mass flux 

Invut values: 
initiai 2-channel annuiar gap width 
initiai Z-channel rect. half-width 
flag for unequal charnel sizes FCH 
al! other values: 

variable, 2- 1 to 0.32 mm 
variable, 2-1 to 0.32 mm 
1 
reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.8 (continued) 
(c) ciifference in deposit growth, lower mass flux 

Input values: 
initial Z-charnel annular gap width variable, 2.1 to 0.32 mm 
initial 2-channel rect. hai f-width variable, 2.1 to 0.32 mm 
initial mass flux 80 k&.s 
flag for unequal channel sizes FCH 1 

al1 other values: reference values as per Table 1 0.2 



Figure 10.9: Prediction for bifoil fouling experiment 

---  -- 

Axial Obporit Proiile 
( bi-foil experiment coridMoas ) 

di8twiœ (mm) 

h ~ u t  values: 
see Table 10.4 



Figure 10.10: Long-term prediction for Bruce A SG 

(a) reference conditions with al1 models on 

Axial Osposit Protile 
( W O  yerm ref conditionr, .II modals on ) 

dirtmœ (mm) 

Input values: 
tîme period 
flag for particle impaction FKF 
flag for settiing in vena region FKV 
flag for settiing on top of support FKS 
flag for consolidation FCO 
flag for flow deveiopment FFD 
flag for unequal channel sizes FCH 
al1 other values: 

10 years 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.1 0 (continued) 
(b) with less suppression 

Axial Oepoit Profile 
( e l 0  yeam A=3E-13, ref conditiom rll moôels on ) 

FLOW - 
distuiœ (mm) 

Input values: 
time period 
suppression factor A 
flag for particle impaction FKF 
fiag for settling in vena region FKV 
flag for settling on top of support FKS 
flag for consolidation FCO 
flag for flow development FFD 
flag for unequal channel sizes FCH 
ail other values: 

10 years 
3 10-l3 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
reference values as pet Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.1 0 (continueci) 
(c) effect of varying suppression factors on deposit growth 

-- 

Input values: 
t h e  period 
suppression factor A 
flag for particle impaction FKF 
flag for settling in vena region FKV 
flag for settiing on top of support FKS 
flag for consolidation FCO 
flag for flow development FFD 
flag for unequal channel sizes FCH 
al1 other values: reference values as per Table 10.2 



Figure 1 0.1 0 (continued) 
(c) with unequally-sized p d l e l  charnels in support, Y channel 

Axial ûeporit Profile 

( @ I O  yeam m=112 W. G=212 kglm24 .II models on ) 

t I I -.-On- Y CHANNEL 

FLOW* 
. . .  . - . . . .  - . ... 

O 10 20 30 40 

dhtmœ (mm) 

h ~ u t  values: 
time period 
initial Z-channel annular gap width 
initial 2-charme1 rect. half-width 
initiai idet mass flux 
flag for particle impaction FKF 
flag for settling in vena region FKV 
flag for settling on top of support K S  
flag for consolidation FCO 
flag for flow development FFD 
flag for unequal channel sizes FCH 
al1 other values: 

10 years 

1-05 mm 
1-05 mm 
212 kg/m2.s 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
reference values as per Table 1 0.2 



Figure 10.10 (continu&) 
(d) with unequally-sized parallel channels in support, Z c h e i  

Axial DspoJt Profile 
( e l 0  yeam ZW=lIZ YW, GE212 k g i m t s  .II modal. on ) 

O 10 20 30 40 

disunce (mm) 

hput values: 
same as on previous page 



Chapter 11 

11. SUhllMARY AND RECOlMlMENDATIONS 

As fouling of supports has begun to limit the operation of some SGs, there is a need to 

understand and assess the fouling propensity of various support designs. Particle 

deposition on SG tubes and supports is clearly a complex phenornenon involving many 

mechanisms that interact. The approach taken in this work was to (1) characterize the 

two-phase flow pattern of existing designs, (3) correlate these with fouling patterns 

observed in the field, and (2) develop some support fouling models to better understand 

the dynamics of the fouling mechanisms. 

1 1.1 Sumrnarv of Ex~erimental Observations 

in the flow characterization experirnents. the followïng flow features were observed near 

support mockups: 

undisturbed flow upstream of the support, 

a vena-contracta effect at the entrance to the support subchannel, which was most 

pronounced with the sharpedged and more obstructive supports, 

hi& concentration of vapour in these vena contracta regions, due to flashing of liquid 

to vapour and/or the collection of vapour in a srnall recirculation zone, 

significant turbulence downstream of the support (wake region), 

for supports with large surface areas normal to the flow (e.g., broached plates): 

dramatic recircuiation of fluid downstrem at low quality. leading to semi-stagnant 

vapour pockets at higher qualities, 

for supports with nanow surfaces (e-g., Wolsung-1 fonned bars): no recirculation but 

small vapour pockets directly over the support, 



for symmetric supports (e.g., broached plates): stable flow patterns featuring distinct 

high- and low-veloçity regions. 

for non-symmetric supports (e-g., lattice bars): -ter miring and cross-flow. 

1 1.2 Summarv of Correlation with Foulbg Patterns 

These flow patterns have helped to explain some fouling trends in SGs currently in 

operation. In particuiar: 

"Lipping" at the inlet edges of broach holes are likely related to the presence of a vena 

contracta region where the boundaxy layer separates fiom the wall following a sharp 

contraction. The low-velocity zone encourages particle trapping- The growing 

deposit is likely to be consolidated by precipitation of cementing agents (iron, 

copper), by flashing due to sudden pressure loss. vowever, flashing wodd ôe less 

pronounced under SG pressures than it was in the test loops.] Low-velocity zones on 

the downstream surface of the support can sustain a deposit in a similar mamer and 

may even cause lipping at the outlet. 

Thick, coarse deposits on the underside of especially the 1 support are likely related 

to the impaction and trapping of particles and agglomerates in the SG feedwater or 

kicked up fiom the tube sheet. Gravitational and/or centrifuga1 settiing could account 

for thinner. fmer deposits on the topside. 

Deposition driven by thermal action (e.g., lipping and consolidation) can be expected 

to be most pronounced where the combination of m a s  flux and quality (and hence the 

two-phase pressure loss) is highest, Le., at the top of the SG for units with no intemal 

preheater, and near the middle for v i t s  with intemal preheater, and on the hot leg 

rather than the cold leg. 



1 1 -3 Summarv of Fouling Susceptibilitv Criteria 

A fouling-resistant design will have: 

low flow resistance and streamlined edges (especially on the upstream side), 

low potential for particle trapping upstream, 

low potential for particle trapping downstrearn, 

uniforrnity in subchannel size to discourage preferential fouhg in one size of 

subchannel, and 

design asymmetry that favours flow mixing. 

1 1.4 Sumrnarv of Predictions usinpl TSFOUL 

The use of TSFOUL has helped to understand the complex dynamics of deposition in the 

CANDU SGs. in particular: 

In the fiee-span region, the dominant deposition mechanism is boiling (on the tube). 

In the support region, the transport mechanisms tend to dominate. However, in 

turbulent flow, a suppression effect based on a factor of A = ~ x ~ o - ' *  generally 

supersedes both these effects. 

As expected, deposit thickness decreases as mass flux, quality, or suppression factor 

increases. The thickness increases as particle size or concentration increases. 

Particle impaction on the support bottom would occw under SG conditions if the 

particle size were relatively large (e-g., > 8 pm). 

Spec iwg a single particle diameter or concentration is limiting, as SGs carry 

particles of v m n g  sizes and correspondingly varying concentrations. 



Gravitational and centrifùgal settling appear to be sensible models for predicting 

build-up on the top of the support and at the vena contracta eddy. 

The consolidation mode1 would be an meanin@ way of accounting for enhanced 

deposition at the support inlet, except that its effect is dominateci by the current 

suppression model. 

Accounting for developing flow increases the deposition on the support, but only 

modestly so. 

Among unequal parallel channels in the support, the narrower channel tends to have 

the lower void fiaction and the greater deposit thicknesses. 

6 As the srnaller channel (in an unequal parallel set) becomes narrower, its deposit 

thicknesses reach a limit beyond which no m e r  growth oçcurs, due to the 

diminishing of the particle supply to that channel. if this channel experiences 

transition to laminar flow. the deposits are predicted to grow rapidly in spite of the 

reduced supply. possibly to the point of bIockage. 

A cornparison with a labratory fouling test shows that the deposition is under- 

predicted, even with the use of the support-specific models. More experimental data 

are clearly needed for mode1 fine-hming and validation. 

Long-term (10 year) predictions show modest deposition, except when the 

suppression factor A is reduced. This shows that the suppression term is vety 

dominant, and predictions rely heavily on establishing the appropriate A value. 



At a value of ~ = î x l ~ - ' ~ ,  deposits were predicted to occupy most of the support 

channel after -1 0 years, at which point convergence dificulties occurred that were 

reminiscent of flow instability. 

The long-term predictions show that a narrower channel will eventualty have a thicker 

deposit on its support than its wider neighbor. 

The critical region for fouling and blockage appears to be the vena contracta region, 

on both the tube and the support surfaces. 

The overall uncertainty of the simulations is dictated by that of the suppression factor 

A and that of the particle size assurnption, and is difficult to establish, However, the 

simulations are judged to provide better than order-of-magnitude agreement- 

1 1 -5 Toois Developed to Predict Fouling 

The work reported here has generated sorne experimental and analytical tools that can be 

used in a qualitative manner to design fouling-resistant supports, or to evaluate the 

fouling susceptibility of existing ones: 

Fouling resistance criteria for supports (listed in Table 6.1) help to evaluate specific 

support designs. 

The proposed fouling mechanisms (Figure 6.1) help to understand observed fouling 

distributions and morphologies. 

The distribution of deposits across the SG can be anticipated by considering the mass 

flux and quality distribution (Section 6.2), because a combination of hi& mass flux 

and high quality contributes to high pressure loss and hence fouling propensity. 



Experimental tools such as simple flow visualkation tests usiog air bubbles in water 

(Sections 4.3 and 5.3) and measurement of axial pressure loss profiies (Sections 4.4 

and 5.4) help to characterize the extent of flow disniption by the support. A 

cornparison can then be made with existing designs whose fouling propensity has 

been reasonably weU documented, e.g .. the broac hed plates. 

Analytical tools such as the TSFOUL program (Chapters 7 to 10) help to understand 

and predict the distribution and growth rates of deposits on tubes and supports. 

Once data become available fkom support fouling experiments currentl y undenvay at 

CRL, the support-specific rnodels can be validated and fine-tuned. Validation data for 

prediction tools such as TSFOUL and SLUDGE are sorely needed. Validation is 

important in establishing the credibility of models. but it is limited for p ropms  such as 

TSFOUL or SLUDGE by the challenge of acquiring data under actual SG conditions, and 

by the complexity of the interactions of the mechanisms involved. 

Some work is still required to improve the support-specific rnodels in TSFOUL, as stated 

at the end of each section in Chapter 9- TSFOUL also needs to be made more widely 

applicable: it is curtently set up for the broached-plate geometries only, and needs to be 

applied to other support geometries such as the lattice bars. Once such improvements are 

made, the TSFOUL program couid be used for routine SG fouling predictions as follows: 

Option #1: The program could run dongside a code such as SLUDGE, taking in the 

same conditions of flow, quality, etc. at a given tirne t. (The program would be the 

equivalent of a subroutine.) It would then predict deposit thicknesses for the support, 

then feed this infornation back to SLUDGE. The support geometry would need to be 

input into TSFOUC, prior to use. 



Option #2: The program c o d d  be nrn separate fiom the large code to determine a fouling 

"enhancement" factor for the specific SG operatting conditions and support design of 

interest. This factor is then input into the code, similar to a pressure loss K-factor or a 

two-phase multiplier. This is the more practical approach. 
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APPENDU A: BASIC DEPOSITION MODELS 

A. 1 General Description of SLUDGE Code 

The SLUDGE numerical code [ l]  was developed at CRL to cdcuiate the deposition of 

particles in a CANDU nuclear steam generator. The local thermalhydraulic conditions, 

calcuiated fmt by another code (called THIRST [2] ) ,  are fed to the SLUDGE code. 

SLUDGE then calculates the magnetite particle concentration at various locations in the 

steam generator and the extent of deposit buildup on the tubes, supports, and tube sheet. The 

supports are modeled simply as volumes of reduced flow area (i.e., lower porosity). 

This Appendix describes the deposition equations used in the original SLUDGE code [ I l ,  as 

well as refinements later implemented into the code by its authors. 

The growth of a deposit was f k t  formuiated by Kem & Seaton [3] as separate deposition and 

removal quantities, combined into a net difference or accumulation equation. For SLUDGE. 

this was expressed as the mass rate of particle deposition and re-entrainment at a surface. 

M d t ,  and is given by 

The particle deposi tion coefficient, KT is referred to as the deposition velocity as it has units 

of d s .  K is based on various deposition rnechanisms, described in Sections A.3 to AS. 

Equation A. 1 is a differential equation with initial condition m = O at t = O. For constant 

concentration +, the solution is 



With the exponential term, the deposition rate in turbulent flow reaches an asymptote with 

time. The parameter m* is the asymptotic amount of deposit reached &er infinite time, 

given by 

Â is a re-entrainment term that, in SLUDGE, is taken fiom Cleaver & Yates' analysis of 

simultaneous deposition and re-entrainment of particles at a surface [4]. k is a h c t i o n  of a 

non-dimensional constant A, the friction velocity u*, and the liquid kinematic viscosity: 

The fiction velocity u* is a h c t i o n  of the shear stress and hence the Darcy fiction factor f: 

The constant A is determined experimentally fiom measured rates of particle removal. Based 

on deposition experiments under low-temperature, low-pressure conditions, Turner et al. [5] 

initial1 y reportecl a value of A = 7 x 1 O-' ' . [This value was subsequently found to over- 

emphasize deposit removal in the SG and the constant A is now believed to approach zero' 

Le., very little removal in effect [6].] 

Substituting for 3c in Equation A.3, the deposited mass per unit area is 



The deposit thickness 6 is obtained by dividing m by the deposit density and porosity*: 

A.3 De-position Coefficient K 

A.3.1 Single-Phase Deposition Coefficient 

Following Bowen & Epstein [7], and Ruckenstein & Prïeve 181, the expression for th 

single-phase deposition coefficient, Kl+ consists of the transport (KT) and at tachent  ( K A )  

coefficients working as two steps in series: 

For vertical surfaces, the transport coefficient, KT, is the sum of contributions fiom 

therrnophoresis, diffûsion, and inertial coasting which act in parallel (and are described in 

more detail in Section A.4): 

KT (vertical) = Km + K ,  - K ,  (A-9) 

The KT value for horizontal surfaces includes ail of the contributions in Equation A.9, plus 

additional contributions from gravibtionai and centrifiigal settling: 



KT (horizontal) = K ,  + K, + K ,  + K, + Kc (A. 1 0 )  

A-3 -2 Two-Phase Deposition Coefficient 

The expression for the overall two-phase deposition coefficient, Kz6 is the sum of the single- 

phase (K ,+) and a boiling (&) coefficient. This is difTerent 6om the mode1 in the original 

SLUDGE code [l], and is based on recent findings by Tunier & Godh [9] in which boiling 

was found to enhance deposition in a direct rnanner: 

When liquid is vaporized at a heated surface, the particles and/or solubles that the liquid 

carried to the surface are lefi behind near the bubble nucleation site. This is the source of 

deposition by boiling. The expression for the boiling deposition coefficient Ke was obtained 

fiom Asalcura et al. [ 1 O] : 

(A. 1 2) 

where B is a constant detennined experimentall y [ 1 1. 

A.4 Models for Particle Transwrt 

A.4.1 Thermophoresis 

Thermophoresis is the tendency for colloidal particles (< 0.5 pm in diameter) to migrate away 

from hot walls when there is a temperature gradient. This is due to the hot region being more 

agitated (e.g., more particle collisions), which drives the particles toward the less agitated 

cool region. SLUDGE uses the expression for the thennophoresis deposition coefficient Km 



determined by McNab & Meisen [Il], divided by 6 to bring it into line with experimental 

loop data [ 1 21. 

(A. 13) 

The negative sign represents a net transport of particles away h m  a heated wall such as the 

SG tube KTH tends to be insignifïcant under the SG conditions of interesî because of the 

relatively srna11 temperature differences between heated surface and bulk fluid. 

A-4.2 Inertial coasting 

In the inertia regime, the particles are sufficiently large and have sufficient momentum that 

turbulent eddies give some of them a "fiee flight" toward the wall and through the viscous 

sublayer, The expression for the inertial coasting deposition coefficient Kr used in SLUDGE 

is onginaily fkom aerosof work done by Cleaver & Yates 1131. with the magnitude reduced by 

a factor of 1 00 to bring it into agreement with Burrill's deposition data for 1 pm particles of 

magnetite in the inertial coasting regirne [14] : 

1 I 
K , =  -- P 

100 523 
U* r ;  - exp (0-48 r E) 

Ps 

where the non-dimensional relaxation t h e  t,,' is: 

(A. 14) 

(A. 15) 

Burrill's work [14] indicated that the inertial coasting regime did not extend beyond 

Re=50,000. Turner [6] showed that this limit corresponded to b+ = 0.1 to 0.2. 



A.4.3 Diffusion 

In the diffusion regime, suspended particles move with the fluid and are carried to the wall by 

the Browmian motion of the fluid molecules and eddies. The eddy and molecular diffusion 

deposition coefficient Ko, for turbulent flow is based on an expression by Cleaver & Yates 

[13], updated in Turner & Godin [9] to better suit SG turbulent-flow conditions (Re > 3000): 

where D is the dif i iv i ty  described by: 

(A. 1 7) 

and k is the Boltzmann constant (= 1 - 3 8 0 5 ~  10" kg m2 s'~). Note that, in SLUDGE, 

lminar flow is not considered from the standpoint of deposition. 

A.4.4 Gravitational and Centrifûgal SeMing 

For suficientl y large and/or heavy particles near non-vertical surfaces' gravi ty may control 

the deposition process. The expression for the gravitational settling deposition coefficient IG, 

is based on Stokes' Law, which gives the rate of fd l  (or temwial velocity) of a smdl sphere 

in a viscous fluid. 

(A. 1 8) 



In regions where the fluid changes direction quickly, such particles may be subject to 

centrihigal forces that propel the particles toward the wall. The expression for the centrifuga1 

settling coefficient & is similar to that of gravitational settling. It is based on Stokes' law 

for a spherical particle in a centrifuga1 field [15]. M e a d  of king nibject to gravitational 

acceleration, represented by "g": the particle is accelerated by the flow, represented by the 

velocity squared times the fluid curvature k, (defmed as 1 /R where R is the radius of the 

s t r e d i n e  curvature). The terminal centrifuga1 settling veloçity is given by: 

(A. 19) 

Note that, in SLUDGE. & and Kc are applied to horizontal surfaces only. 

AS Mode1 for Particle Attaçhment 

The expression for the attachrnent coefficient KA is based on experimental results by Turner 

& Godin [9] on the rate of attachment of magnetite to Inconel-600 under SG conditions and 

in turbulent alkaline water. This rate was found to be 500 times lower than the rate derived 

fiom low-temperature data [12]: implying less attaçhrnent at higher temperatures. The rate of 

magnetite deposition ont0 1-600 was found to be attachment-limited rather than transport- 

limite& due to repulsive forces between similarly-charged particles and surface. 

Turner's expressions for KA include an activation energy tenn. The best fit to his high- 

temperature data [9] gives (with K, = 5.697, E, = 76.4 kJ/mol, and Tw having units of K): 
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APPENDIX B: COMPARlSON OF PRESSURE LOSS MODELS 

The pressure loss calculations in TSFOUL (described in Section 7.3.5) were verified by 

cornparhg their resdts with those using a model h m  Idel'chik for thick-edged orifices in a 

straight channel [l]. The cornparison was done for turbulent, single-phase flow. 

Idel'chik's model predicts overall pressure loss AP across the orifice as the sum of four 

independent losses: sudden contraction, flow development for small LAIh, orifices, sudden 

expansion, and fiction: 

where u& is the velocity in the fixe-span region [ds ] ,  

Ars is the flow area in the (larger) fiee-span region [m2], 

As", is the flow area in the (srnaller) orifice or suppon region [m2], and 

T is an enhancement factor representing increased pressure ioss due to flow 

development effects [-j . 

(See Nomenclature at start of thesis for other parameters.) 

Flow development, for which values of T are tabulated in Idel'chik's handbook [l], is only 

signi ficant for L / D h ,  < 2. As the UDh, is larger than this for the support geometries of 

interest, the flow development term will be srnaII compared to the overali pressure loss and is 

there fore neglected hem. 



The mode1 outlined in Chapter 7 uses the same approach of swnming the terms, and pressure 

loss values calculated by TSFOUL and those using Idel'chik's mode1 are therefore expected 

to be similar. The expansion and fnction terrns are the same as those in Idel'chik's model, 

but the contraction term is different: for TSFOUL, the contraction coefficients fiom Perry [2] 

were adopted, as outlined in Collier [3]. Thus, in TSFOUL, 

where Cc is the coefficient of contraction, which is a function of area ratio and is tabled in 

Collier [ 3 ] .  

The only other difference is the definition of k,,, i.e., the velocity in the support region. 

TSFOUL accounts for the vena contracta region, which means the effective flow area 

reduction is considered greater than the actual reduction. in TSFOUL, kUp is therefore 

greater than the corresponding value in Idel'chik's model, in the vena contracta region. This 

only affects the contraction term and part of the fiction term. 

Figure B 1 shows the comparison for a fked area ratio and varying inlet mass f lues.  

Agreement is reasonable (keeping in mind the nature of the log-log d e s  which magniS, low 

values). Figure B2 is the comparison for a fixed mass flux and varying area ratios, again 

showing reasonable agreement. ïhese results irnply that the pressure loss mode1 has k n  

implemented correctly in TSFOUL. 

The following conditions were input for the nins in Figures B 1 and B2: 

P = 4.4 MPa 

Tb = 250 OC (subcooled liquid) 

P = 799 k g h 3  



P =  107 x 1 0" kg/m.s 

L = 0.025 m 

E = 2.8 x 10" m 

Dmt, = 0.0191 m 

W& = 0.006 m 

w,,, = 0-001 + 0.005 m (variable) 

G G =  100 -B 2000 kg/m2.s (variable) 
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Figure B. 1 : Comparison with Idel'chik model, with varyuig m a s  flux 

Figure B.2: Comparison with Idel'chk model. with varying flow area ratio 
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APPENDIX C: LISTING OF TSFOUL PROGRAM 

PROGWJY TSFOULS 

* This program calculates ïhe thickness of deposit in an annulus + 
* with a restricting orifice, under  certain rnermalhydraulic f 

* and particle conditions. + 

f f 

* Version: 5 
* Last mod: 10 May 1999 
t --> this version is used for Chapcer 10 predictions 
Y 

+ NOTE : "Y" before a variable denotes the LARGER channel 
* "2" before a variable denotes the SMALLER channel 
* 

* variable 
f 

A 

P A  
ADJ 
PLFA- 
AREANW 
FBJXOL 
B 
BB 
BETAS 
CI 
CC 
CO 
CONS 
3 
DC- 
DEBUG 
DEL 
DELPHI 
DELOL- 
DEL?' 
DEL2 
DEPMU- 
DI- 
DM 
D PAC 
D PAR 
DPFD 
DPGR 
DPFIX 
DPK 
DS 
DTOSV 
E 
F 

def inition units + 
* 

constanc for deposi t re-entrainment -- * 
half-lengch of rect-channei (for KD iaminar) m + 

adjuszment factor (enpirical 1 -- * 
void fraction -- * 
new cross-sectional crea of cnannel m2 t 

cld cross-sectional ârza cf channel m2 f 

constant in KB expression m/s  * 
half-width of rect-channel (for KD laminar) m + 

porosicy of àeposit ( f raccion of volume) -- * 

constant for impaction model -- t 

coefficient of contrac~ion -- * 
form factor for d r i f r  flux equation -- + 

deposic themal conàuctivicy J/s.m.K * 
diffusivity m2/s + 

change in aeposit thickness m * 
flag for write statements to help debug -- + 

deposit thickness m + 
change in PHI kç/ kg f 

old value for deposit thickness m 
time step mth or s f 

axial distance step m T 

deposit thickness in microns micron + 

gap inner dianeter (tube diameter) m * 
gap mean diameter m t. 

pressure loss aut to accelerâtion Pa 
pressure ~ G S S  due CO area changes Pa + 
pressure loss due CO flow development Pa 
pressure ~ O S S  aue cc eleaation change Pa + 
total pressure loss ar t=O Pa + 
pressure loss aüe'to friction & obstruction Pa + 
particle dianeter m 
subcooling at onsec of significant void deg C T 

hydraulic roughness of surface m t 

friction factor (Darcy) -- * 



FBO 
FCO 
FCH 
FFD 
FGK 
FKF 
FKS 
FKV 
FLM 
€PR 
FRAC 
FSURF 
G- 
GG 
G S U R F  
H- 
I I 
JE'-, JG- 
K1 P 
K2 F 
KA 
K A m A  
Ka 
KC 
KCON 
KD 
KEY, P 
KF 
KG 
KI 
E a  
KSUPP 
KT 
XT F! 
KTUBE 
ECV 
KVENA 
LD 
HIMP 
NSTI  
NT 
P 
PRES 
PE 
PHI- 
PHIC 
PHI2 
PHI2F 
POROS 
PR 
Q 
RE F 
REFU 
REMOVE 
Eiiio 
RHOS 
SC 
SS 
T, TS- 
TAU 

flag to turn on heating/boiling off tube 
flag to curn on consolidation model 
£ h g  to turn on unequal-sized channels 
flag to turn on effec~ of flow development 
flag to turn on effect of Ktot on Gin 
flag to turn on filterinq/inpaction 
flag to curn on grav/contr settling 
flag to turn on centr settl in vena 
fiag to turn on laminar flow models 
flag to turn on variation of props with P 
weight fraccion of precipitate in deposit 
horizontal node length for filter model 
mass flux 
gravitational acceleration 
horizontal node lenqth for settling model 
enthalpy of fluid 
caunter for nwnber of icerations 
liquid,gas superficial velocity 
1-phase deposition coefficient 
2-phase deposition coefficient 
dep. coeff . for attüchinent 
K-factor for area change 
aep-coeff. for ooiling 
dep-coeff. for centrifuga1 settling 
K-factor for sudden contraction 
dep. coeff . for nolecular & eddy diffusion 
K-factor for sucder expansion 
dep.coeff. for filtering/impaction 
dep-coeff- for gravitaïion settling 
dep-coeff. fcr inerzial coasting 
Boltzmann coEstant 
overall dep.coeff. for sup-ort surface 
dep. coeff . for cransport 
dep. coef f . for chernophoresis 
overall deposition coeff. for tube surface 
dep. coef f. for centr. sett 1. in vena region 
K-factor for area change in vena region 
ratio of distance over diameter (for W) 
fraction of particles that impact support 
fraction of particles char  stick on support 
number of time steps for râlculation 
pressure (for property funcrions) 
pressure (for pressure loss profile) 
Peclet number (= Rs Pr) 
particle conceniration 
concentration of soluble cementing agents 
two-phase multiplier 
friction two-phase mult. x friction factor 
area ratio between support and free span 
Prandtl rider 
heat flux fron tube 
Reynolds number for two-phase 
Reynolds nuMer based on UT 
tem. representing particle rernoval 
fluid mixture aensity 
density of deposit 
rate of precipitstion of solubles 
rate of flow of particulates 
bulk, surface temperature 
fluid shear stress 

-- 
MPa 
Pa -- 



TPLUS 
TT 
UF 
USTAR 
VGJ 
-0 

W- 
x- 
XDET 
XTH- 
z 
ZATT 
ZDEV 

non-dimensional  p a r t i c l e  r e l a x a t i o n  t i m e  
t o t a l  e l a p s e d  t i m e  
a c t u a l  l i q u i d  v e l o c i t y  
f r i c t i o n  v e l o c i t y  
weighted mean d r i f t  v e l o c i t y  
v a l u e  f o r  1 for vena r e a t t a c h m e n t  
gap  width 
s t eam q u a l i t y  (rnass f r a c t i o n )  
steam p a l i t y  a t  bubble a e t a c h m e n t  
the,?nodynainic q u a l i t y  (H-HF) / H F G  
axial a i s t a n c e  a l o n g  gap  
d i s t a n c e  a t  p o i n t  o f  r e a t t a c h m e n t  
distance from s t a r t  o f  f l ow  development  

= 1 = 1 t o  20 --> free s p a n  (I=20 is a l s o  h o r i z  s u r f a c e )  
* 1 = 21 t o  4 5  --> s u p p o r t  ( w i t n  2 c n a n n e l s  Y & Z) 
+ I = 4 6  to 65 --> f ree span (1=45 is a l s o  h o r i z  s u r f a c e )  
t 

* FUEICTIONS 
+ * t * + C 1 - *  

XCONF 
XCPC 
XCP FSAT 
XHF 
XHFSUB 
XHFG 
XtiG 
ANUF 
XNUG 
XPSAT 
XRHOF 
XRHOG 
XRHOFSAT 
XTSAT 
XVISF 
XVISG 

l i q u i a  t he rmz i  c o n d u c t i v i t y  
l i q u i d  s p e c i f i c  h e a t  
i i q u i d  s p e c i f i c  h e a t  a t  s a t u r a t i o n  
l i q u i d  s p e c i f i c  e n t h a l p y  a t  s a t u r a t i o n  
l i q u i a  s p e c i f i c  e n c h a l p y  ( s u S c o o l e d )  
e n t h a l p y  of v a p o r i z a t i o n  
g a s  s p e c i f  i c  e n t h a l p y  a ï  s a t u r a t i o n  
l i q u i d  k inemacic  v i s c o s i t y  
gas kinemot ic  v i s c o s i t y  
s a t u r a t i o n  prsssüre f o r  g i v e n  t e m p e r a t u r e  
l i q u i d  bensicy 
g a s  d e n s i t y  
l i q u i d  d e n s i t y  a t  s a t u r a t i o n  
s a t u r â t i o n  t e m p e r a t u r e  f o r  g i v e n  pressure 
i i q u i d  dynamic v i s c o s i t y  
g a s  dynamic v i s c o s i t y  

J / s . m . K  
J/kq.K 
J/kq.K 
J/ kq 
J/ kg 
J /kq 
J /kg 
m2/s 
m2/s 

MPa 
kq/m3 
kg/m3 
kg/m3 
d e g  C 

kg/m. s 
kg/m. s 

LNTEGER 1, J,II,W,YVV,ZW,NT,DEBUG 
INTEGER FBO, FGK, FPR, FLM, FKF, FKV, FKS, FCO, FFg, €CH 
REPL XTHO, PO, T,Q, GO, TSP,TST, PHIO, 95, DELT 
REAL KK, LD, MM, KT, KA, KTUBE, KSUPP, NUF, NL'G, KAXEA, KEXF 

DIMENSION PRES ( 6 5 )  
DIMENSION DI (65) ,~(65) ,ARSAOL(~~) ,-4w(65) 
DIMENSION RHO(65) ,G(65) ,XTH(65) ,A(65) 

DIMENSION DEPMUP (65) , DEPMUT (65 j , DELOLP (65 1 , DELOLT (65) 

DIMENSION YDI (45),~~(45) ,YFLFGAoL(~~~ , y m w ( 4 5 )  
DIMENSION YRHO(45) ,YG(45) ,YXTH(45),YA(45) 
DIMENSION YDEPMUP(45) ,YDtPKUT(45j ,YDELOLP(~~) ,YDELoLT(~~) 

DIMENSION Z D I  (45), ZW (45),ZR!XEAOL(45) r Z A R E P N ( 4 5 )  
DIMENSION ZRH0(45),ZG(45) ,ZXTH(45],ZA(45) 
DIMENSION ZDEPMUP(45) ,ZDEPMUT(~~),ZDELOLP(~~),ZDLLOLT(~~) 

DOUBLE PRECISION PRES, PSAT, HFPREV, HF 



COMMON / INPT/ TI TSP ,  TST, QI DS, CONS, RHOS, E, DEBUG 
COMMON /DATA/ DEL2 , PI , GG, KK, CO 
COMMON /PROP/ CONFI CPF, ZFG, N U F ,  NüGI RHOF, RHOG, VISFI VISG 
COMMON /FLAG/ FaO, E R ,  FLM, FKF, FKV, FXS, FFD 

--- D e f i n e  c o n s t a n t s  & c o r r e l a c i o n  coefficients. 

DATADELZ,PI,GG / 0.001, 3.1416, 9.8i / 
DATA KK,CO,ZERO / 1.3807L-23, 1.03, 0.0 / 

*--  R e a d / w r i t e  conditions & praperries f rom i n p u t  f i l e .  

OPEN (2, FILE='TSFOOLS. IN' 1 
READ (2,') XTRO, 20, T I  TSP, TST 
READ ( 2 , + )  QI GO, PHIO, DS, CEIC 
READ ( S I * )  DIOIWOfYWOIZWO 
READ ( Z I 1 )  Y.AA,YBB,ZfJ\,ZBB 
READ (2,') BETAS,CONS,RHOS,E,AO 
READ (2, ' ) DELT, NT 
READ (2, ' ) DEBUG 
READ (2,') E'BOIFGKIFPRIFLEI,FKFIFE(VIFKS,fCO,FFD,FCH 
CLOSE ( 2 )  

OPEN (1, FILE=' T5SUMM.OUT' 1 
WRITE (1,9) XTHO, PO, TI TSF, TST,Q,GO, PH10, DS, PHIZ ,  DIO,WO, YWO, ZWO, 

* YfJ;, *fBBI ZAA, ZBE, SETAS CCNS, RHOS, E I  $-Ot DELT NT DZ9UGI 
t FBO, FGK, 'PR, FLM, FKF, TKV, tKS , €CO, FFC, €CH 

'-- Open output  files f o r  p r i n t i n g  v a r i o u s  r e s u l t s .  

OPEN (3, FILE='TSPROP .OST' 1 
3PEN (6, FILE='TSVOID.OUT' 1 
OPEN (7, FILE='TSDEPO.OUT' l 
OPEN ( 8, FILE= ' TSCONS . OUT ' 
OPEN (9, FILE='T5PXDP.0UT1 ) 
WRITE (7,51) DS, PHI0 

+--  Calculate properties as a f u n c t i o n  of i n p u t  T and P ar inlet. 

P = PO 
CONF = XCONF ( T 1 
CPF = XCPF(TIP1 
HF = XHF(P) 
HG = XHG(P) 
HFG = XHFG(P) 
NUF = XNUF(T, Pl 
NUG = XNUG (P) 
RHOF = X,WO€(T,Pj 
RHOG = XRROG (FI 
VISF = XVISF(P1 
VISG = XVISG (Pl 
TSAT = XTSAT (Pl 
PSAT = XPSAT !Tl 

RFG = RHOE'/RHOG 
RGF = RHOG/RHOF 



*-- C o r r e c t  input value T (bulk cemp) if XTHC >= 0; 
*-- otherwise, correct inpuc value Xth (th-qualîty) . 

IF (XTHO.GE.O.0) TRZN 
T=TSAT 
WRITE ( 1 , i O )  T 

ELSE 
IF (T-GT-TSAT) T=TSAT 
HO = XHSUB(T, P) 
XTHO = (HO-HF] /HEC 
WRITE ( l , 6 O )  XTHO 

END1 F 

*-- R e f i n e  properties in case T w a s  changed ,  

CONF = XCONF(T) 
CPF = XCPF(T,PI 
NUF = XNUF(T, P) 
R H O t  = XRHOF(T,P) 
PSAT = XPSAT (T) 

RFG = RHOF/FUOG 
RGF = W O G / M O F  

+-- If FCH=O, make Z channel same sizf as Y channel. 
C - -  Calculate geometries P A  and 33 fcr Kd laminar. 

IF (FCH.EQ.0) THEN 
ZWO = YWO 
ZA?, = YPJ? 

Z9B = YBB 
ENDIF 
33- = O. S i P I f  (DIO-WOj 
BE = 0.5'WO 

*-- Initialize ar rays .  

IF (I.GT.20.AND.I.LT.46) THEN 
YA(1) = A 0  
YW(1) = YWO 
I'DI(1) = D I 0  
YAXAOL(1) = PI+YW(ï)* ( Y D I  !I)+YW(I) ) 
YCEPMUP(1) = 0.0 
YDELOLP(1) = 0.0 
YDEPMUT(1) = 0.0 
YDELOLT(1) = 0.0 
Z A ( 1 )  = A0 



ZW(1) = ZWO 
ZDI(1) = GIO 
ZAREAOL (1) = PI*ZW ( 1 )  * (ZDI (1) +ZW (I) ) 
ZDEPMUP(1) = 0.0 
ZDELOLP(1) = 0.0 
ZDEPMUT(1) = 0.0 
ZDELOLT (1) = 0 .0  

E L S t  
A(1) = A0 
W(1) = WO 
DI(1) = D I 0  
P-REAOL(1) = PIWW(I) ' (DI (I)+W(I)) 
G(I) = GO 

END1 F 

300  CONTINUE 

FSURF = W(20)-0.5* (YFi(21) +ZW(21)) 
GSURF = W(46)-0.5* (YW(45)+ZW(45)) 
POROS = (YAREAOL(~~) +ZAREAOL(45)) /(2.0tAREAOL(46) ) 

IF (DEBUG- GE.^) WRITE (1, i l )  Di(21) ,YW(SI),YAREAOL(21), 
.c DI (211, ZW (2l), ZAREAOL(21) 

+-- Calculate initial conditions at s t a r t  of free span. 

CC = 1.0 
VV = 30 
PHI = P H I 0  
XTH (1) = XTHO 
PMPA = PO 
C F L L  FLOWC ( PMPA, W ( i 1 , G ( 1) , XTH ( 1 ) , X, ALFA, UF, REF, REFUI 
i PH121 PHI2F, UST.m, TAUI RH0 (1) 1 

*-- Calculate one time step DELT at a time, for NT steps. 

TT = DELTk30.44*24 .0*3600~OfFL0FFT (J) 

WRITE ( l , l 3 )  DELT'FLOAT ;JI 
WRITE (7,131 DELTf FLOAT ( J) 
WRITE (1,411 
WRITE (9,221 

+-- Start distance loop; c a l c u l a t e  flow conaitions (free s p a n ) .  



TF (I.GT.1) THEN 
PMPA = PRES(1-1)/1.OE+6 
G(1) = G(I)'AREAOL(l) /AREAOL(I) 
IF (FBO.EQ.1) XTH(1) = XTH(1-1) + QtDI(I)*DELZ/ 

* (G(1) + (DI (I)+W(I) )*W(I) W G )  
ENDIF 

CALL nowc (PMPA,W(I),G(I),XTH(I) ,X,ALFA, 
+ UF, RZF, E F U ,  PHI2, PHISF, USTAR, TAU, RHO(1) ) 

=-- Calculate pressure losses (free span). 

IF (I.EQ.1) WRITF (1,201 1, REF 
IF (DEBUG.GE.1-AND.I.EQ.11 WRITE (1,21) AREAOL(I),W(I), 

XTH (1) ,X,ALFA, R E O ( ï ) ,  PHI2, PHI2F, USTAR,UF 

IF (I.EQ.1) THEM 
PRES(1) = POt(l-OE+6) 

ELSE 
KAREA = 1.0-(AREAOL(I)/AREAOL(I-1))+*2.0 
DPPR = (G(1) **2.0/ (2.O"RHOF) ) (KAREA*PHI2) 
DPK = (G(I)**2.0/f2.0*RHO~))*(PH12F*DELZ/(2.0*W(I))) 
DPAC = (G(I)t+2.0)i((l.0/RHOG)-(l.0/RHOF) 1 '  

(XTH (1) -XTE (1-1) ) 
DPGR = DELZ'GGtRHO ( 1 ) 
DPFD = 0.0 
PRES (1 ) = PRES (1-1) - ;DPPA+DPK+DPAC+DPGR+DPFD) 

ENDI F 
WRITE (9,24) l,Y (1) ,XTH(I) , A L F A , R H O ( I ) ,  

+ DPLQ, DPK, DPP-C, DPGR, D P F D ,  PRES (1 ! 

w -- C a l c u l a t e  deposition on cubes ( be fo re  support, in free s p c n ) .  

CALL SLOPE (1, AR, BB, UF, MM) 
CALL DTUBE (I,W(I),XTH(II,REFU,USTAR,MM,RHO(I),KT,KA,KTUBE) 

IF (FCO.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN 

H F P E V  = HF 
FLOWF = G(I)'(l.O-Xj *AXAOL(I) 
USTARO = USTP-!3 

ELSE 
PPREV = PRES(1-1) /1.0S+6 
H F P E V  = XHF(PFREV1 
P = PRLS(I)/l.OEt6 
IiF = XHF(P) 
nowr = G(I-~)=(~.o-x)+PJIEAoL(I-~) 

ENDI L 

SC = PHICCFLOWF+ (HFPREV-HF) /HFG 
IF (SC.LT.G.0) SC=O.O 
SS = PHI*FLOWF/ i 1. O-X) 
ADJ = 1.0 
FRAC = ADJf (SC/SS) * (i.OlKT/KA) 
A ( 1 )  = AOfEXP (-il50.0+FRAC) 
KRITE (8,27) 1, P, HFPXEV, HF, FLOWF, SC, SS, FRAC, A ( 1 )  

ENDIF 

REMOVE = (NUF/(A(I)*USTAR*+2))* 
t (1. O-EXP (-TT* (A( 1) *USTAR**2/NUF) ) ) 

IF (REF-LT. 3000.O.AND.FLM-EQ.1) REMOVE = TT 



DEL = REMOVE* (KTUBEtRHO (1) *?HI/ (RHOSt (1. -BETAS) ) ) 
DDT = DEL - DELOLT ( I ) 
DELOLT (1) = DEL 
DEPMUT (1) = DEPMUT (Il iDDT'I.OE6 

f ,- Calculate deposicion on horizontal bottorn of support, 

Z = DELZ*FLOAT(I) 
KSUPP = KTUBE 
IF (I.LT.20) GO TO 101 

FSURF = W(20) -0.5'(YW(î1)+ZW(2I) ) 
FULL = 0.5*FSURF+I.OE+G 

IF {DEPMUP (20) . LT. FULL) TXEN 
1 F ( FKF. LQ - 1  ) USTAR=USTM/ 3 - 0 

CALL DSUP? (1, W, CC, W (1) , XTH (1) , UF, REFU, USTAR, TAU, 
FM, Z, FSURF, GSURF, POROS, KSUPP) 

REMOVE = (NUF/ (A ( Y )  'üSTAR"2 1)' 
(1. O-EXP (-TTC (A(I) 'USTARi.*2/NUF) ) ) 

IF (REF.LT.300O.O.AND.FLM.EQ.l) FEMOVE = TT 
DEL = REMOVE* (KSU?P+RHO (1) *PHI./ (RHOS* ( 1 . - B E T A )  ) ) 
DDP = DEL - DELOL? (1) 
DYLOLP (1) = DEL 
DEPMUP(1) = DEPMU?(I)+DDE"l.OEG 
IF (DEPMUP (20) .GT. FULL) DCPKUP ( 2 0 )  =FULL 

ELSE 
DEI, = 0.0 
DEPMUP (20) =FULL 

ENDIF 

IF (DEBUG.GE.1) WRITE (1,691 TT,REMOVE 

CONTINUE 

ir-- Update geometry and particle concentration (free span 

DELPHI = PHT'DI (1) / (UF'DM'W(1) ) * (Q/  (FWO(I)*HFG)- 
' 2 .  O* (KTUBE+KSU?P) ) *3ELZ 

SLSE 
DELPEI = PHI+DI (1) / (UFfDM+W(I) (QI (EUiO(1) *HFG)- 

-+ 2 . 0 +  (KTUBE+KSUPP) 'EXP (-TT*A (1) *USTAR+*2/NUF) ) *BEL2 
ENDIF 
PHI = PHI+DELPHI 

IF (I.EQ.l.OR.I.EQ.20) WP-ITE i1,14) Z,X,XTff(I),A.LFA,UF, 
* C ( 1 )  ,DEPNUT(I) ,DEPMUP(I) ,W(I) 

IF (DEBUG.GE.l.ND.I.EQ.1) WRITE (1, 15) DI ( I ) , W ( I )  ,AREANW(I) 
WRITE (7 ,52)  1, DEPMUT (1) , DEPMUP (1) , ZERO, ZERO 

100 CONTINUE 



*-- Calculate flows in cnannels Y and Z by pressure balance. 

+- -  (1) Set initial conditions; guess f l o w  distribution u s i n g  area r a t i o .  

II = O 
YSUMDP = 0.0 
ZSUMDP = 0.0 
YXTH (20) = XTH(20) 
ZXTH(20) = XTH(20) 

FLOW = G:20)+AFEANW(20) -2.0 
YFLOW = FLOW*YAREAOL ( 2 1 ) / ( Yh!-OL ( 2 1 1 + ZAREAOL ( 2 1 ) ) 
ZFLOW = FLOW+ZAREAOL(21) / (YARZAOL(21) +ZAREA0L(21) ) 

IF (DEBUG-GE. 1) WRITE (1,34) YFLOW, ZFLOW 

YAR = LAREAOL(2l) /AREXW:20) 
YCC = 0.5579' (YAR'-3)-.2573* (YPnSf~2I + O O  113O*YAR+O- 5847 
ZAR = ZARUiOL(21) /AREANW(20) 
ZCC = 0.5579'(ZAR**3)-,2573+ (ZfrR**21 +O. 1130CZAR+0.5847 

*--  (2) Identify locations of Coczcary l a y e r  reattachment. 

LD = 4.0 
IF (X.LE.O.0) LD=2.0 
YVV = IFIX(21-LD+2 .01YbJ(21) * LOOOOO1 
Z W  = IFIX(21+tDf2.0*ZW(21)+IOO0.01 
IF (YW.GT.45) Y W - 4 5  
IF (ZW.GT.45) ZW=45 

* - -  (3) Calculate flow conditions and pressure losses aiong Y channel. 

PMPA = PRLS(1-1) /I.OE+6 
IF (1.LT.W) YG(I) = YFLOW/ (YAREAOL(1) *YCC) 
IF (1.GE.YW) YG(1) = YFLOW/YIL!OL(I) 

CALL FLOWC (PMPA,YW(I),YGiI),YXTH(I),YX,YALFA, 
+ YU€, YREF, YREFU, PHI2, PH12Ff YUSTAR, YTAU, YRO(1) ) 

-7 ~r iI-EQ.21) TBEN 
YKCON = !(l.O/YCC)-1.0)'+2.G 
YAVENA = YAREAOL ( T 1 + YCC 
YKVENA = 1.0-(YAVENA/AREAOL(I-1))+*2.0 
DPAR = (YG(I)++2.0/(2.O*RHOF))*(YKvENA+PHI2) 
DPK = ( (YFLOW/YPXEAOL (1) * *2 .0 /  (2.O*RHOF) ) + ( Y K C O N I Z  + 

PH12F*DELZ/(2.0cYW(r)))) 



DPAC = (YG(1)**2.0)'((1.0/Rti0G)-(1.0/RH0F))* 
(YXTH (1)-XTH(1-1) ) 

DPGR = DELZ*GG*YRHO ( I ) 
ELSEIF (I.EQ.YW) THEN 
YAVENA = YwOL ( 1 - I ) +YCC 

YKVENA = l.0-(YM~OL(I)/YAVENA)*t220 
DPAR = (YG(1) **2.0/ (2.0'RHOF) ) + (YKvENi?'PHIS) 
DPK = (YG(1) **2.0/(2.0'RHOF) ) * (PH12FfDELZ/ (2.0*YW(I) ) ) 
DPAC = (YG(I)**2,0)*((1.G/RHOG)-(i.O/RHOF))* 

+ (YXTH (1) -YXTH(I-1) ) 
DPGR = DELZ*GG'YREO(I) 

ELSE 
Y- = 1.9-(YAREA0L(I) /YAREAOL(I-1) 1 **2.0 
DPAR = (YG (1) **2 .0 /  (2. O'REOF! ) (YKAREAtPH12) 
DPK = (YG (1) *'2,0/ (2. O'RHOF) ) ' (PH12F4DELZ/ (S.O*YW (1) ) ) 

DPAC = (YG(I)"2.O~'((l.O/RHOG)-(1.O/RHOF))* 
+ (YXTR (1) -YXTH (1-1) ) 

DPGR = DELZ'GG*YRHO ( 1 ) 
ENDIF 

XX = DELZ* (FLOAT(1-21) ) / (2.0tYW[I) ) 
TAVE = -0.557*XX**4+2.61'XX*t3-3349*XX**2+0.354*X+l~33 
DTAVE = -2.23*XX**4+7.84'XX*t3-6699iW[**2+0.354 
TLOC = TAVE + DTAVE 
IF (TLOC.LT.O.0) T'LOC=O.O 
YKFD = TLOC* (1.0-(YAREAOL(1) /AREAOL(20)))+*(1.375) 
DPFD = (YG(1) "2 .O/ i2.O*RFiOF) ) (YKFDtPH12) 

YSUMDP = YSUMDP + (DPFA+D?K+DPAC+DPGR+DPFD) 
PRES ( I )  = PRES (1-1) - (D?AR+DPK+DPAC+DPGR+Dl?FD) 
WRITE ( 9 , 2 4 )  I,YG(I) ,YXTS(I) ,YALFA,YRHO!I), 

f Dl?%?, DPK, DPAC, DPGR, DPFD, PRES (1 1 

IF (DEBUG. EQ. 2 )  WRITE (1,37 i I ,  DPAR, DPK, DPAC, DPGR, DPFD, YSVMDP 

*,_ ( 4 )  Calcuiate f l o w  conaitions and pressure losses along Z channel. 

CALL FLOWC (PMPA, ZW (1; , ZG (1) , ZXTH (1) ZX, ZALFA, 
* ZUF, ZREF, ZXEFU, Pi i I2 ,  PHI2F, ZUSTARf ZTAU, ZRHO (1 1 ) 

IF (I.EQ.21) THEN 
ZKCON = ((l.O/ZCC)-1.0)'*2.0 
ZAVENA = ZAREAQL ( 1 ) ZCC 
ZKVENA = l.0-(ZAVENA/AREAOL(I-l))**220 
DPAR = (ZG (1) *'2.0/ (2.O'RHOF) ) * (ZEWCNAtPH12) 
DPK = ((ZFLOW/ZAREAOL(I))*t220/(220*RHOF))f(ZKCON*PH12 + 

-+ PHI2F*DELZ/ (2.O'ZW ir))} 
DPAC = (ZG(i)'*2.0)'( (l.O/RHOG)-(1-O/W-OF) j f  

+ (ZXTH (1) -XTH(I-1) ) 
DPGR = DELZ*GGtZRHO ( 1) 

SLSEIF (1.EQ.ZW) THEN 
ZAVENA = ZEJIEAOL ( I - L ) + ZCC 
ZENENA = 1.0-(ZARZAOL(1) /ZAVENA)**Z.O 
DPAR = (ZG (1) *'2,0/ (2. OfRHOF) ) * (ZKVENAfPH12) 



DPK = (ZG(I)**2.0/(2.0'RHOF))f(PH12F*DELZ/(2.0*ZW(1))) 
DPAC = (ZG(1) *'2.0j * (  (l.O/XHOG)-(l.O/RHOF) ) +  

(ZXTH(1) -ZXTH(I-1) ) 
DPGR = DELZ'GG'ZXEO(1) 

ELSE 
ZKAREA = 1.0-(ZAREAOL(I)/Z~4RZA0L(I-1))*f220 
DPAS = (ZG(1 j **2 .0 /  (2.0'RHOF) ) + (ZKAREA*PHIZ) 
DPK = (ZG(1 j * * 2 . 0 /  i2.0+3HOF) ) l (PH12FtDELZ/ ( 2 -  O*ZW(I-1) ) ) 
DPAC = (ZG(I)*~2.0)+((1.0/RHOG)-(1.0/RHOF))* 

+ (ZXTH (1) -ZXTH (1-1) ) 
DPGR = DELZ+GGfZRHO ( 1 ) 

ENDI F 

XX = DELZ*(FLOAT(I-21) ) /(2.0'ZW(I) ) 
TAVE = -0.557+M"4+2.6i*XX*t3-3349*XX+*2+0.354*X+1.33 
DTAVE = -2.23*XX"4+7.64'XX*t3-6099*XX**2+0.354 
TLOC = TAVE + DTAVE 
IF (TLOC.LT.O.0) TLOC=O.O 
ZKFD = TLOCf(i.O-(ZAREAOL('I:)/FBEAOL(20)) )*+(l.375) 
DPFD = (ZG(1) +*2.0/ (2.0+R2OF) ) ' (ZKFDwPH12) 

ZSUMDP = ZSUMDP + (DPAR+DPK+DPAC+DPGR+DPFD) 
IF (DEEUG. EQ. 2) WRITE (1,38) 1, DPAR, DPK, DPAC, DPGR, DPFD, ZSUMDP 

IF (I.EQ.45) WRITE (6,453) ï,YSUMDP,ZSUMDP,YALFA,ZALFA 

110 CONTINUE 

C - -  (51 Check if pressure balance is w i ~ h i n  accepted range .  
f -- I f  n o t ,  a d j u s t  channe l  f l o w  r a r e s  and repeat Steps  3 , 4 .  

DPFIV = (YSUMDP-ZSUMDP) / 2 . 3  
If (ABS(l.O-(YSWDP/DPATI) j .LTTOOO05SORR 

t P S S  (1.0- (ZSZMDP/DPAV) ) .LT.O.OCS) GO TO 145 

II = II + 1 
IF (II.GE.50) THEN 
WRITE (1,331 
GO TO 150 

ENDIF 

YFL = SQRT(YFLOW**Z.O/(YSUMDP/DPF.V)) 
ZFL = SQRT (ZFLOWf*2.0/ (ZS3MDP/DPAV) ) 
FCORR = (YFLtZFLj / (YFLOW+ZFLOW) 
YFLOW = YFL/FCORR 
ZFLOW = ZFL/FCORR 

DO 113 I=21,45 
IF (I.LT.YVVj YG(I) = YFLOW/ (YAREAOL(I)*YCC) 
IF (I.GE.YVV) YG(1) = YFLOW/YAIQEAOL(I) 
IF (1-LT-YVJ) ZG(1) = ZFLOW/!ZAREAOL(I)*ZCC) 
IF ( 1 . G E . Z W )  Z G ( I )  = ZFLOW/ZA-WOL(I) 

113 CONTINUE 

IF (DEBUG-GE. 1) WRITE (1,351 YFLOW,ZFLOW,~G(~~) tZG(21) 
YSUMDP = 0.0 
ZSUMDP = 0.0 
GO TO 555 

14 5 WRITE (1,35) YFLOW, ZFLOW,K(21) ,ZG(21) 



*,, Chznnel flow rates are now escablished. 
* -- Calculate f l o w  conditions in Y channel. 

YPHI = PHI 
WRITE ( 1 , 4 4 )  

PMPA = PRES (1-1) /1.OE+6 
CALL FLOWC (PMPA, YW ( I ) , YG ( 1 , YXTH ( 1) , YX, YALFA, 

YUF, YREF, YWFL?, PHI2, PtiI2F, YUSTILR, YTAU, Y M O  (1) ) 

*-- Calculate deposition on heated tube surface in Y c h a ~ e f ,  

C U I L  SLOPE (I, Y-, YBE!, YUF, YMMI 
CALL DTUBE (1, YW(1) , YXTH (1). YEFU, YUSTAR, YMM, YRHO (1) , 

t KT, KA, KTUBE) 

IF (FC0.EQ.I) THEN 
PPREV = PRES(1-1) /l.OE+6 
HFPREV = XHF(PPREV) 
P = PRES (1) /1.OE+6 
HF = XHF(P) 
FLOWF = YFLOW* (1.0-YA) 
SC = PHIC'FLOWF* (HFPREV-HF! /XFG 
IF (SC.LT.O.0) SC=O.O 
SS = YPHI+FLOWF/ (1.0-YX) 
AD2 = 1.0 
F W C  = ADJ* (SC/SS) ' ( l.O+KT/E(P,) 
rr (I.EQ.~I) FRACW = rMc 
IF (I.LT.YVV) FRAC = FWCW/FLOAT(YVV-21) 
YA(I)= AO'EXP(-1150.0"FRAC) 
WRITE ( 8 , 2 ? )  1, P, EFPREV, EF, FSOWF, SC, S S ,  FRAC, YA(1) 

C N D I F  

REMOVE = (NU!?/ (YA (1) *YUSTAR* * 2 )  ) + 

+ (1.G-EXP(-TT'(YA(1) *Y'JSTfLRf*2/NUF) ) ) 

IF (YREF.LT.3000.O.AND.FLM.EQ.1) REMOVE = TT 
DEL = REMOVE* (KTUBE*YRHO(I) * Y P H I /  (RHOS* (1.-6ETP.S) ) ) 

DDT = DEL - YDELOLT ( I ) 
IF ((DELiYDELOLP(I)).GE.W(I)) THEN 

DEL = YW(1) - YDELOLP(1) 
DDT = YW(1) - (YDELOLT(I)+YDELOLP(I)) 

E N D I F  
YDELOLT ( 1 ) = DEL 
YDEPMUT (1) = YDEPMUT (1) +DDT+l. OE6 

IF ( D E B U G . G F . I . n N D . I . G Q . 2 i j  WRITE (1,68! TT,REMOVF, 

'-- Calculate deposition on anheatea support sürface in Y channel. 

Y2 = DELZ'FLOAT(1) 
IF (1.LT.YW.AND.FKV.EQ. 1) YUSTAR=YUSTAR/10.0 
CALL DSUPP (1, YW, YCC, Dl (1 ) , YKTH (1 ) , YUF, YREFU, YUSTAR, YTAU, 

YMM, YZ, ?SURF, GSURF, POROS, KSUPP) 



REMOVE = (NU€/ ( Y A ( 1 )  *YUSTAR*'2) ) * 
f (1.0-EXP (-TT' ( Y A ( 1 )  *YUSTM3*+2/NUF) ) ) 

IF (YREF.LT.3000.O.AND.nM.EQ.1) REMOVE = TT 
DEL = REMOVE*(KSUPP'YRHO(I)*YPHI/(RHOS*(l.-BETAS))) 

DDP = DEL - YDELOLP(1)  
I F  ( (DEL+YDELOLT (1: ) .GE-YW (I 1 ) THEN 

DEL = YW(I) - YDELOLT(1) 
DDP = Y W ( I )  - (YDELOLT(1) -YDELOLP(I I1  

ENDIF  
YDELOLP (1) = DEL 
YDEPMUP ( I  ) = YDEPMUP (1 1 +DDPWL .OE6 

I F  ( DEBUG. GE. 1. AND. 1. GQ.  2 1  ) WRTTE ( 1 , 6 9 )  TT,  REMOVE 

=- -  Update geometry and p a r t i c l e  concentration in Y cnannel. 

YDI (1) = Y D I ( I ) + D D T  
YW (1) = YW(1) - (DDTiDDP) 
YDM = Y D I ( I ) i Y W ( I )  
YAREANW(1) = P I f Y W ( I )  *YDM 
YAREAOL ( 1 ) = YAREANW ( I 1 

I F  (YREF.LT.300O.O.AND.FLM.EQ.i) THEN 
DELPHI = YPFiI*YDI (1) / (YUf"YDM+YW(I) ) * ( Q /  (YRHO(1)  *H€G) - 

c (KTUBE+KSUPP) ! * DSLZ 

ELSE 
DELPHI = YPHI*YDI(I)/(YUFfYDM*W(I) ) * ( Q / ( Y R H O ( I ) * H F G ) -  

(KTUEEiKSUPP) *EXP ( - T T t Y A ( I )  *YUSTARtir2/NUF) ) +DELZ 
ENDIF  
YPHI = YPHI+DELPEI 

I F  ( 1 - E Q . 2 1 1  THZN 
WRITE ( 1 , 1 6 )  Z,kX,YXTE(I),'IALFA,YUF,YG(I), 

+ YDEPMUT ( 1 ) , yDEPMUP ( 1 ) , Y W ( I  ) 
I F  (DEaUG.GZ. 1) WRITS (i, 1 7 )  Y D I  (1) , = ( I l  ,YAREAiW(I) 

ENDIF  

120 CONTINUE 

* - ,  C s l c u l a t e  f l o w  conditions in Z chonnei. 

ZPHI = PR1 
WRITE (1,45) 

PMPA = PRES (1-1) / i .  OE+6 
CALL FLOWC ( PMPA, ZW ( I ) , ZG ( 1) , ZXTH ( 1 ) , ZX, ZALFA, 

t ZUC, ZREF, ZREFU, PHI2, PHI2F, ZUSTAR, ZTAU, ZRHO ( I l  ) 

c,- Calculate deposition on heated tube surface in Z channel. 

CALL SLOPE (1, ZAA, ZBB, ZUF, ZLW} 
CALL DTUBE (1, ZW (1 ) , ZXTH ( 1) , ZREFU, ZUSTAR, ZMMf ZRHO (1 ) 

* KT, KA, KTUBE) 



PPREV = PRES (1-1) /I.OE+6 
HFPREV = XHF (PPREV) 
P = PRES(1) /l.OE+G 
HF = XHF(P) 
FLOWF = Z!?LOWf (1.0-ZX) 
SC = PHIC*FLOWF* (HFPEV-HF) /HFG 
IF (SC.LT.O.0) SC=O.O 
SS = ZPHI*FLOWF/ ( 1.0-ZX) 
ADJ = 1.0 
FRAC = ADJ7 (SC/SS) * (i.O+KT/KP,) 
IF (I.EQ.21) FRACZV = FS-C 
IF (1.LT.ZW) FRAC = FRACZV/FLOAT(ZW-21) 
ZA(I)= AO*EXE'(-li50.0*FRE-C) 
WRITE (8,27) 1, P I  HFPREV, EC, FLOWF, SC, SS, FRAC, ZA(1) 

ENDIF 

RCMOVE = fNUF/(m(i)'ZUST-c3*72) ) *  
+ (1. O-EXP (-TT* (ZA(1) *ZtJSTARTt2/NUF); ) 

IF (ZEF-LT.3000.O.AND.nM.EQ.l) REMOVE = TT 
DEL = REMOVE* !KTUBE'ZRqO (1) +ZPHI/ (RHOS* (1- -BETAS) ) ) 

DDT = DEL - ZDELOLT (1) 
IF ((DEL+ZDELOLP(I)).GE.ZWo THEN 
DEL = ZW (1) - ZDELOL? (1 1 
DDT = ZW(1) - (ZDELOLT(1)-ZDXLOLP(I)} 

ENDIF 
ZDELOLT ( 1 ) = DEL 
ZDEPMOT(ï) = ZDEFMCT(1)-DDTil.0E6 

IF (DEBUG-GZ. I.AND.I.ZQX) WRITE (1, 6 8 )  TT,REMOVE 

- -- Calculete deposition on uznecied support  sur face  i n  Z channei. 

ZZ = DELZtFLOAT(I) 
1 F ( 1. LT . Z W .  AND. FKV. EQ. 1) ZUSTAR=ZUSTAR/ 10.0 
CALL DSUPP (Ir ZTJVI ZCC, ZW ( I ) ,  ZXTH (1) , Z U F I  ZXEFUI ZUSTAR, ZTAU, 

ZMM, ZZ, FSURF, GSURF, POROSI KSUPP) 

REMOVE = ( N U F /  (ZA (1 ) *ZUSTm+t2? ) . (1.0-Exsi-TT' (ZA(I] *ZüSTPJi**2/N~F) ) ) 
IF (ZREF.LT.3000.O.AND.FLM.EQ.I) REMOVE = TT 
DEL = REMOVE' (KSUPC'ZRHO (1) * Z P H I /  (RHOS+ (1.-BETAS) ) ) 

DDP = DEL - ZDELOLP(1) 
IF ((DEL+ZDELOLT(I) j.GZ.ZW(I)) THEN 
DZL = ZW(1) - ZDELOLT(1) 
DDP = ZW(1) - (ZDELOLT(ï)+ZDELOLP(I)) 

ENDIF 
ZDELOLP(1) = DEL 
ZDEPMUP (1) = ZDEPMUP (1) +DDPW1 .OE6 

IF (DEBUG.GE.l.AND.I.EQ.21) WRITE (1,69) TT,REMOVZ 

i-, Update geometry 2nd p ~ r c i c l e  concentration in Z channe l .  

ZDI(1) = ZDI(1)iDDT 
ZW(1) = ZW(1)-(DDT+DDP! 
ZDM = ZDI(I)+ZW(I) 
ZAREANW(1) = PItZW(I) 'ZDM 
ZAREAOL ( I ) = ZAREANW ( I ) 





DPAC = (G(I)'r2.0)*((l.0/RH0G)-(1.0/RH0F) ) *  
(XTH (1; -XTH (1-1) ) 

DPGR = DELZ*GGyRHO (Il 
ENDIF  
DPFD = 0.0 
PRES (1) = FRES (1-1) - (DFAR+DPK+DPAC+DPGR+DPFD) 
WRITE (9,241 I I G ( I )  ,XTH(I) ,ALFA,RtiO(I) , 

t DPm, DPK, DPAC, DPGR, DPFDI PRES (1) 

*-, Czlculate deposition on t-&es (after support, i r r  free span). 

CALL SLOPE ( 1, AFI, BB, UF, MM) 
CALL DTUBE (I,W(I),XTE(I),ZFU,USTAR,~,RtiO(I) ,KT,KA,KTUBE) 

IL (FCO.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (I.EQ.461 THEN 
FLOWF = G(T)*(I.O-X)'ÂREAOLtI) 

ELSY 
PPREV = PRES (1-1) /1.OE76 
HFPEV = XHFIPPXV) 
P = PRES(I)/1.OEt6 
HF = XHF(P) 
FLOWF = G(1-1)' (1.0-X) *m.EAOL(I-l) 

ENDIF 
SC = PHIC*FLOWF* (HFPRFV-HF) /HFG 
IF (SC.LT.O.0) SC=C,O 
SS = FHICTLOWt/ (1. O-X) 
ADJ = 1.0  
FRAC = ADJt (SC /SS)  * (l.O+KT/KP,) 
A ( I )  = AO*EXF(-1150.0'FR&C) 
WRITE ( 8 , 2 7 )  I r ? ,  HFPREV, EE', FLOWF, SC, SS, FRF-CIA(I) 

ENDIF 

EMOVE = (NUF/ (A (1) =USTA-!3+'2 1 ' 
+ ( 1. O-EXP (-TT' ( A  ( 1 ) 'ÜSTARC *2/NUF) 1 ) 

IF (REF.LT.3000.O.AND.FLM.EQ.i) REMOVE = TT 
DEL = REKOVE' (KTUBEtW-O (1) *PHI/ (RHOS* ( 1 - -BETAS) ) ) 

DDT = DEL - DELOLT (11 
DELOLT (1) = DEL 
DEPMGT(1) = DEPMUT(I)tDDTf1.GE6 

IF ( DEBUG. GE. 1. AND. 1. EQ. 4 6) WRITE ( 1,68 ) T T ,  EZEMOVE 

*-- Calculace aeposltion on horizon~al top of support. 

Z = DELZf FLOAT(1) 
KSUPP = KTUBE 
IF (I.GT.46) GO TO 201 

POROS = (YARZAOL(45)tZF-RE.!9OL(45))/(2.O*AREAOL(46)) 
IF (FKS . EQ. 1) USTAFI=ESTAR/lO. 0 
CALL DSUPP (1, W,CC,W(I) ,XTH (11, üF, =FU, USTAR, TAU, 

t -HMI 2, FSURF, GSURF, POROS, KSUFF) 

REMOVE = (NUF/(A(I)*UST-**2))' 
w (1. O-ZXP (-TT' ( A ( 1 )  'USTAR**2/NUF) ) ) 

IF (REF.LT.3000.0.AND.FLMMEQ.1.) REMOVE = T T  
DEL = FEMOVE+(KSUPP*RHO(I) *PHI/ (RHOS*(l.-BETAS) 1 ) 



DDP = DEL - DELOLP (1) 
DELOLP (1) = DEL 
DEPMUP (1) = DEPMUP (1) +CDP*1.OE6 

201 CONTINUE 

IF (DEBUG.GE.l.AND.I.ZQ.46) WRITE (1,69) TT,REMOVE 

*-- Update geometry and p a r t i c l e  concentration (free span). 

- - 
L (RZF.LT.3000-0.AND.FA-ZQ-l! THEN 
DELPHI = PHI*DI(I)/(UF*DMtW(I) ]*(Q/(RYO(I)*HFG)- 

+ 2. O* (KTU8E+KSU?P) ) *DELZ 
ELSE 

DELPHI = PHI*DI(I)/(UF'DM~W(T))i-(Q/(RHO(I)*HFG)- 
t 2. O *  (KTUBE+KSUPP) *EXP (-TTtA(I) *USTT9R*+2/NUF) ) *DELZ 

ENDIE' 
PHI = PHItDELPXI 

IF (I.EQ.46.OR.I.EQ.65) WRITE (1,141 Z,X,XTH(I) ,aE'A,UF, 
* G ( 1 )  ,DEPMUT(I) ,DEPMUP(I) , W ( I )  

WRITG ( 7 , 5 2 )  I,DEPMUT(Ij,3EPMUP(I),ZERO,ZERO 

140 CONTINUE 

--- Update G bâsed on t h e  aecreasing zvercçe f l o w  area in the suppor t .  

ADJ2 = 1.0 
IL (FGK.EQ.l) THEN 
IF (J.EQ.1) THEN 

DPFIX=PWS ( 1) -PRES (05)  
ELSE 

NN = NNil 
DPNEW = ! ? E S  ( 1) - F I E S  ( 6 5  1 
DDP = DPFIX-DPNEW 
DGDDP = ZWDPNEW/G ( l j 
DG = DDP/DGDDP 
G ( 1 )  = G(i)+DGtADJ2 
ERR = ABS(DDP/DPNEW) 
WRITE (3,823) J, DPFIX, DPNEW, ERR, G (1) 

823 FORMAT ( ' J=' ,I2, ' DPFIX=' , E9.3, ' DPNEW=' , E9.3, . ' ERR=',F7.4,' GIN=',F9.i) 
IF (ERR.GT.O.01.AND.NN.LT.50) GOTO 203 
IF (NN.GE.50) WRITE (3,824) 

824 FORMAT ( '  MORE TtiAN 50 ITERATIONS') 
END1 F 

EXDIF 

*,- Continue calculating f o r  nexc tirne step J. 

200 CONTINUE 

" FORMAT STATEMENTS 



FOmJPT(/'* + f * f t f T T  f f f w f + - * - - &  f "  * ' /  
t ' Input C o n a i r i o n s  a t  Inlez: ' /  

' XTHO=',F9.3,' PO=',F9.2,' T=', F9.2, 
' TSP=',F9.2,* TST=',F9.2/' Q=',€9.1, 
' GO-', F9.1, ' P.'IIO=', E9.3, ' DS=',E9.3, * PHIC=', E9.3/ 
* DIO=' , F9.6, ' WO= ' , F9.6, ' YWO=' , F9.6, * ZWO=' , F9.6/ 
' Y,==' , F9.6, ' YaB=' , F9.6, ' ZPA=', F9.6, * ZBB=', F9.6/ 
* BETAS=' , F9.3, * CONS= ' , r"9.3, ' RHOS=', F9.2, 
' E=', E9.3, ' AO=',E9.3/ 
' DELT=',F9.2,' NT=',I3/ 
' DEBUG (O=off,l=sorne,2=lots) :',12/ 
' Flags for s p e c i a i  mocels (O=off,l=on) : ' /  
' FBO=', 12, ' FGK=' ,I2, ' FPR=' ,I2, ' FLM=', I2/ 

= p 1 , r 2 , '  " = ,  2 ,  ' FKS=', I2, ' FCO=',I2, 
* FFD=',I2,' FCE=',I2/ 
V t * + t * r * r t r r f t t * t * f t f  *'/) 

FORMAT ( ' * *  XTHO >=O so c o r r e c t  vzlüe f o r  T is TSAT=' , F7,2/) 
FORMAT ( l i f  XTHO < O so correct value for XTHO is =', F7.3/) 
FORMAT ( ' Initial Georneïry & C o n d i t i o n s  (at subchannel inlet) : ' / 

FORMAT 
C 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 

+ 

FORMAT 
t 

FONT 
FORMAT 
FO M T  

t 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 

Y 

FORMAT 
+ 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 

+ 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 

+ 

FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 

/ 
' + months = ' , F 5 . 1 /  
'----------------' 1 

( / ' - -  FREE SP.ki (UPSTRU-Y) -- ' :  
( / '  1=',12, ' R Z L = ' ,  ~ 1 0 ,  1/) 
( '  AREAOL=',F9.?, ' W=', F 7 . 4 /  

1 XTH=',F7.4, ' X=',77,4, ' ALFA=',F7.4/ 
1 RHO=', F7 - 2 ,  ' PSIZ=', F5.2/ 
' PH12F=',F6.4,' USTAR=', F7.4, ' UF=',F7.3) 

( 1  I=' ,I2, ' P=' , "7.4, * HFPREV=', C12.7, ' HF=', E12.7, 
' FLOWF=', F7.4, ' SC=', E9.3, ' S S = ' ,  E9.3, 
' FRAC=',E9.3, ' A(I)=',E9.3) 

( '  For tube : TT=',E9.3,' REMOVE=',E9.3/) 
( ' For support : TT=', E9.3, ' REMOVE=', E9.3) 
' z X XTH AL FA UF' , 

1 G DLPMÜT DEPMUP W' / 
F5.3,4F8.3, F8.1, €8.3, F10.3, E1OO6/1 

( '  DI=', F7.4, ' W=', F7.4, ' AREANK=', F11.8) 
* i n i t i o l  guess *' YFLOW=',F6.4, ' ZFLOW=',F6.4) 
( '  Y channel :  I=',I2,* DPAF.=',F7.2,' DPK=',F7.2, 
' DPAC=' , €7.2, ' DPGR=' , F7.2, ' DPFD=' , F7.2, ' YSUMDP=' , F7.2 ) 

( ' Z channe l :  I=* ,I2, ' DPAR=' , -8.2, ' DPK=' ,  F7.2, 
' DPAC= ' , €7.2, ' DPGR= ' , F7.2, ' DPFD=' , F7.2, ' ZSUMD?= ' , F7.2 ) 

( / ' * * +  carmot converge  a f t e r  50 iterations * * * '  / 1 
( "*  a f t e r  P balance " YFLOW=',F6.4,* ZFLOW=',F6-4, 

* YG=', F7.2, ' ZG=', F7.2) 
( / ' - -  Y CHANNEL ( l a r g ~ r )  - - ' )  
/ Z X XTH AL FA UF* , 

1 G DEPMUT DEPMUP W'/ 
F5.3,4F8.3,F8.1,2F8.3,FlO.6/) 

( '  Y D I = ' ,  F7.4, ' W=', F7 - 4 ,  ' YAREANW=', F11.8/) 
( /  ' -- 2 CHANNEL (smaller) - - ' 1  
( '  ZDI=', F7.4, ' ZW=', F7.4, ' ZAREANW=', F11.8/) 





IF (PE.LT.70000) THEN 
DTOSV = 0.0022*Q*W/CONF 

ELSE 
DTOSV = l53.8*Q/ (G+CPF) 

END1 F 
XDET = -(CPF+DTOSV/HFG) 

IF (XTE. LE. XDET) THEN 
X = 0.0 

ELSLIF (XDET.EQ.0.O) THEN 
X = XTH 

ZLSE 
X = XTH - XDET'EXP ( (XTE/XDET) -1-0) 

S N D I  F 

*-- Calculate void fraction ana velocities. 

JG = G*X/RHOG 
JF = G* (1.0-X) /RHOF 
V G J  = 40.25* ( (RHOF-RHoG) * (NUFFWOF) 'GG/RHoF'+~) *+o. 3 3 3  
AIFA = JG/ (CO* ( J F + J G )  +VGJ) 

c--  CoLculate friction f â c t o r  âna two-pnase multiplier (based on Ref). 

RFG = RHO!?/RHOG 
PH12 = I. O+X* (RFG-1.0) 
PHI2FL = F L W  ' l.O+X' (RFGi  (VISG/VISF) -1. C) 
PHI2FT = FTUR * (I.O+X*(RFG-1.0;)' 

+ (l.O+X*( (VISF/VISGj-1.0) 1**(-0.25) 
PHI2F = ( P H 1 2 F L t t 3  - 0tP%I2FTfT3. O) * *  (O O 3333) 

t -, Calculate friction velocity anc shear stress based on R e f u ) .  

REFU = REF* (1.0-X) i ( 1. O-ALFA) 
FLFM = 64.O/REFU 
FTUR = (-1.8*LOG10 ( (6.9/REFU! + (ED/3.7) + *  (1.11) ) ) **  (-2.0) 
FO = (FLFLFY**3.0+FTUR+*3. O )  +*  (0.3333) 
USTAR = UF'SQRT ( IO/8.O : 
TAU = FOiF.HOF*(UF**2.0) / 8 . C  

RETURN 
END 



* T h i s  subrouc ine  c a l c u i a t e s  à paramecer i n  t h e  expression 
* for KD i n  l a m i n a r  f l o w  ( V z s a k )  

INTEGER 1, DEBUG, N 
REAL AA, BB, UF,MM 
REAL, NUM, DEN 
COMMON / I N P T /  T, T S F ,  TST ,  Q, E S ,  CONS, RHCS, E ,  DEBUG 
COMMON /DATA/ DELZ, P I ,  GG, KK, CO 

SUM1 = 0 . 0  
SUM2 = 0 . 0  
DO 111 N=1,3 
Xi = (FLOAT ( N )  -o.  5 )  * P I ' I W / 3 B  
X2 = (FLOAT(N1-0.5)"2 
X3 = (EOAT(N) -0.5)**5 
SECHX = 2 . 0 /  (EXP(X1) +EX!?(-XI) ) 
TANHX = (EXP (XI) -EXP ( - X I )  ) / (EXP (xi) +EXP (-Xi) ) 
SUMl = SüMI+SECHX/X2 
SüM2 = SüMS+TANHX/X3 

CONTINUE 

NUM = 1 . 0 - ( 2 . O / ( P I * * 2 ) ) ' S U E l  
DEN = 1 . 0 -  (6.0+3B/ (PA* (PI - )  ) ) * S U M 2  
f.IM = (3 .0 'UF/BB)  *NUM/DEN 

1 F ( DEBUG. GE. 1. AND. 1. EQ. 1 ) WRITE ( I , 2 5  ) NUM, DEN, MM 
I F  ( DEBUG. GE. 1. AND. 1. EQ. 2 l j  W X T E  ( 1,:s ) NUM, DEN, MM 

RETURN 
END 

SUBRO'JTTNE DTUEE ( 1, W, XTE, =FU, USTAR, MM, RHO, KT,  KA, KTUBE) 

+ T h i s  s u b r o ü t i n e  c a l c u l a t e s  che  overall d e p c s i t i o n  - coefficienE f o r  t h e  tube s u r f a c e .  

INTEGER 1, DEBtiG, F3C, FPR, FLM, FKF,  F W ,  FKS, FFD 
REAL W ,  XTH, REFU, USTAR, MM, RHO. KT, m, KTUBE 
REPL KTH, KI ,KD,  K D I ,  KB, K I P , K 2 P  
REAL KK, NUF, NUG 
COMMON / I N P T /  T,TSP,TST,Q,DS,CONS,RHOS,E,DEBUG 
COMMON /DATA/ DELZ, P I ,  GG, KK, CO 
COMiYON /PROP/  CONF, CPF, HFG, NUF, NUG, RHOF, RHOG, VISF, V I S G  
COMMON /FLAG/ FBO, FPR,  FLM, FKF, FKV, FKS, FFD 

= - -  T'rack e n t r a n c e  e f f e c t s  for KD and KI. 

ZDEV = 1 . 0  

+- -  KD: depos i t ion  by di£ f u s i o n  
C - -  larninar ( V a s a k  e t  a l . )  & t u r b u l e n t  ( u p d a t e d  C l e a v e r  & Yates)  



KD = C. 031' (NUF/D) + * (-0.667) *USTAR* 
i (1.0+0.3* ( (2.0fW) / Z D E ' J )  *+O.?) 
IF (REFU.LT.3000.AND.FLM-EQ.1) THEN 
KD = (1.0/0.893)'(W*{D**2)i(990tZDEV))f+(@.333) 

ENDIF 

*-- KI: deposition by i n e r t i a l  coasting (updated Cleaver & Yates) 

TPLUS = (1.0/18.0) * (RHOÇ/RHOF) * (USTARwDS/NUF)ff2 
IF (TPLUS-GT. 7.0) TPLUS=7.0 
KI = (l.O/S23.O) iUSTF,9*TPLUSt (RHOF/RHOS) *EXP (O. 48*TPLUS) 

c (1.0+0.3+((2.O*W) /ZDEV)**O07) 

--- KTH: deposition by thermophoresis tMcNab h Meisen) 

KTH = -0.26'(1.0/6,0)'Q*NUF/(~2.O*CONFfCO~~)*(T+273.15)) 

t-- K a :  deposition by b o i l i n g  (B from Turner & Godin) 

KB = 0.0 
IF (FBO.EQ.l) THEN 

IF (XTH.LT.-0.103) TUSN 
B=O .O 

ELSEIF (XTH.GT.O.0) THEN 
B=O.O8 

ELSE 
B=O.l578+ (LOG10 (XTEiO O 1 5 )  ) +O -209s  

ENDI F 
KB = atQ/ (HFGtRIIO) 

ENDIF 

--- K?: transport term 
*-- KF: a t t a c h e n t  t em ( T c r n e r  & Goci in )  - _ _  modified witn kinetic energy cerm (Turner, 1996) 

KDI = (KI"3+KDf * 3 )  ++ (0 .3331 
KT = KTH+KDI 
TERM = 3. Of PI*RHOF* (DSf*4 l *  ( (USIAR/29) "3) /NUF 
KA = 5.697*EXP ( -  (76400.0/6.022Et23) / (KKf (TSTç273.15) +TERMI 

t-- KIF, K2P: net depositio~ coefficient for cubes 

KIP = 1.0/((1.0/~T)+(l.O/KA)) 
K2P = K1P + .KI3 
KTUBE = K2P 

1 F (DEBUG. GE. 1. AND. 1. EQ. 1) WXITE ( 1,221 9, TPLUS, D, T, TST 

IF (I.EQ.I.0R.I.EQ.21,0R.I.EQ.4550R.I.EQ.65) WRITE (1,231 I,KTH, 
T XD, KI,KT, KA, KB, KlE',KTUBE 

22 FORMAT ( '  B=',F6.4, ' TPLUS=' ,  F7.4, ' D=',E9.3, 
* I T=',F6.1, ' TÇT=', F7.1/) 

2 3  FORMAT ! ' I=' ,I2, ' For vercical  t h e  surface : ' / 
T K T H = ' ,  E10.2, ' KD=', Ei0.2, ' KI=', E10.2/ 
r ' KT=', E10.2, ' ==',E10.2, ' KB=', E10.2/ 
8. ' KIP=',E10.2, ' KTUBE=',E10.2/) 

RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE DSUPP (1, W, CC, K, XTE, CF, REFU, USTAR, TAU, 
ir MM, 2 ,  FSURF, GSURF, POROS, KSUPP) 

* This subroutine calculates the overall deposition 
coefficient for rhe ( u n k a t e d l  sspport surface. 

INTEGER 1, W ,  DEBUG, FBO, FPR, FLM, FKF, FW, FKS, FFD 
REAL CC, W,XTH, UF, REFU, USTRR,TAU,MM,Z 
REAL FSURF, GSURF, POROS, KSUPP 
REAL KTH, KI, KD, KF, FI, KG, KC, KT, Kq, KI E 
REAL EM, NUF, NUG, NSTI, NIMP 
COMMON / INPT/  T, TSP, TST, Q, DS, CONS, E, DEBUG 
COMMON /DATA/ DELZ, PI, GG, IKK, CO 
COMMON /PROP/ CONF, CPF, HFG, NUF, NUG, RROF, -G 
COMMON /FLAG/ FBO, FPR, FLM, FKF, FI<V,FKS, FKS, FFD 

*-- Track entrance effects for KD and KI. 

ZATT = !3OAT(W)/1000.0 
ZDEV = 1.0 
IF (FFD.EQ.1) THEN 

IF (1-GE. W.PND.I.LT. 46) ZDEV=Z- (ZATT-0.001) 
CNDIF 

*-- KD: deposition Dy diffusion 
--- laminar ( V a s a k  et 21-) & rsrbule~t (updcted Cleaver & Yates) 

D = KK'(T+273.15)/(3.0*PItRHOF=NUFfDS) 
KD = 0.03l*(NUF/D)*+(-O-O67)*USTAR* 

+ (I.O+0.3* ((2,0*W) /ZDEV) wC0.7) 

IF (REFU.LT. 3000.,AND. FLMMEQQ 1) TSEN 
KD = (i.0/0.833)+(MM*(D"*21/(990*ZDEV))f*(0.333) 

E N D 1  F 
IF (E'FD.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (I.GE.2I.AND.I.LT-W) KD=O.O 

ENDIF 

*-- KI: deposition by inertial coasting (updated Cleaver & Yates) 

TPLUS = (1.0/18.0) (RHOS/RHOF) * (USTAR*DS/NUF) * * 2  
IF (TPLUS.GT.7.0) TELUS=7.0 
KI = (1 O/523. O) 'USTAR*TPLUSir (RHOf/RHOS) *SXP (O. 48* ' ïPLUS)  * 

(l.O+O-3'( (Z.O'W)/ZDEV)**0.7) 

IF (FFD.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (I.GE.21.AND.I.LT.W) KI=O.O 

EHDIF 

*-- E H :  deposition Dy thennophoresis 

KTH = 0.0 

*-- KF: deposition by filterinq/impaction upstream (Ranz & Wong) 

KF = 0.0 
WJET = 0.002 



ST = 2.0CNUF/UF 
CI = 1.0+ (2 .O*ST/DS) ' (1 -23-o041*5X!? (-0.44*DS/ST) ) 
SCHI = DS* (C1+WOSf UF/ ( 1 8 .  0t,9HCF*NUF*WJET) ) *'O. 5 
IF (SCHI.LT.0.32) THEN 
NIMP = 0.0 

ELSEIF (SCHI. GT. 0.8 ) THEN 
NIMP = 1.0 

ELSE 
MM = 1.0/(0.8-0.32) 
NIMP = MM' (SCHI-0 - 3 2 )  

ENDIF 
IF (I.EQ-2O.AND.FKF.ZQ.I) T'HEM 
TAUT = TAU*(C.333*UF/UF)'*2 
NSTI = O.l/TAUT 
IF iNSTI.GE.1.C) NSTI=1.0 
KF = UF'NIMPfNSTI 
KF = KE'FSURF!DELZ 

ENDIF 

--- KC: deposicion By centrifugzl settling in vena contracta 
t,- (Stoke's Law and variation) 

KV = 0.0 
IF (FKV.EQ.1) THEN 
If (I.GT.2O.AND.I.LT.W) TXEK 
TAUT = TAU+ (O. 10tUF/UF) '*2 
NSTI = O.l/TAUT 
IF (NSTI.GE.i.Oj NSTI=l.O 
ClV = 1.0/ (0.25*FLOAT (W-20) /loooOo) 
XlKV = (RWOS-XHOF) ' ( (üF/10.0) -*2) *CIVf (DS**2) / (l8.O'RHOF'NUF) 
X 2 W  = X I K V t S I N  (PI' (FLW-T (1-20) /FLOAT (W-20) ) ) 
'KV = X 2 W +  ( 1. C-NIML: *NSTI' (1. O-CC) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

Id- K G , K C :  deposition by gravitional or cenrrifugal settling 
*-- on top of supporc (Stoke's L a w  ana variation) 

IF (I.YQ.46.AND.FKS.EQ.l) TXEN 
Cl = 1.0/0.001 
TRANS = lO.O* (GG/Cl) "O. 5 
TAUT = TAU* (O. 10fUF/UF) " 2  
NSTI = O.l/TAUT 
IF (NSTI.GE.1.0) NSTI=I.C 
IF (XTH. LE. 0.02 .AND. UE. GT. TRPLNSI THEN 
IF (POROS.LE.C.6) THEN 
KC = (RHOS-RHOF) + ( (UF/10.0) * = 2 )  *Cl* (DS*+2) / (l8.O*EWOF*NUF) 
KC = KCtGSURF/DELZ 
KC = KC" (1.0-NIMP) NSTI' ( 1 -  O-P3ROS) 

E N D I F  
ELSE 

KG = (RHOS-RHOF) *GG-DS"î/ ! 18. O*RHOFiNUF) 
KG = KGtGSURF/DtLZ 
KG = KG'(1.C-NIMP)'NSTI~(1.0-POROS) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 





c6l FORMAT ( '  P=',F9.3,' MPa TSAT=',F9.3, ' C l )  
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XPSAT (Tl 
*-- This function calculates tne saturation pressure (in MPa) 
t-, for a given temperature (139.781 < T < 355.636 Cl. 

IF (T.LT.203.662) THEN 
XPSAT = ( (T+Z8.O) /207.9248) **4-778504 

ELSEIF (T.GE.203.662.AND.T.LE.299.407) THEN 
XPSAT = ( (T+5.0) /l85.07?9) '*OO3O4376 

E L S E I F  (T.GT.295.407) THCN 
XPSAT = ( (T+l6.O) /l95.i839) +*4.460843 

E N D I F  

P 
L WRITE (3,62) T,XPSAT 
c62 FORMAT ( '  T=',F4.3,' C PSAT=',F9.3,' M P a ' )  

RETURN 

1.. 

END 

FUMCTION XCPFSAT (Pl 
t,- This function cdlculates the i i q u i d  specific heat (in J/kg.K). 
*-- (2.606 <= P < 6.489 MPo) for saturàted conditions. 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XCPF(T, Pl 
*-- This function calculates ;he l i - id  specific heat (in J/kg.K?. 
t .,, (2.606 <= P < 6.489 MPa) for sacuraced conditions; 
T -- (PSAT c ?  < 18.0 MPa) (89.96 < T < 357-03 C )  for subcooled. 

IF (T.GE.XTSAT(P)) THEN 
XCPF = XCPFSAT[P) 

ELSF, 
PS=XPSAT (T) 
PP=? 
TT=T 
XCPF = XCPFSAT(PS) t i.OE3'(0.0018-76. / (364 .-TT) **l-8) * (PP-PSI 

END1 F 

C WRITE (3,63) Tt Pr XCFF 
c 0 3  FORMAT ( '  T=',F9.3,' C P=',F9.3,' MPâ CPF=',F9.3,' J/kg.i(') 

RETURN 
€El@ 

FUNCTION XRHOFSAT ( P --- This function calculates rne liquid Sensity (in kg/m3). 
c,, (1.0 < P <= 8.84 MPa) for saturated conditi~ns. 

IF (P.LE.3.88) THEN 
XRHOFSAT = 1. / (1.0476071E-4'PtC (O0565i090) +0.001022) 

ELSE 
XRHOFSAT = 1. / (3.2836717E-S'i?+l. 12I74733E-3) 

E N D 1  F 



END 

FUNCTION XEGOF (T, P) 
T h i s  function calculates the liquid density (in kg/m3). 
(1.0 < P <= 8 . 8 4  MPa) for sarurated conditions; 
(PSAT < P < 18.0 MPa) (91.79 < T < 357.03 C) for subcooled. 

IF (T.GE.XTSAT(P)) THEN 
XRHOF = XRHOFSAT ( P) 

ELSE 
PS=XPSAT (T) 
PP=P 
TT=T 
XRHOF = XRHOFSAT(PS) + (170.0/ (375.0-TT)-0.2) (PP-PS) 

Z N D I F  

WRITE (3,641 T,P,XX4OF 
F O M T  ( '  T=',F9.3,' C P=',F9.3,' MPa RHOF=',F9.3,' kg/m3') 

RETUEW 
END 

FUNCTION XRHOG ( P ) 
This function calculates the ciensicy (in k g / m 3 )  
in the gas phase a t  s a t u r a t i o n  f o r  G given p r e s s u r e  
(1.112 <= P < 8.996 MPa). 

I F  (P.LT.3.932) THEN 
XRHOG = 4.630832*P'*(1-038819)fO052 

ELSE 
XRHOG = 2.868721*P1':1.252148) - 3 -  30 

E N D I F  

WRITE (3,65 ) P, XRHOG 
FORMAT ( ' P=' , F9 - 3, ' MPG RHOG= ' , F9 - 3, ' kgim3 ' ) 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XHF { P) 
This function calculates the Liquid specific e n t h a l p y  (in J / k g )  . 
10.942 <= P < 9.964 MPa) for satcrated conditions. 

IF (P.LT-4.02) THEN 
XHF = 638.0621*Pf* (0.2963192) -125.0 

ELSE 
X H F  = 373.7665+P** ( 0 . 4 2 3 5 5 3 2 )  +4IS5O 

E N D I F  
XHF = l,OE3*XBF 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XHSUB (T, P) 
This function calculates the Liauid specific enthalpy (in J / k g )  
(PSAT < P < 18.0 MPa) (91.79 < T < 357.03 C )  for subcooled. 

PS=XPSAT ( T  ) 
PP=O 
TT=T 
XHSUB = XHF(PS) + l.OE3*(1.4-169./(369.-TT))* (PP-PS) 



C WRITE (3,661 T,P,XHSUB 
c66 FORMAT ( '  T=',F9.3,' C P=',F9.3,' MPa HSUB=',F12.1,' J/kg') 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCT ION XHG ( P) 
*-- This f u n c t i o n  c a l c u l a t e s  the gas spec i f i c  e n t h a l p y  fin J/kg) 
t-- (1.248 < P <= 6.522 MPa) f o r  s a r u r z t e d  conditions. 

C WRITt ( 3 , 6 7 )  P,XHG 
c67 FORMAT ( '  P=' ,  F9.3, ' MPa HG=',  F12.1,  ' J / k g ' )  

RETURN 
E N D  

FUNCTION XHFG ( P) 
*-, T h i s  f u n c t i o n  c a l c u l a t e s  ïhe heot  of v a p o r i z a t i o n  ( i n  J / k g )  
*-- a t  s a r u r a t i o n  for a g i v e n  p r e s s u r e  (1.248 <= P < 6.522 MPa) . 

XHFG = XHG(P)-XHF(P) 

C WRITE !3,68) P,XHFG 
c68 FORMAT ( '  P=',F9-3,'MPa EFG=',F12.1,' J / k g ' )  

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XVISF(P) 
*--  This f u n c t i o n  c a l c u l a t e s  the liquid d y n a m i c  v i s c o s i t y  ( i n  kg/m.s). 
*-- (1.0 C P < 8.84 MPa) for s a t u r z t e c  c o n c i t i o n s .  
*--  Use saturated c u r v e  for subcoolec. 

I F  (C.LE.3.948) THEN 
VISF = 134.5288*0*' (-0.2848300) ilS. O 

ELS6 
V I S F  = 1 4 1 . 5 4 1 5 - 2 5 . 9 1 3 5 3 ' L O G I O  (P) 

E N D I F  
XVISF=  1-OE-6+VISF 

C WRITE (3,69) Pl XVISF 
c69 FORMAT ( '  P=', F9.3, ' MPa VISF=',Z10-4, ' kq/m.s') 

RETURN 
E N D  

FUNCTION XNUF(T, P) 
+--  T h i s  f u n c t i o n  c a l c u l a t e s  the l i q u i d  k i n e m a t i c  v i s c o s i t y  (in mZ/s). 
=-- (1.0 < P < 8.84 MPa) f o r  s a t u r a t e d  c o n d i t i o n s .  

XNUF = XVISF(P) /XRHOF(T, P) 

C WRITE (3,70) TI PI XNUF 
c70 FORMAT ( '  T=',F9,3,' C P=',F9.3,' MPa NUF=',E10.4,' m2/s1) 

RETURN 
END 



FUNCTION XVISG(P1 
*-- This function calculates ïhe qos kinematic viscosity (in m2/s) 
*-- (2.207 < ? < 8.996 MPa) for sacurated conditions. 

IF (P.LE.5.480) THEN 
VISG = 3.375163'P*' (0.3916208) -8 

ELSE 
VISG = Q.9l694lO'P** (0.7644731) +l5.O 

ZNDIF 
XVISG = 1.OE-G'VISG 

C WRITE (3,71) P,XVISG 
c7 1 F O M T  (' P=',F9.3, ' MPa VISG=',E9.3, ' kg/m,st) 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION XNUG ( P )  
*-- This Eunction calcuLates the gas kinerna t ic  viscosity (in m2/s) 
*-- (2.207 < P < 8.996 MPa) for saturated conditions. 

XNUG = XVISG ( P) /XRHOG (P) 

FUNCTION XCONF (Tl 
*-- This function calcclates the liquid thermal conductivity (in J/s-m.K). 
*-- (4.4 < P < 4.6 MPo, 2C0 < T < 2 6 0  Cl . 

XCONF = -6.265E-6'T7T+0.0018*T-0-5581 

P 
L WRITE (3,73) T,XCONF 
c7 3 FORKAT ( '  T=',F9.3,' C COSF=',F9.3,' J/kg.m.sll 

RETURN 
END 





APPENDIX E: TYPICAL OUTPUT FILE FOR TSFOUL 

I n p u t  C o n d i t i o n s  a t  I n l e t :  --------------------------- 
XTHO= - 2 0 0  PO= 4 .40  T= 256.00 TSP= 256.00 TST= 275.00 

Q= 125300.0 GO= 3 0 0 - 0  PHIO= -5005-06 DS= -100E-05 PHICC -500E-08 
DIO= -012700  WO= .O04300 YWO= .O02100 ZWO= .O02100 
YAA= .O05700 YBB= -002200  ZP&= -005700  ZBB= .O02200 

BETAS= - 5 0 0  CONS= 20.030 M O S =  5200.00 E= -280E-05 AO= . 300E-I l  
DELT= 1 . 00  NT= 12 
DEBUG (O=off ,  l=some, 2 = l o t s )  : I 
f lags f o r  s p e c i a i  models (O=of f ,  l=on; : 

- €BO= I FGK= 1 F P R =  I FLM= 1 
FKF= O FKV= O FKS= O FCO= O FFD= 0 FCH= 0 

C l * * t * C * C * + C * f * + * C * t ,  

* *  XTHO >=O- so correct value f o r  T Fs TSAT= 256.12 

-- FREE SPRN (UPSTREAM) -- 

I= 1 For vercical  t u b e  su r f zce  : 
KTH= -.76E-07 KD= .23E-05 K I =  -122-05 

KT= .24E-O5 KA= .85E-06 Ka= .29E-04 
K l P =  -63E-06 KTUBE= .29E-04 

For tube : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .238E+07 

Z X XTH AL FA UF G DEPMUT DEPMUP W 
. 001 - 200  .200 .76û 1.264 300.0 2 .785 .O00 .O04297 

I=20 For h o r i z o n t a l  support surface : 
KTH= .00E+00 KD= .23E-05 K I =  .12E-05 



For s u p p o r t  : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .238E+O7 
2 X XTH P L  FA UF u DEPMUT DEPMUP W r 

.O20 - 2 0 1  -201  - 7 6 0  1 .265  299.8 2.786 ,060 -004297 

rr t initiâ1 guess ** YFLOW= -0688 ZFLOW= .O688 
" a E t e r  P balance +*  YFLOW= -0688 ZFLOW= .O688 YG=1120.03 ZG=1120.03 

NUM= .9723E+00 DEN= .7569E+00 MM= -124 iE+O5 
I = 2 1  For  vertical cube sgrface : 
KTH= -.76E-07 KD= .13F-04 K I =  -43E-03 

KT= .44E-03 KA= .14E+OI KB= -4lE-04 
KI?= .44E-03 KTUBE= -481-03 

For t u b e  : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .429E+06 

I = 2 1  F o r  v e r t i c a l  s u p p o r t  s u r f a c e  : 
KTH= .00E+00 KD= .135-04 K I =  .43E-03 
KV = .00E+00 
KT = .44E-03 m= .14E+O1 KSUPP= .44E-03 

F o r  s u p p o r t  : TT= .263E+O7 REYOVE= .429E+G6 

Z X XTH AL FA UL* G DEPMUT DEPMUP W *. - 
- 020 - 2 0 1  -201  - 8 4 0  7 .083  1120.0 5.731 5.241 .O02089 

I=45 For  v e r t i c a l  t u b e  surface : 
KTE= -.76E-07 KD= .73E-05 K I =  -48E-04 

KT= .49E-04 KA= .28E-01 KB= .38E-O4 
K1 P= -49E-04 KTUBE= .86F-04 

I= 45  F o r  vertical supporc surface : 
KTH= .00E+00 KD= .73E-C5 K I =  .48E-04 
KV = .00E-00 
KT = .49E-04 EU!= .28E-01 KSU?P=  .49E-04 

-- 2 CHANNEL (smaller) -- 

NU%= .9723E+00 DEN= . 7569 t+00  MM= .1241E+05 
I=21 For vertical tues surface : 
KTH= -.76E-07 KD= .13E-04 KI= .33E-03 
KT= .44E-03 KA= .14E+01 K 3 =  - 4  1E-04 

K l P =  .44E-03 KTUBE= .48E-03 

F o r  tube : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .429E+06 



1=21 For vertical s u p p o r t  surface : 
KTg= .00E+00 KD= -13s-04 KI= .43E-03 
w =  .00E+00 
En'= .44E-03 KA= .14E+01 KSUPP= .44E-03 

For support : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .429Fi06 

Z X XTH ALFA UF G DEPMUT DEPMüP W 
. 020 -201 . 201 .840 7.083 1120.0 5.731 5.241 -002089 

I=45 For  vertical tube surface : 
KTH= -.76E-07 KD= .73E-05 Ki= .48E-O4 
KT= .43E-04 KA= .28Z-01 KB= .38E-04 

K l P =  -49E-04 KTUBE= - 8  6E-O4 

I=45 For vertical s u p p o r t  surface : 
KTH= .00E+00 KD= .73E-05 KI= -48E-04 
W = .00E+00 
KT = .49E-04 KA= .S8E-O1 KSUPP= -49s-04 

-- FREE SPE-Y (DOWNSTREAM) -- 

For tube : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .238E-07 

1=46 For h o r i z o n t a l  scpport s ~ r f ~ c e  : 
KTH= .00F+00 KD= .23E-05 KI= .12C-O5 
KF = .00Ei00 KG= .00C'00 KC= .30E+00 
KT = .24E-05 EV?= -87E-06 KSUP+ -64E-06 

For support : TT= .263E+07 REMOVE= .238Z+07 
Z X XTH AL FA UF G DLPMUT DEPMUP W 

. 046 ,202 .202 ,762 1.271 299.8 2.785 .O60 -004297 

I=65 For  vertical tübe sc r face  : 
KTH= -.76E-07 KD= .23E-05 KI= -12E-05 
KT= .24E-05 KA= .87E-06 KB= .29E-O4 

K l P =  -64E-06 KTUBE= -3GE-04 

Z X XTH AL FA UF G DEPMUT DEPMU P W 
.O65 -203 -203 -762 1.273 299.8 2.786 ,000 .O04297 


